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NEW ADVKKTIMEMKNTd THIS WEEK.
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Dorlty—Sheri IPs sale.
Bankrupt notice—Eat .fudson A Gordon.
B K Joy—Store to let.
Rockland, Bluehlll A Ellsworth Steamboat Co
—Spring schedule
S I> wiggln—Apothecary.
.1 I* Eldrldge—Eureka fly killer and electric
•
sprayer.
Hancock
Big Stock Co.
•1 A Cunningham -Confectioner.
U G Hodgkins—The Equitable Assurance so-

GENERAL INSURANCE agents,
Bur kill Bank Bldo.,
W«

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Lowest Rates

Foreign Companies.
with
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MONEY TO LOAN

hall—Elroy
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AFFAIft&
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ciety.
Charles

.«

H Iceland—Fruit and

confectionery.

Hancock
Charles H Dow-Caution notice.
SKOW BEGAN, MK
Commonwealth Shoe A Leather
wanted.

Safety.

Improved real eatate and

collateral.

Co—Girls

Bangor:
E J If unt—Patents.

OUR

Tyler, Fogg A Co—Municipal bonds.
Augusta, Me:
A legltmste business for man with capital.

PLATFORM.

New York:
Manhattan Fire Ins Co—Insurance notice.
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Protectionists
And want to

see

the homes of

people protected
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Celebrated Sherwin-Williams Paint.
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LET US QUOTE
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Miss Etfle F. Walker, of Ellsworth,
graduates from the Caatlne normal school

all to understand that the
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we
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liandle

to-day.
John A.
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Republicans
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And want all the
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Hardwaremen,
The

^

ones

you rend

j

so

much about and trade with

so

often.

Friends of Miss Mary A. Greely hope

KITCHEN and DINING

I CHAIRS

price from AO cents to #2.50. All of
new and latest styles.
Twenty patterns to select
from.
All polished and finished in golden oak. These
chairs were bought outside the trust, and are 20 per
cent, below trust prices.
Hanging

fc

E
fc

^

MAIN

STIIKKT,

“Olive Branch”
4alled away from Ellsworth Sunday for
her new borne, Stonington.
Mrs. C. C. Burrill is in Montreal visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. VV. Tatley. She
The

The
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ton at the services
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Sunday morning.

and
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the

F.

Day

Memorial
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district

third

Rev. S. C.
at

are

democratic

Beach,

Cniiarian

the

the

Scientists

Mrs.

X

attending

George

annual

Fl >rida all

i

tbe

convention in

of

Bangor,

church

will

next

in

II.

Grant

is

convention
Boston.

preach
Sunday

winter, is at

attending
Christian

of

She

the last of the week.
5 Upme
Miss L'zzie M. Osgood, who
J
home

♦

at

morning in exchange with the pastor,
Rev. A. H. Coar.

Y

i

oraliou

Fairfield to-day.

X
5

t

is

expected

has been in
for

a

vaca-

tion of tfiree weeks before going to
Cottage City for the summer.
I^eonard T. Crabtree, of New London,
Wisconsin, was called here last week by
the illness and subsequent death of his
at her.

Are you looking
for

something good
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»
we keh-

in perfumery?
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ROGER & GALLET'S

|

IO O<“>O<>OC- dO<t0O 2

Violet Extract!
8oc per ounce.

Also

a

Huger A i.ailcfs other

full Hue of

Peaches.

;;Cal.
SI Cherries.
■•Apricots.

goods.

£
x

j

Adams.

|

improvement society are busy with preparations
for the lawn tea to be given Thursday
The

I

good quality

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

g

STORE.!

WIGGINS DRUG

and

cheap.

Manager.

X

perhaps

more

f

Useful

1

Useful
so.”

as

as

the Useful,

Tomato, )
Plants.
Cabbage,
J
Celery.
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£

draught

McUowu, the genial teller of the
national bank, is off on a vacation.
He “shipped” iu the schooner “Nellie
Grant”, Capt. Dodge, for Rondout, N. V.
He will be gone about two weeks.

all the time.

;;

J. A. CUNNINGHAM.

♦
X

First

|

...
::

!t

TOWER,
j;
CARRIAGE PAINTING,;;
c. A.

SOUTH STREET.

will be addressed to the children,
and iu the evening at each church there
will be a Children’s Day concert.

FRUIT.

CONFECTIONERY.

A feature of the morning service at the

|

ROOT BEER.
CHERRIES
FRUIT
of all kinds.

nand

<

imOWMHHHHOHot

C. H. LELANH,
Main Street,

...

Ellsworth.

Congregational

church last

E. J. HUNT,
25 E. M. SQUARE,

Solicitor.
BaKGOR, ME.

...

Sunday

was a

baritone soio, sung during the offertory,
by Clarence C. Brooks, of Portland, a
well-known singer, who has many friends
and acquaintances in this section.
Miss Helen Adams left last week for
Brattleboro, Vt., to attend to wedding of
her friend, Miss Hattie Jones. Miss Jones
is remembered iu Ellsworth, where she
has vtailed. Miss Adams Is now in Boston. She is expected home this week.
Mrs. Levi A. Wyman, of Pasadena, Cal.,
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Cushman, in this city. She will spend
the summer here. Her husband is a son

(Continued

PATENTS.

fiercely,

structure burned

half

an

hour

from tbe

fire the building was
rapidly did the fire spread that
tbe men employed in tbe building were
driven from tbe building before they
couid save anything.

down.

of tbe

80

In the yard was over a million feet of
and finished lumber, but fortunately tbe wind was away from it, and it
was saved.
Tbe only stock burned was
about 100 boxes for tbe B. E. Cole shoe
factory, which were stored in a small dry
bouse near the
mill, and the small
quantity of stock in tbe mill.
Tbe mill was built a little over a year
ago, and was equipped with modern machinery for making long lumber and box
abooka. Home of tbe macbinea were very
expensive. Tbe loss is estimated at flO,000, with insurance probably aggregating
A few
macbinea wblcb bad
|8,000.
been put iu recently were not insured.
One rotary saw bad been running only a
fow days. The two large boilers were not
damaged, and it may be possible to repair
the engine, but tbe other machinery is
round

The

ROYAL—the

contract

on

biscuit, bread, etc.,
healthful; it assures

The company was working
for 75,000 boxes for the Sea-

Packing Co., and another large confor the Atlantic Halibut Co., of
Gloucester, Mass. Fortunately the mill
was ahead
on
the orders, and will be
able, it is believed, by putting up a ternporary mill, to complete its contracts
without inconvenience to its customers.
The mill probably will be rebuilt. Mr.

expected

before

in

lie

Ellsworth

leaves

ttie

page 8.)

To Cure CoattlpatiuD Forever*
Take Ca&carets Candy Cathartic. 10c or 25c
If C. C. C. fall to cure, druggists refund money

purity.

makes your cakes,

It

tract

is

and

strength

coast

Skillings
night and

celebrated
powders in the

most

of all the baking
world—cel e brat ed
for its great leavening

owners of the mill were Dr. George
Phillips, of Ellsworth, and W. E. Skil1. nga, of Clark, Skillings & Co., of Boston, each owing a half Interest.
The most serious loss is the Interruption

of business.

pure

\

The

on a

absolutely

BAKING POWDER

A.

you against alum and
all forms of adulteration that go with the
cheap brands.

to-

matter

will be decided.

r

The mill has been
iti

industry
giving employment to

Ellsworth,

valuable

a

many men in the mill
lumber in the winter.

baking powders are low priced, as alum costs but
two cents a jiound ; 1 ut alum is a corrosive poison and
it. renders the baking powder dangerous to use in food.

Alum

and in

getting out
The mill had been

j

building

up a good business, not only in
box shooks but in long lumber and spool

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

CO.,

100

WILLIAM

ST.,

NEW

YORK.

wood.

monthly pay-roll amounted to
fl.COO. There were twenty-seven
employed in the mill. James Bart-

FESTIVAL CHURL'S CONCERT.

about
men

Wasgatt String Quartette

f300.

had

He

insurance.

no

Chris Clough, another of the men, lost

a

To-morrow
third

annual

smaller lot of tools.

evening,

chorus,

km; A I ION A LISTS.

and

County Conference

now

In

Session in

K1 Is worth.

The Hancock county conference of Con-

gregational

churches is

in session in

now

Ellswort h.

opening

The

was held yesterJohn P. Cushman,
chosen moderator, and
Kinney, of Mt. Desert,

Rev.

conference

sermon

was

by

con-

The

Rev. William

Forsyth, of Bucksport, and was an inspi
ration.
The remainder of the afternoon was
occupied by the woman's missionary
meeting. Mrs. L. A. Emery, of Ellsworth,
gave a very interesting view of missionary
work
sonal

Egypt and Turkey, from
impressions during her recent
in

pervisit

numbers

Following

is the

P. C. Clark, of Southwest Harbor,
missionary work in Maine, Mrs.
C. J. Lord, of the American missions, and
Miss H. T. Buck of foreign missions.
Last evening there was a slight change
of

flrotiu

programme.

hv Rmv

I-’

Instead

Ri>dn

nf

of

the ad-

Rlnt>hill

Festival

programme:

scalding both

sermon.

Golden Wedding at Lamolnc.
LAMOIXE, June 6 (special) —Capt. Calvin Coggins and wife, of Lamoine, will
anni-

There will be a large
gathering of
Most of
friends of this esteemed couple.
from
their children are here
Massachusetts.
_

Blue llame Oil Stoves—the only odorless oil
lu use. At .J. 1*. Eldrltlge’s.—Advt.

arms

two-yenr old boy fell
pickle Monday, badly
nearly to the shoul-

ders.
In spite of the severe
child is doing quite well.
Dr.
of Ellsworth, was called.

pain, the
Hodgkins,

What Shall We Have for Dessert?
This question arises in the family every
day.

Let

it

us answer

to-day. Try Jell-O,

delicious and healthful dessert. PreNo boiling! no
pared in two minutes.
baking! simply add boiling water und set
to cool.
Flavors:
Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a package at
your grocer’s to-day. 10 cts.

a

AUtanaoitnua.

Hymn.buck
Chorus

No

op

13—adagio—allegro vivace—inter.Mendelssohn

Wasgatt quartette.
a Recognition of Land.Grieg
b Forget-me-not.Glese
Chorus
art so like a tlower... .Chadwick
b Sweetheart. Foote
K M Waterhouse
a Eventide.Aht
b Lullaby.brahma

GEORGE A. PARCHER.

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

DRUGGIST.

Songs—a Thou

Chorus
Romance Sans Paroles.. Van Goens
b La Veritable Manola .bourgeois

PHYSICIANS’ SUPPLIES

a

’Cello solo by Mr It J Sawyer
Tenor solo—Selected.
Mr Waterhouse
Violin solo—Gipsy Dance.Keler Heler
DrO E Wahgatt
rt ("mir.il No M.
bach
b

Rmv

Whittier, missionary for eastern
Maine, gave a review of work in Hancock
county.
I
Rev. Edward 8. Tead, of the American
missionary association, gave an interestling skt tch of work in the South, espec! tally among the negros and mountain
whites of Tennessee.
This forenoo i, after a devotional strv ce and business meeting, the following
topics were taken up: “The Everlasting
Gospel,” Rev. William Forsvth; “The
Living Bible,” Rev George E. Kinmy;
and
“The Church
the People,” Rev.
George Chapin. Discussion followed.
This afternoon ttie conference will dispose of unfinished business. The session
will close with communion service. Rev.
J. S. Richards, of Brooksville, will preach
Charles

the communion

sixty

Itearli.

S. VV. Bennett's
inton kettle of hot

AND

(Quartette

Mrs.

the

between

Lamoliie

PART I.

to those countries.

spoke

Besides tlie

seventy voices, t lie Wasgatt string

mezzo

spiritual fellowship,

by Rev. George H. Hefflon.

ducted

which

Ellsworth

the

given.

the

quartette will appear, and also E. M.
Waterhouse, whose tine tenor voice so
delighted the audiences who heard him as
“John Alden” in “Priscilla” last summer.

services

day afternoop.
of Castine, was
Rev. George E.
scribe.
Then followed

E. M.

Thursday,

of

concert

festival chorus will be
CONG

ami

Waterhouse, Tenor.

foreman, lost his chest of tools,

valued at

Sunday will be observed as ChilDay iu the Methodist and Free celebrate tbeir
golden wedding
Baptist churches. The pastors’ regular versary to-night.
Next

dren’s

sermons

TOBACCO and
CIGARS.

Ellsworth Greenhouse.

week at the home of

cutter-yacht “Thetis” will go in
commission Sunday, and her owner, L. M.
Moore, will have her out for a trial spin.
If Sunday is a fair day, Cnion River bay
wilt be lively with yachts.

+

SODA.

Coleus,
(
Daisies,
| Pansies,
|
Mignonette,
I Asters,
Petunias,
/Plants.
Beautiful Slocks,
I Phlox,
Heliotrope,
I
I Marigolds, Begonias,
Verbenas,
J
I

next

L. A. Emery.

The

OPP3X>iOOOOaiiX)^^

“The Beautiful ia

of

the Park street

M. V.

CAh*

ft

E- G. MOOKE.

ladies of

afternoon

I! STRAWBERRIES, I

o

Uat.l»rEKF.i> DKCGGlftT,

|

Mrs.

<►

light

less than

discovery

in

Rev. Win. Forsyth, of Bucksport, will
occupy the pulpit of the Congregational
church next Sunday morning and evening
in exchauge with the pastor, Rev. J. M.

9

Itt'LK.

IN

#

SI

Florida Pines.

in

lett, the

Mr. and Mrs. VV. T. Bradley, of Tomahawk, Wisconsin, are spending a month
in Ellsworth with Mrs. Bradley’s father,
John Cheney.
Capt. J. M. Higgins, George B. Stuart

Y

WALSH'S, Ellsworth.

Metho-

Camden.

$

SLIPPERS fur GRADUATION. We have them
In Kid, White Kid, and Patent Leather, in both
French anti plain heels, also spring heels.
For the young men we have the CELEHR A TED ••WALK-OVERS,’* in Patent Leather

moil

delivered

X

always LEADERS IN STYLES In

wind tbe
and

The
P.

Rev. J. P. Simonton returned Thursday
from a visit to Camden and Rock port. He

I

SLIPPERS for

Tbe mill of tbe Trenton lumber comBayside was burned yesterday afternoon.
Tbe tire started about 2 30
o'clock, in tbe engine room. In tbe bigh
pany at

ance.

Ellsworth.

We

Burrill
o’clock Sat-

tHe

Probate court was In session yesterday.
It was a very busy term. More than the
usual number of attorneys was iu attend-

|

< ►

weeks.

and

national

dist church last

^

;;

;;

eight

urdays Instead of 12
formerly.
Rev. C. S. McLearn assisted Rev. J.

3

hut Well Insured—Will

Loss,

Probably Rebuild.

as

040^0^0^0*0*040^040*1>»v4%%'% ♦0*O^<>S<>*OWO*O^O4O#O^O*O

i:

First

or

national banks will closest 1

REDUCED RATES.

JOY’S STUDIO.

schooner

old

will be away six

c4imo*omiUmtmmmoMnoonmoonooWhodnmnWmC
GRADUATING PICTURES
at

ex-

Rev. C. S. Me Learn leaves to-day for
pastorate of

§
KI.CsWOltTir.

------

Bucks-

in

are

Bar Harbor to enter upon tbe
the Baptist church there.

in

W. CUSH HAN & SON,

A.

attack of

an

port to-day 10 auena commence mem
ercises at the seminary.

Hi

|

F. Knowiton and wife

J.

3

IN WOOD and CANE SEAT,

recovery from

tbe measles.

|

ROOM

speedy

for her

^IWff»f»*ff»wii»w»»f?MmwfM!twm»Hiwt»>*«m»»»»ww«HM

I

are

W. King has been appointed grand
sword-bearer of tbe grand commandery
of Maine.

}

STRATTON & WESCOTT.

Miss Marion
among the victims of the
and

A.

I
i
|

Heavy

destroyed.
Moon

measles.

2
*

Nichols, of Woonsocket, It
her mother, Mrs. Josiah H.

Albert

Treworgy

I

want Fncle Sam t<» buy up all the railroads and
us out on our freight rates.

is

Mrs.

I

Democrats

4

Mrs. Louis

I

«

a moderate ariff on lumber that
to the benefit of the home builder.

corner

streets.

And all competitors are hereby prohibited from selling ^
'.
goods in this vicinity.

^

Hale has moved to his new
of Main and Hancock

store at tbe

$

Prohibitionists

PAINT, ETC.

11

^

2

out, acquire more.land i|
11

arejmpertal.

oi r prices

L

the fanners to reach
buildings thereon.

more

Street Commissioner Hurley experts to
have tbe rock crusher running this week.

abbcTtiarmcnt*.

TRENTON MILL BURNED.

a

MAIL

(Quartette
I'A H I

II.

Andante cantablle.I*

are

TachDkowsky

Quartette
Tenor solo—“If with all your hetrts,"
Mr Waterhyuse
b Chorus—"Vet Doth the Lord see It not,”
a

Bass solo—“Lord, God of Abraham."
M .1 A Cunningham
Quartette—"Cast thy burden on the Lord”
Aria—Look

down on us

Chorus—Open the heavens
Trio—Lift thine eyes
MDr- M K Hopkins, Mrs Grace
Mrs V E Smith
Chorus—Thanks be to God
Chorus—He watching over Israel
Chorus -Then did

Maine.

Ellsworth,
COMING KVKNTS.

Thursday, June 7, at Hancoc-.: hall—
Third annual concert of the J
worth
festival
chorus, assisted by
Wusgatt
of
an
1
E.
M.
string quartette,
Bangor,
Waterhouse, tenor, of B >ston.

Mu lilt*.

All numbers in this part except the first
from Mendelssohn’s oratorio Elijah.

ORDERS

SPECIALTIES.

Hallelujah Chorus.Beethoven
Chorus
Erkhtrung.\ .Joachim Raff

b Die

,

Royal,

'Thursday afternoon. June 14. at home
of Mrs. E. A. Emery
Etwu t**a. by ladies
of
Bark
street
improvement ’society.
Tickets, 25 cents.
July 9. at Hancock ball—Tommy Donnellv’s btg minstrels, under management
of Frank A. Owen, of Bangor.
Two weeks beginning July lb summer
school for teachers at E Iswurth.

Fridav, Saturday, and Sunday, June 15,
1*», 17—E.lswor h Quarterly Meeting of
Free Baptist churcnes at Eastbn.
:.t (bid FelSaturday evening, June
lows’ hall—Social dance. Mosiaghati’a orchestra.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, June
14, 15, 16, at Hancock hail -Elroy Big
Stock Co.
25c and 35c; children

Elijah,
Chorus

The Wasgatt string quartette is comI)r. O.
posed of the following members:
E. Wasgatt, first violin; Ralph Preble,
second violin; Harold C. Sawyer, viola;
Roland J. Sawyer, ’cello.

S&bcrtiBrmcnU.

NEGLIGE SHIRTS.
We have the finest line of

stoves

Mr. W. S. Whedon, Cashier of the First
National Bank of Winterset, Iowa, in a
recent letter gives some experience with a
carpenter in his employ, that will be of
value to other mechanics. He says: “I
had a carpenter w or king for me who was
obliged to stop work for several days on
account of being troubled with diarrheea.
I mentioned to him that I bad been similarly troubled and that Chamberlain’s
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy had
cured me. He bought a bottle of it from
the druggist here and informed me that
one dose cured him, and he is again at
his work.” For sale by Geo. A. Parcher,
Ellsworth, andJW. I. Partridge, Blue-

hill, druggists.

jfinancial.

shown,

these

goods

with

collars and cuff*—

ever

attached and detached.

LJ

PRICES
range front 49c to

$1.30.

LEWIS FRIEND & 00.
First Nat l Bank

Bldg.

I.

L. Halm vn, Mgr.

For the Week Ileulnnlnic Jane
lO—<Comment by Hev. 8. H. Doyle.

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto-it Is tor the mu
timl benefit, and alms to l>c helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In
lerchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends large
lv on the support given It In this resj»ect. t om
munlcatlons must l*e signed, but the name of
writer will not lie printed except by i»erTnlsslon.
Communications will l»e subject to approval or
rejection bv the editor of the column, but none
will in* rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Thk American,
Ellsworth, Me.
Mutual Benefit Column.

TARA RLE.

THE

This topic Is illustrated by the parable of the leaven and the meal. It is
associated by the evangelists with that
©f the mustard seed— the

one

represent-

ing the external growth and spread of
Christ's church and the other the internal growth of Christian principles and
After the
their universal extension.
parable of the mustard seed. Jesus
“Wherounto shall I liken the
kingdom of God? It is like leaven
which a weman took and hid in three
measures of meal till the whole was
leavened.”
said:

When I get time—
1 know what 1 shall do
1*11 cut the leaves of all ray books,
And iead them through and through.

INTERPRETATION.

THE

The kingdom of God represents the
church which is to spread over the
world as the leaven throughout the
ni' :!
The leaven represents the word
of God, or the new living principle
brought Into the wortd by Christ.
\\ Inch is to l»e implanted in t lie hearts of
men and which will lift them as leavThere is no
en lifts or raises the meal.
significance in the fact that there were
three measures of meal or that it was
a woman who hid the leaven in the
meal. This was the usual amount, and
the work was such as a woman usual-

When I get time—
I’ll write some letters then
That 1 have owed for weeks and weeks
To many, matiy men.
When 1 get time—
I’ll pay those calls I owe.
And with those bills, those countless bills
I will not be so slow.
When I get time—
I’ll regulate my life
In such a way that I may get
Acquainted with my wife.

APPLICATION.

This parable very naturally suggests
the lifting force of Christianity upon
the lives of men. It not only suggests
lifting lives, but sets before us some
facts in reference to lives that lift.
I. Lives that lift must themselves
tii st be lifted. All men in their natural
They need
estate are like the meal.
a leaven to raise them from a condition of sinfulness before God to a poIt is
sition that is acceptable to God.
easy to see that this is necessary before our lives can influence the lives
of others f"r good. The blind cannot
lead the blind. The uureformed cannot
reform. Before a portion of meal could
leaven that adjoining it it must itself
No man can lift the
be leavened.
lives of others by this new force which j

j

.....

atwe

make our lives touch the lives
of others if we are to win them for
Christ.
3. The greatest lifter of lives is
He is the life. The
Christ Himself.
leaven is really not so much the word
of Christ as it is Christ Himself. Christ
In the heart lifts the life. Christ in
the world is lifting the whole world.
Christ lived and died that He might
raise men from the lowest depths of
si a and misery to the highest heights
But He not
of glory and happiness.
only lifts the lives of those who accept Him, but He places within them
the power of drawing others to Him,
that they may be lifted up. He is not
only the great moral and spiritual magnet who draws all men unto Him. but
He magnetizes those who are drawn,
and they possess the power to draw
Have we been liftmen up unto Him.
ed to Christ? Are we lifting others to
Him ?
must

nave
a

minute

lives of

PRAYER MEETING.

biographical meeting.
special programme, with five
Ar-

a

papers
men

or

addresses

which

have

on

been

the
con-

spicuous for their lifting powers—Peter. Caul, Barnabas, Luther, Wesley.
Spurgeon, Murphy. Moody.
BIBLE

READINGS.

Math, t, 43-48; John
32; Gal. vi, 1-10; Phil.
iii. 1-3; 1 Tim. iv. 12-10;
Heb. xii, 1. 2; Jas. v,
li, 20-25.

ill, 14-10; xii.
Hi. 12-14; Col.
II Tim. iv. 1-8;
10, 20; 1 Pet

In Honorable Warn.

The church should discountenance
all methods for raising money which
tend to cheapen religion. She cannot
afford to Ignore conscience in her financial operations. She must l>e both honest and reverent in replenishing the
Lord's treasury. I>ue regard must be
had for the proprieties of life on the
one hand and respect for the Master
and His house on the other. Nothing
must be done to lower either Him or
His cause In the eyes of others, even
if thereby more money comes into the
bag. Christian principles are needed
in all the benevolent and church
No amount of
schemes of the day.
good ends can justify the use of questionable means for their attainment
The Lord wants His depleted exchequers filled only in legitimate, honorable
and becoming ways.—The Presbyterian.
Faith In the Bible.

If our Sunday schools are turned Into
Bible schools, where the very words of
Holy Writ are studied and helps and
methods less depended ou, those who
teach and those who are taught will
derive that illumination which ever
comes from the entrance of the truth
of God. If the whole Church of Christ
were to present a united front of such
a character instead of one of halting
and declining faith in the book they
love, an impression might
and would be made upon the world.
Even were it impossible to induce the
visible church to unite in taking such
a stand, those who do it would at least
tie faithful witnesses for the truth, and
the result could not be foretold.—Episcopal Recorder.

profess

to

Gospel.
The latest gospel in the world is—
know thy work and do it.—Carlyle.
The l

atest

has

who

execute,

is any

not

pet

plan

to

work

out

in

some

theory'

some

to

in the

one

definite purpose awaiting
consummation, when there is “time”
Next to the almost universal cry of
“tired” is the cry for “time”. Horne are
rewarded for their waiting.
A lady possessed of artistic tastes, one
who really had natural talent, was so
situated that she had no time to use

practice

pencil
a

or some

home for

though

Duty

brush.

or

called her to make

and dear to her, and
unskilled in housewifely

some near

at first

arts, she persevered and allowed not her

..-

By personal example, by personal
tentions. by personal persuasions,

range

world

Mr*.

to

Plnkham,

Follow* Her Adrlce and I* Made Well.

“Dear Mrs. Ftrkham:— For nearly
two ami one-half years 1 have been in
feeble health. Aftermy little ehiltl came
seemed 1 conltl not,

[The editor Invites secretaries of local unions
of the W. C. T. 17. in Hancock county, ami
white tibboners generally, to contribute to this
column reports of meetings or Items that will be
of Interest to worker* In other parts of the
county. We would like this to lie a lire columa,
but It need* some effort on the part of W. C. T.
! U. women to make It so.
It 1* a column of their
making, not ours, and will l« what they make
Items and communication* should be short,
It.
i and are, of course, subject to approval of the

editor]

SOUTH

I8LK.

DEER

Mis* M. A. Carroll, county superintendent of 8. T. I., write* of her work In a let-

and

the
ter so interesting that some extract* are
severest pains in
given below:
my limbs and top
“Now It Is my duty to do what He* In me for
(
of head and am
In school
! the cause of scientific Instruction
almost insensi- When a man
holding the position of principal
1
ble at times.
[of [Mis* Carroll name\ one of the advanced
also have a pain ! educational Institutions of the State] will array
of
to
the
himself against this cause, It is time for one and
just
right
breast lx me. It is all to arise in God's strength to help turn the
times battle to the gate.
so severe at
“It Is plain that the Itquor-lovcr* have Joined
that I cannot lie on
the liquor-dealer* In the raid on such Instrucmv right side. Please
tion. Let us pray and trust that all the many
write me what yon
and strong attacks that will lx* made on our
of
think
my case.”— cause In the year coming will be turned against
M rh. Clara Gates. themselves
by Him who gave Jehosliaphat the
Johns P. O., Miss.. victory.
“I believe the dealers and lovers of liquor are
April 25, 1898.
to make a groat struggle lu Maine thl* year to
overthrow
our cause of scientific Instruction In
Dear Mrs. Pihkham:
schools—a greater effort than ever before. They
Thavetalfen Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegehave begun to sec the outcome of such instructable Compound as advised and now
tion. They see It means a gradual, but sure
send you a letter for publication. For
vanishing of the demand for alcohol and to*
several years 1 was iu such wretched haoco, and
consequently the diminishing and
health that life was almost a burden.
final death of the great liquor Interest*.
I could hardly walk across the floor,
"But God Is stronger than the devil, and thl*
Several of our l>est is God** cause. S»o let us never lay dowa our
was so feeble.
physicians attended me. hut failed to arms; let us watch and work and pray; for
we seem weak and small and the wealth
help. 1 concluded to write to you for though
God
advice. In a few days I received such of millions Is with the liquor dealers, yet
Is strength Itself, and He will not desert Ills
a kind, motherly letter. I followed your
cause.
own
instructions and am my ‘old self [
“I,et us never be discouraged when person* 1
Was greatly benefited before I
again.
j high In office turn against tlx? right. Thai has
had used one bottle. May God bless been done by those high In power in all ages,
the
let the people rejoice,
you for what you are doing for suffer- ; sittl God rtlgo*.
way ot the wicked He turneih up*!de down."
ing women.”—Mrs. Clara Gates.
Mis* Carroll i* one of the most earnest
Johns P. O., Miss.. Oct. 6. 1899.
and enthusiastic worker* in the county.
| She put* her heart Into her wotk, and is
suggest. 1 should think it would be easier !
“instant in season and out of season”.
work than “hooking”.
1
chills

ticTuramiiK

put a atop to
altogether,” write* Rev.

aoclablea—If it did
church service#

uot

SAFE DEPffiTT VAI1TS.

Cyrus Towsend Brady, in narrating his
experiences as “A Missionary in the Great
West,” in Ladies Home Journal.
occasion, in one of my missions,
elaborate preparations for a
great crowd, which was kept at borne hy
Os who had
A few of
a
heavy rain.
“On

we

gret my strength
again. I have

Banking.

Sermon In this Child’* Kemark.
“The weather sometime# played havoc
with those
necessary concomitant* of
rellgou* life In the far Weat—church

one

We

had made

braved

the storm

were

Let all copy her

example

in

earnest

pathway of others. After years of this
j experience, she opened her heart to a
;
;

j

friend and said:

looking
these
if 1

j
j

j

“Do you know- 1
the

to

time

am

all

when

1 believe
longings will be satisfied.
the time in this world, that

never see

in the life to

come

opportunity

for the

tastes

j

forward

and

talents

development
that

But the way

here.”

enjoy

there will be time and

w

as

to the utmost the

and in

country rich

a

she had abundant

in

opened

us

for her to

study of nature,
fruit and

time and

to do the work she loved

of the

given

were

flowers

opportunity

well.

so

our

the freedom we all use In
circumstance*. A small daughter of
the house, who had been an interested
listener, suddenly remarked, during a
vou’re
pause In the conversation ; ‘Now,
all mad at (tod because it’s raining.

opinions with

8wl«l to ko Owo of tko Boat
la tko Cowatrj.

like

We believe that thl* vault afford*

Fire and

#

banking

Our

paper of Feb. 7, 1900, Mrs. R. made
for a poem entitled “The Dying
Soldier”. In a letter received from her
last week she informed
hers had sent

a

that

me

copy of the

I

a

friend of

poem to our
have no recol-

publication.
lection of receiving the poem, and can not
find it among manuscript for the column,
so I am quite sure the copy did not reach
column for

R., however, has asked for
another poem, w hich 1 hope she will be
more fortunate in obtaining; she says:
Mrs.

me.

“I have often thought 1 would like to ask for
a piece, the title of whieh is very vaguely rememt>ered by me, but 1 think it was
‘How
Mr*. Joies
or Smith)
Failed to Obtain a
Divorce.’ Fearing to make my request known,
a* it might be Hie man# of proving how shallow a naiure 1 possessed, I have refrained thus
tar from doing so, nut reading in the M. It.
column
^elections
from ‘Around the World
by .Josiah Allen’s wife*, I am emboldened to
make a more frivolous request known. The
poem Ja>t inqui ed for slates the reason for
asking for divorce Is that her husband is a
•jlner that is, he *jlue«’ many societies.”

Did

Madge
she
be

a

Mrs. R, that Auut
getting “frivolous” because

you think,
was

quoted from Samantha? I shouldn't
mite surprised (should you?) if Dr.

laimagc

reaa

ryainsnina s

story

in

under

the

on

crust, then

place a
pieces or

Co mm meed

j layer of rhubarb cut in small
chopped quite tine, then half a cup of
sugar and a little more Hour, t hen rhubarb,

Boatooaa

Deposit* 1n this bank

Day 1,

1873.

by law exempt froa

are

sV. B. COO LI DOB, Prfidnt.

JOBS F. WHITCOMB. Wee-President

3trorrti0nnmt0.

CHARLES a BUS RILL, 7Veo**ce».

Deposit* draw Interest from the first day <>J
March, June, fiwptetnber and I>ecrml»t'r.
HOARD OF l>IRRCTf>R8i
Join* r. Whitcomb,
A. r. Drawn**.
N. B CooLiixiR,
F. Cakroll HraaiLL,
iHAKLM C. HI RK11.L.

QUAKER

Bank hour*

dally, from

9 a. m. to

12

m

RANGES
1* what your money'wtll.carn If
lnvc»t<d lu »hare* o£the

Ellsworth Loan and Buildioa Ass’d.

another

flour,

half

cover

pastry you w ill have a good pie
not decorate the bottom of the

w

hich

oven

w
w

For
that

wild

HISTORY

Kgo’s suggesberry pies in an

there

animal

had

of

been

was

been

going Jo

Children

chased

by

school

animal

an

and

pronounced

to be

a

w

H.

Jordan did not realize his danger,
though! that he would be able to beat

rushed

steer

wit h

toward

him and

then

a

W hen the steer

slick.

him

Mr.

jumped

I

|

will take

a

BXjIjSWORTXI

LAUNDRY

AND BATH ROOMS.
••NO

PAY,

NO

past, but turned arid charged the
All kinds of laundry worn done at short
again. Jordan turned to leap the aloe, (woods called for and delivered.
but
and
was
and
fell,
gored
wall,
trampH. B. KSTEY * CO.,

farmer

led to death.

West End Bridge.

Ellsworth,

no

MONEY

ALL III SIXES,

F. II. AIKEN,
ELLSWORTH,

ME.

...

I
\

B

B

III
III
ill

B^^^^B

p[Jp|M

Ladies, Boys

We mean It—we hare a new plan of doth t business. We manu
fa'-'ir.- ninety d ffereot household anlcles such as heap Bak
log Powder, pertum.s, Bluing, silver PoUab. Starch. Coffee, hc,
we 6ell our products direct to the user, saving the pronts of the
Jobber, the wholesaler ami retailer This saving, which amount's
to at least so per cent of the ordinary retail prior, we give to
our customers In the form of premiums lo repay them tor their
kindness In buying from us. We offer your choice of 300 oremlums. including Bicycles. Couches, ( hairs. Ladies' Tailor-Made
hulls, Kefrlgerauirx, orapuaphones Etc. Etc.

We

Ship

Goods

you can try them before
you may return them.

so

on

Thirty Days’ Credit

paying

us, and if not

as

represented

jR

BMg
BBB
lf||/JnE'’

RECEIVED

First-clans Stock; Loivn.1 Possible Price*, j
I deal in

FREB

STEWART,

M. D.

Carriages,
stock.

TBLKFI10HH COVSKCnUN.

repair.

omcKK

J

Ichx»oc-:< <-oc<->:<hx>o c>oc
and

is

Q

X
*
X

X

8

and JIG-SAWING

X
X

of all kinds at short notice.

tn

at

BAK HARBOR AND BM'EHILL. ME.
Bar Harbor office* : 7 ami S Ml. Ptarrtl
Biuehlll office open Saturdays.

I

H.

I>R.

a.

GRF.ELY,

DENTIST.
Urm-luatc of Ibe
claae of '7S

Pbtla.lelphU Denial CoUc*e,

KllIwok.h.

**-orricB ih Giles' Block.
Clo^.1 MVilneatlay afternoon* until further
notice.

D

TURNING, PLANING

QHARLES

HAY.

H.

DRCMMEY,

ATTORNEY
AKb

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
Room* .•

anu3, Kmsr Nat'l Bank BclU'UO,

ELLSWORTH,

»5OO0O©OCK>OOOOO<*X«^^

HAY.

UI'VITL’U

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

LORD,
ELLSWORTH.

woodworking machine*,
prepared to do

Maine.
Graduate Bo*t..n ('nlrendty.
!
Maine Ilomcropathir Medical
*oclety. American
Institute of Honi<ropathy, amt coiTe*|»ori«!lR|?
member Boston llonuropathlc Medical *oclety.

Tnuv L'

Wheels and Carriage

MAINE.

CARROLL BURRILL,

Jj\

ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

_

Notary Public

One Carload Pressed

/^H

has

Send for

Maine.

IIOM(KOPATHIST,

ARRIAGES

1^.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

PtofTssional Cat6«.

CARLOAD

hte

Er.l j
Bf f

LOAN.

Wwt IlKnoKaviLCK,

No. 9 School Street,
is pleased to inform the people of
this city and viciuity that he haa
pnt into his shop an engine and

B

ail

First Nulon*! Bank KulMIu.

Office* In

o

1

TO

Ell, worth.

A.

SOUTH STREET.

and Girls.

ar. I

PERSONAL PROPERTY.

OK

s.

m

Collection*

l.AW.

SOLD BY

New and Second-hand

HQRB
K^l

to

AT

SECURITY TAKEN ON HEAL ESTATE

I trim and

no MONEY WANTED
From your own Pocket.

GILES,

Special attention *treu

size of fire-box.

Jl'ST

WASH EE.”

r.

Commercial budne**.

Miscellaneous.

rushed

■NM

YNWOOD

ATTORNEY AND CO0N8RLLOR

inch stick of wood full

I ntroductlon—A boriglnes— Discovery.
Purchase—Settlement and Land Titles.
A Sketch of the Life of C*d. James Swan.
HiographieaI Sketches of Early Settler*.
(ion’s Island.
The Fishing Industry.
Synopsis of Municipal Records.

STEAM

The steer

appp |
M Ifa KL

J

twenty-four

OK

Jordan struck

aside.

D.

The iKiok may be ohtalued of the author, I>K.
IL W. small, Atlantic, Me.; of II. W. Bur
ant, 2tS Middle street, Portland, or of the pub
Ushers, The Hancock County Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Me.

Mr.

off the

M.

PRICK, #1.00.

ing

and

SMALL,

TAHI.E OF CONTESTS.

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

steer.

ground.

W.

covers:

have

The supposition is that it strayed fr »m
the herd of some drover who lias passed
through the section.
Sunday morning Mr. Jordan was driv-

head to the

Hauntv w. <
pumas, Ve\
Fire* Nat'l Hank it !*.

A history of Swan’s Island has just been published, and Is now ready for delivery. I>r
Small, of Atlantic, has given much lime to
the preparation of this volume, which covers
From the following table of con
244 pages.
tent- may be seen the ground which the book

at

his cows to pasture, when he heard
behind him a wild bellow. From woods
near by a big steer came galloping w ith

particular* Inquire of

Kino. President.

A. W.

BY

crashing

ild

For

MAINE,

through the alders at the side of the
Once or twice the animal was
highway.
seen

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

SWAN'S ISLAND,

large in the woods and pastures. Cattle
have come to the barn bleeding from
wounds.

OK

•

reportB

sort

some

when you ran borrow on your
eham*. irlTe a first mortjrafrcand
reduce It exert month
Monthly
par men ta and lntrm«t tojfether
will amount to but little mom
than >*>u
arc now
paying for
rent, and In about 10 rear* you
will

ill

ith

Keinember

month

a

a

WHY PAY RENT?

PUBLISHED!

JUST

cup of sugar and a bit of
and bake, and with good

NEW 8£KIE8

A

open, Share*, fl* rath; monthly
payment*, $ 1 per%*hare.

cow

'"^tirrUsnnrnta.

Hay

OSGOOD,

DR

same

will be sold

promptly attended

Justice ofTHiPuif

H. L. D. .WOODRUFF.

MAIN

FRANKLIN STREET.

The
orders

am>

Office over Burrtll National Bank,
State Strekt,
Ellsworth, Me

just been received by

F. H.

Iliustrated Catalogue To-Day.

Thanks, Ego, for the address of Mrs.
Johnson. I have no doubt some will
utilize their carpet rags in the way you

not,
pure grains
A lady writes: "The first time I made Graln-O
I did not like it but after using it for one week
nothing would induce me to go back to coffee."
It nourishes and feeds the system. The children can drink it freely with great benefit. It
is the strengthening substance of pure grains.
Get a package to-day from your grocer, follow
the directions in making it and you will have a
delicious and healthful table beverage for old
and ycung. 15c. and 25c.

Sail® Bait

taxation.

L HllDGKI

COFFEE AGREE WITH YOU?
DOES
If
drink Graln-O—made from

Besting Boxes.

ELLSWORTH. ME.

la

too.

■

for those

Hancock Canity

little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the best of men,"

»

a* ^

Do not r1*k the Io*a of voor valuable p*nen
when security can be obtained at such a trifling
"
cost.

me

Dear Aunt Madge:
If R. I. B. will write to Mrs. Sophroma John
son. The Reach, I>eer Isle, perhaps she can get
her rags woven, as 1 am told that Mrs. Johnson
practices that nearly lost art sometimes.
I heard of a (to me) new way to work up rags
ready for weaving, so will give the column the
benefit of It.
A young lady friend said her
mother made a handsome rug by hand weaving
the rags. She had a frame as for hooking a
rug, then passed the line of rags back and forth
lengthwise fastening them at the end (I think
by tacks or pins) till the frame was filled with
the warping, theu weave in crosswise pressing
the filling close together like basket wo: k. Different colors can be used for the edges if preferred, and the edge can be finished with fringe
or cloth points like the heel-tap rugs.
I have
never seen one but Intend to try it some tim ;.
J.’s direction for helping remove the paper
from the wails reminds me to a;>k if you ver
tried going over the old paper with a ver>
n
paste applied hot with a brush? After stanm g
a little while the paper will come off mu<
easier, hut after all there are places that will
only yield to vigorous scraping. If the paper
is not quite bad enough to oblige one to renew
it a good wiping with a soft cloth tied on a
broom makes it look much better.
South Deer Isle.
Ego.

arranged

Boxes Arose 14 to tSO per
according to alie and location.

“A

women

•*.

Burglary.
are*so

room*

Privacy

Absolute

work

Christian Herald each week before he
looked to see if his own sermon was correctly printed. You must have heard the
old couplet:

and

absolute

secure

3lmcrttsnmnt0.

—

Hour

we

In

Vault*

curlty against

He— Will you be mine? She- Hard y
that, Henry. Why can’t we arrange It to
that each of us will be ours?

Cor Sec’y.
for principle.
making kitchen towels, if you
do not have rollers, place a loop at each
A frieze on the wall won’t keep thing*
end of the towel and the wear and the
dirt w ill be more equally distributed, as i cool In the refrigerator.
the towel c^n be reversed w hen one end
“that terrible
gets soiled, as it will, especially where i Mothers lose their dread for
when they have Dr. Fowler’s
there are children w ho can only reach the second summer”
i Extract of Wild Strawljerry In the bouse. Nalower part of it.
j ture’a specific for bowel cotnpl&lnta of every
trfrt.
In making rhubarb pies, shake a little ? sort

sizzling juice.

inquiry

boxes in on*

When

get time how many pieces of tion of last year to hake
fincy work will be finished, how many oven hot enough for cream tartar biscuit
visits to old friends will In? paid, how I I tried it w ith success. They did not have
much pleasure we will give to others and time to leak.
take for ourselves.
With best w ishes to all our circle from
Aixt Madge
In issue of Nov. 29, 1*99, was a recipe for
cheap molasses cake sent by “C”, of Birch
Killed by WJId Steer.
Harbor.
I want you to know, "C,” that I
Hiram Jordan, a China, Me., farmer,
tried it yesterday, and the cake is very
was killed by a wild steer Sunday.
nice.
When

to rent

Fire and Burglar Proof Vaults.

much

in

seated

parlor, expressing

discontent In the

prepared

now

are

new

—

til we ourselves are Christ la uizetl and
lifted.
2. Lives that lift must come in actual
contact with the lives that need to he
The leaven had to touch the
lifted.
meal before it would be leavened. So.
by the touch of our lives in some way.
the principle of new life which we ikjssess must he implanted in the hearts
and lives of others if they are to he
lifted Christ ward and heavenward,

THE

Dear Friends:
I wonder if there

Write*

OatM

Mm.

(Solninn.

—

When I get time—
Oh! glorious dream of bliss'
A month, a year, ten years from now—
But 1 can’t finish this;
I have no lime.
—Farm and Home.

ly performs.
THE

44Helpful and Hopeful.”

IU Motto:

Luke xiii, 20, 21.

111. <£. C. (I.

"MY OWN SELF ACAIN.”

“aunt madge”

edited by

Vopic

Tana—Lives that lift.

aWjrrtisnnmt*.

fllutual Urnctit Column

CMftilsi'lAN KMJhAVOK.

ST.ELLSWORTH.

(Over Harden's Sh*>e Store.)
«
•

cheap

for cash.

All

to.

■■

Twenty-five years' experience In
Special attention given

Edisoits Phonograph

Better than a Piano. Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as plays, and
don’t cost as much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—hand or orchestra—tells
stories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it is always ready.
See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine. Catalogues of all dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 135 Fifth Ave., New York.

fWall Paper! by Mail: IKS
ii]
Rff
^ud fo!, Fr*T

k

rf.'

>

Sn ”'!''«■* f
fit >>jcua dim-t from tite whole«alm, and SA.YK

OREN HOOPER S

F.

New Y rk.

chronlc;cases.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY

beautiful
c? rt

AX d

ZOC/o

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also
prosecuting attorney for all classes

SONS, &

The Hotiashold Outfitters,
Portland, Us.

to

Hr

State kind of rooms,
price, width of
and color desired.

»

o!

against the United States.
pensions
Business
solicited.

Ellsworth,

Maixk.

border

Subscribe for The American.

-31

■E'JJ1.1.1.-!'. 1.

<3bbrrtiitmntt*.

COUNTY NJDWS.

KliLSWORTH MARKRT9.

PROBATE

COURT.

Every

ri a <e*

nmn

fo d

a

himself

of

somewhere.
Summary of Proceedings at May Term
held at Bucksport.
Great I’unri.
Only one remedy In the world that will at
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
Will admitted to probate: Benjamin once
Washburn Lord and wife have returned pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
atop Itrlilnea* of the skin In any part of the
Eden.
70 oounds.
weigh
Kittredge,
body; Doan'* Ointment. At any drug store, £0
to their home in Howland.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
Wills presented for probate:
Lavinia cents.—Advt.
E. H. Chick is spending a few days at In good order and tit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
Saunders, Deer Isle; Hannah J. Skinner,
of apples, 44 pounds.
bis home in East Eddington.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In Bucksporc; Thomas Partridge, Orland.
atotorrtiscmrnw.
Mrs. Howard L »rd and Mm. J. ft, good order and lit for shipping Is 6*2 pounds.
Administration granted on estates of
Of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 60
Shuman have been quite ill but are
Allen
C.
A.
Holt,
Lamoine; Mary
Doyle,
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 5*2
of carrots, Kngttsn turnips, rye and Sullivan; Abbie H.
covering.
Gray, Castine; Danrounds;
ndlan meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
a moment
forth
P.
Mrs. J. F. Emery has been seriously
Orland.
Mason,
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
Administration granted on estate of
during the past week. She is still unable 3*2 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
to leave her room.
Henry W. Eaton, Cripple Creek, Col. Apat Ellsworth. Parmer* can easily reckon from
your
Miss Maude Archer entertained her these what they are likely to receive In trade peal therefrom filed, with reasons of apor cash for their products.
peal and appeal bond.
You
have tried all sorts of cofyoung friends at dinner on Friday, her
Petitions filed for administration on esCountry Produce.
eleventh birthday anniversary.
tates of Simeon B. Higgins, Orland; Marfee, of course
Butter.
everybody has.
Are we not safe in feeling cerCreamery per ft...28 garet Turner, Ellsworth.
Mrs. John Laughlin was called to AuGuardians
I^lry.18 4.20
appointed unto Francis G.
tain that you have been dissatrora Thursday
by the illness of her Cheese.
Holt, Ellsworth: Grace M. Haskell, Deer
isfied with almost every brand
daughter, Mrs. Raymond Williams.
Best factory (new) per ft.I63I8 Isle.
Petitions
filed
for appointment of
Best dairy (new)..
you have tried ? There may
Mr. Gould, of Bangor, and his daughter,
Dutch (Imported).»o guardian unto Mary E. Black, Bluehill;
be a possible exception
our
Mrs. Smith, of Medford, Mass., were in
Neufchatel.05 Thomas M. Pierce, Mount Desert.
“WHITE HOUSE” coffee
Inventories returned In estates of Lizzie
KffKft.
town from Wednesday till Thursday.
which, we believe, has never
There has l>cen a little better demand for eggs A. Conley, Castine; Charles E. Gordon,
F. E. Mace left to-day to attend the
Franklin : Charles E. Bowden, Ellsworth;
this week, but Bar Harbor demand has hardly
been found wanting. If you’ve
Hannah M. Mayo, Brooksvllle; Danfort h
democratic convention at
Waterville.
begun, so that Boston prices continue to rule P.
never used “WHITE HOUSE,”
Marcyes, Eden; William Hatch Hardin
Mrs. Mace accompanied him and will the local
#br mdditional

County Neufa

«<»

W

other pagea
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OAT, June 6, 1900.

WEIGHTS AND MEASCNES.

Just
of

time, please.
—

—

—

visit her sister, Mrs. William McPhee, of
Clinton.
A Bangor fishing party was at camp
“Forest Home”, Middle Branch pond,
from Friday till Sunday of last week.
They got about forty salmon at Half-Mile

DIRT CLEARANCE.
is
1

o.r.ething

every bather to know
of the soap he uses. There is a

Messrs.

Bangor,

Estabrook

Holyoke, of
View”, Alligator

and

at “Lake

were

from Sunday till Wednesday.

lake

rell-foundcd objection to using a floor-deanl
ig soap upon the human body. Ivory Soap
.3 me
i
ther’s soap. It costs more than common
soaps, t: t the difference is in the ingredients and
making. Why not treat yourself with a little respect.
Is not the human skin with its marvellous delicacy
entitled to pure soap? Ivory Soap —it floats.

thirty

between

got

They

forty

and

trout

and salmon.

_,

June 3.

Flohsik.

Winter llnrhor.

8. P. Wetherill, of Philadelphia, a sumresident of Grindstone Neck, is
having a handsome steam yacht built at
She
Trenton, N. J., at a cost of $25,000.
is 108 feet long, sixteen feet wide, with a
nine-foot hold.
The furnishings are
mer

complete. The owner’s quarters are very
elaborate, being finished with mahogany
and
KITTKRY

CAKIHOU.

TO

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

Wwlt'l Winnow I tigs of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.
The poetofHce at Mechanic Falls wo

One

by

burglars

money and

stamps

last

Murchie, of Calais,

James

senior

mem-

of the Arm.of James Murchie A Hons,
lumbermen and general traders, and one

prominent men in St. Croix
valley, died Tuesday of last week. He
was severity-nine years of sge.

of the most

company at

Thursday.

in

time there

was

Win-

Lufkin’s

Mr. Rowe,
previous to his appointment as agent at
Winterport, had been baggage master on
the eteamers of the company.
He has

Curtis’ house

been in the service of the

but

terport, died last Wednesday.

tinuously

for

thirty-two

company

will

and

the

sj>end one
important

down from t be law

court

week

last

in

invalid,

because

|

Thursday night burglars
poatornce at Mucaneia
safe. The noise of the

entered

open tne
explosion alarmed

|

far

known,

as

men

are now

but

it

is

exchanged, but

were

no

one

under

f<ared

was

arrest

the

leal

It is supposed

escaped.

so

injured.
suspicion,
burglars have
on

his

is

the

fatal

most

the

injury

Somerset A

of

a

men

and

Horsmau of about the

same

is

whose home

in

an

in

and

body

a

able discourse from

4.

same
I-M

Boh.

ItlOl IM*.

Rev. W. 11. Rice is with his family at

the al-

Held, Saturday night. The dead are Eldeu Foss, night foreman in the mill, aged
about thirty and married, and Beverly
married,

marched

June

oper-

in the mill of
Co., at Fair-

third

Kennebec

exercises

week’s

opened with the baccalaureate sermon at
the Baptist church, Sunday. At 10 30 the

cises.

An abnormally charged electric light
wire caused by a cro-a outside the mill i
caused the death of two

D. Dunton, of the tirm of Duuton &

at 11,
Rev. R.
L. Olds. Monday night there will be a
prize exhibition at the town hall. Thursday all day will be public examinations
of all classes.
Friday afternoon aud
evening will conclude the week’s exer-

Six

gang of safe-blowers that has been
ating in other towns in the State.

pleas-

was ex-

age and unNew Bruns-

1

their old home

John Hodgkins has gone to M illinocket,
be has employment.

Mrs. J. 8. Blair and young son are visiting Mrs. Blair’s pareuts in Haverhill,

pleted

the

spring

term of school in

Corea,

Miss Helena Crawford has returned to
wick.
The
injured man is William Mr. Whitaker’s after an absence of
O’Brien, unmarried. O’Brien bad takeu ! several months at her home.
bold of an electric light lamp which was
Capt. Charles Hodgkins has just reattached to long wires so that it could be
moved around to light different part of turned from Bath, where he was looking
of his new vessel buildthe
He received a severe after the interests

machinery.

shock, and remembers nothing since.
There were no witnesses to O’Brien’s accident but the two men who were killed,
it is supposed they jumped to his assis-

ing there.

tance and received fatal shocks.

25.

Nathau Hodgkins is rapidly recovering
from the effects of injuries sustained in a
runaway accident on the evening of May
showed

Hodgkins
presence
grit by the way in which be
faced the danger and bore the results. It
was a miracle that he escaped with nothMr.

rare

of rniud aud

“Food for

reflection,”

observed

the

ostrich,

with a certain rude wit, gb he
swallowed tne fragments of the mirror.
The Fool—Nay, I ask thee a question.
The Sage—What is thy question? The
Fool—Is a fool a fool if he makes a living
at it?

ing

more

serious thau

severe

bruises.

Hodgkins, of East Lamoiue,
present graduating class
classical institute, enjoys the

member of the

of Coburn
honor of

being selected

as

one

to

deliver

essay at the commencement exercises.
This honor was conferred upon her for
excellence in general
scholarship, and
for the excellence of the original article.
was
valedictorian of her
Miss Hodgkins
class in the Castiue normal school. Her
many friends extend congratulations.
an

Stories of a Slave.
To be bound hand and foot for years by
the chains of disease is the worst form of
slavery. George D. Williams, of Manchester, Mich., tells how such a slave was made
free. He says: “My wife has been so helpless for five years that she could not turn
over in bed alone. After using two bottles
of Electric Bitters she is
wonderfully improved and able to do her own work.” This
supreme remedy for female diseases quick-

ly cures nervousness, sleeplessness, melancholy, headache, fainting and dizzy spells.
I his
miracle-working medicine is a godto weak, sickly, run-down people.
send
Every bottle guaranteed. Only 50 cents.
Sold by S. 1>. Wiqgin, Druggist.

June 4.

H.

Castiue

deciding

normal Bcbooi

nine

game of the series

port seminary Monday, by
an

Vegetables.
There Is little change In prices on green vegetables, and no new ones are In the market.

a

quarat 14

II 151.1

wrilll|{eii,

.20g.26 Lemons,

.OU

IJ

widely-knowu

families in eastern Maine.

Mr.

Hwazey was nearly seventy-two years
of age.
In 1856 he married Miss Emily V.
Buck, daughter of the late Joseph Buck.
Since 1872 he hail given his time and efforts to making Silver Lake cemetery, of
which

he

proprietor,

sole

was

designed it should be,

as

nature

beautiful

most

a

necropolis.
Mrs. Small is very low.

J. 1). Holmes, of Brewer,
morning to her summer home
Mrs.

this

came
on

Bridg-

ham hill.
VV. H.

Nellie Cook and daughter, of West
are spending a
few days with
their uncle and aunt, John H. Tracy and
wife.
June 4.
Mkb.
Mrs.

V. M. C. A. building at Bar

new

was

opened

wing

in the western

Thursday

last

even-

of

the

building

and

fitted with all modern material and is

up-to date in every particular. A bowling alley is now in process of construction

ready

and will be

for

use

early

in the fall.

South l!lu«liill.
rviarcm

oi

way,

is

aargenivne,

visiting

Steak,

Roasts,
Cornett,
Trl|»e,

veal:

Steak,
Roasts,

.00 3.12

Mutton:

Timothy Day,
lung fever,
Frank Sibley,

who has
is

with

been

holding
low

very

slowly improving.

Boston, is spending a
few weeks in his new cottage on Long
Island.
His brother, Edwin Sibley, and
other

friends,
May 30.

of

are

with him.

I).

Went Trentonl.

"J. M. Harlow", ( apt. Charles
Lunt, while in here waiting orders, is
doing some painting.
Schooner

.14
.11
.13
.10
lu

Salt
Ijird, loose
Lard In palls,

.20

/03.16

ouniguvo,

■»

—

1.7

Loularoller,
4

Mr. Smith, of Lynn, Mass., is
meetings here.

.15
.12
.15

.U*2 3.12

Fre.li Fl.h,
Penobscot salmon have been caught in better
numbers lately, and were in Ellsworth market
last week for the llrst time this season. The
best cuts sell to-day for 30 cents.
.05 Haddock,
.05
Cod,
.12
Halibut,
Mackerel, each 103.25
.20
Bluetlsh,
I23.I4 Clams, ql
.2j Trout,
.25
Shad, each
Fuel.
W’ood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
6 00
Dry hard, 3 00 36 00
Broken,
2 00 33 00
6 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
6 00
Roundings per load
Egg,
100 312ft
6 00
Nut,
Blacksmith's
6 DO
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Grain is firmer, but Ellsworth prices have not
been a fleeted.
Corn meal, bag
1 00
Flour—per bb—
St.

mother.

her

Pork, tf.
.13 3.25
Steak,
.123.20
Chop,
.17 3.10
Pigs feet.
.06
Ham, per lb
Shoulder,
.16
Itacon,

ft:

>teak,
Roasts,

llsibur.

ing. On the door of the building are the
general secretary’s office, reception and
lecture rooms, reading room, and on the
upper floor are located the bath rooms,
shower bath, lockers, toilet rooms and a
room for quiet
games, such as chess,
checkers, etc. The gymnasium is located
is

—

25 44 75

Patents—
VMnter wheat,
Spring wheal,

4 75
5 00

v<uim,

Dried

Prunes,

Alton

Murphy

called

his way from Bar Harbor to
get a load of gravel.

in here

Moose Island

to

Services

held in the church Sun-

were

day evening by Rev.
minister.

new

A. P.

There

Thompson, the
large congre-

was a

gation.
June 4.

Thelma.

Itartlett** Island.

Nellie Bartlett

Sunday.
Emery Bartlett

came

home from Somes-

ville

for the

has gone to

Seal

Har-

summer.

Mrs. Tibbetts went to Centre last Weduesday, after a short stay here.
Stella Bartlett has gone to Northeast
Harbor for the summer, after a stay of
)ne

week at home.

June 4.

_

B.

series

of

TETTER,

of thirty years’ standing.”

Lotion

Soap

Prevents and assists in curing all
such afflictions. At Druggists only.

1

Subscribe for The Anierleun.

MAINE’S GREATEST STORE.
SUMMER GOODS.
HARDWOOD LAWN SWINGS —finely
others charge for

common

finished—at the

prices

$4.50

spruce ones,

(Send for cuts.1

HAMMOCKS—50
pillow

CROQUET

$10.00.

cents to

and

GOLF GOODS —best

at

BLUE
in

with

98c

...

higher prices.

line in Maine—send for price list.

JOINTLESS CHINA MATTING—I
kitchen

woven one

$1.25

SETS —hardwood—s balls—
Professional sets

W ICKLESS

A fine close

'alance,

cents a

yard.

FLAME OIL STOVES—give

you a cool

Absolutely safe, smokeless and
catalogue.

summer.

odorless—send for

PIAZZA FURNITURE—at
“We pay the

wholesale

prices.

freight.”

.40
<j 1 05

l.lOgl.20
Middlings, bag
I.I04I.25
.404.SO
.35 3.75
#>—

02 '.>.02*
.04>4 >05

Fruit.

8.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08 4.15
Apples, string
.I0g.l4 Apples, sliced
.12

.10
.084.12
.08
.10

lie /traduced in

Robin Hood park, Bar Harbor, during tbe
Among the famous strings of
running horses that will be represented
at the Harbor this year will be those of E

Ten

tograph, far trhirh

Karint; at liar Harbor.
are
being made for a
of running and trotting meets at

from

t'tdors

a,

Eate Pho-

the President

sat, at the rei/itesl

special!;/
of the Publishers,

Sl/.K 1 » X 21 I X(

season.

IIES)

published by us shortly. It is now being printed for us on heavy
plate-plaper, in a form suitable for framing, by one of the largest art litho
Fred
Other
Uebhardt.
well-known
houses in America, in the famous French style of color-plate work.
graph
stables will be represented, and exciting
of the Prescontests are looked for. It is intended to Every American family will want one of these handsome pictures
have cross-country runs in addition to
in
sense
a cheap
will
be
no
this
that
remembered
be
It must
picture
ident.
the regular races.
of illuminated printof
the
be
an
but
will
highest
style
very
example
In the latter part of the season there chromo,
It will be an ornament to any library or drawing-room. <>ur readers can
will he a meet of one week. There will ing.
be both running and harness races at this
have the McKinley portrait at what it costs us namely, ten cents per
j meeting. Mr. Morrell will give the free
and sending it to this office
copy ) by merely tilling out the coupon below,
use of the track and f1,500 in cash.
Othat once. There will be such a demand for the portrait when it is published
3rs interested in the sport have agreed to
that we advise sending orders in advance. As many copies as may be desired
; five.sums sufficient to make good purses.
can be had on one coupon, providing ten cents is sent for each copy.
Write name and address plainly, and remit in coin or postage stamps.
mixed arsenic
C.

Morrell,

ex-Secretary

Customer—Suppose

Whitney

will be

and

you

in with these pills, instead of quinine,
good thing for a lots of people j
what would you do? Druggist—Apologize
hat they can’t see themselves as others!
:o your widow, a«id put your children on
lee them.
the free soda
It’s

me

aubmiatmintB.

Arrangements

on

Palmer’s Lotion

:

1'.

Capt.

of

0.,)

in

imK

Oats, West’n.bu.
Shorts—bag— 1 00
Mixed feed,ha*

Hides and Tallow.
Hides— per It—
Pelts,
Ox,
.05*4 I.amh skin*,
Cow,
.05s Tallow—der
.05
Bull,
Rough,
Calf skins, green
Tried,
.25 41.00

Figs,
Dates,
Ral-ins,

Cromwell, (Landlord

has cured

of
in

How Are Your Kidneys V
Dr. Hobbs’Sparagns Pills cure all kidney Ills. 8am*
pie free. Add. Sterling Remedy Co.. Chicago or N. Y

—

Alice Farrin has the measles.

The

sioners.
Petition
filed
for determination
amount of collateral inheritance tax
estate of William B. Rice, New York.

.til

.20<j.25

iloz

Capt.

the Broadway Hotel, Cincinnati,
wrote, Nov. 17, 1853.

Desert.
Petition for allowance to widow out of
personal estate filed in estate of Charles
E. Bowden, Ellsworth
Affidavit of notice of sale of real estate
filed in estate of Enoch H. L1 land, Eden.
Warrant to commissioners to set out
dower in estate oi Mary A. Salisbury,
Eden, returned with report of commis-

box.

r, o*

“

Petitions for license to sell real estate
filed in estates of Abby R. Dawes. Elisworth; Calvin C. Lunt, Long Island,
Hezekiah S. Richardson, minor, Mount

.333.40 Cabbage,
.05
.01 ^
,ol>» Carrots,
Bermuda onions,
.*5 Turnips,
.01*
bunch
.05
.05
Kadl-hes,
Parsnips,
.(5 Cucumber*-,
Khiibarn, ft
.16
.10
Asparagus,
.10
Lettuce,
.65 Beaus- per bu—
String beans, pk
Imp Yellow Eye, *2.75
2.75
Pea,

Bananas, iloz

PRINCIPAL COFFEE ROASTERS,
BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

Ellsworth.

Potatoes, bu
Beets, ft

and 15 cents

Washington, prominently displayed.
DWINELL-WRIGHT CO.,

estates of Anthony Luce,
Bucksport;
Sarah E. Tilden, Castine.
Renewal of license to sell real estate
granted in estate of Daniel 1. Woodbury.

1.75

to

a

water list.

To THE EE LS WOIITH AMEIIICAX, Ellsworth, Mane:

___________

Cantina.

in

days.

was one of eight sons of the
John N. Hwazey, all natives of
Bucksport, and one of the best and most

bor

Miss Addie
a

his wife less than two

com-

and is at home.

.12
16

Beef,

sevaral months.

Hwazey

Mr.

Mass.

Miss Velma Lear has successfully

Seeds.
Herdsgrass, b 1 75 32 00 Clover—per ft—
1(0
Hungarian, bu
Ited.
.18
Kedtop, per ft
Alslke.
Uwn seed, per ft
.18 Peas:
Canada, bu

ing.

Monday evening,

illness of

an

late Col.

here.

where

g

B»l*l.IO412

Hall, who has been some little
time with his daughter, Mrs. E E. Hammond, moved to his own home this morn-

after

He survived

Harbor

listened to

They were chased down the railroad over
a mile, and tben took to the woods.
In
the chase shots

off

Loose.

Fruit.

Hwazey died

Alfred

May 28,

servicea.

class

The

for

loose, per ton... 14 316

Groceries.
Sugar has taken a boom in the wholesale
and
If
market*,
price holds where It now 1* for
a short time, price must he advanced In Ellsworth. Coffee Is still llrm, but with no decided
advance.
Cottee— per l»
.06 3.0#
Rice, per lb
Rio,
.163.25 Pickles, per gal .40 g.60
.40 Olives, bottle
Mocha,
.253.75
.37 Vinegar—per gal
Java,
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per lb—
.05
Japan,
.453.66 Cracked wheat,
.30 3 65 Oatmeal, per lb
.04
Oolong,
.2..'
Sugar—per lb—
Buckwheat, pkg
.06 Graham,
.04
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B,
.06
04
Rye meal,
Yellow, C
.05)$ Granulated meal,th 02)*
Oil —per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
.55 3.65
Havana,
Linseed,
Porto Rico,
.5»»
.15
Kerosene,
.60
Astral oil,
.17
Syrup,
Lumber and Building Material*.
I 25
Lunil>er—per M—
Snruce,
Hemlock,
11313 Hemlock,
125
Hemlock hoards, I y 13 Clapboards—per M
12 316
Extra spruce,
Spruce,
24320
Spruce floor,
I6g20
IT 318
Spruce, No. 1,
Pine,
12315 Clear pine,
3ft§60
Matched pine,
Extra pine,
16320
36300
M—
Shingles—per
Laths—per M—
3 25
Cedar, extra
2.00
Spruce,
2 5o Nalls, per lb
clear,
.043.06
"
00
2d clear,
2
Cement, per cask l 60
extra o-e,
165 Lime, per cask
.#5
'•
125 Brick, per M
No...
73II
••
.75 White lead, prlb .0.63.08
scoots,
Provision*.
Beef and mutton are silghtly higher.

Hnr

The commencement

burglars were
neighborhood.
frightened off before securing any booty.

the

Cabins

wilh every accommodation. She will be
named “Kittewan”.
The yacht will be
launched June 15, and as soon as possible
will proceed to Maine.

Henry Osgood, of Massachusetts, was
in town Wednesday attending Memorial
C.

the

ana mew

passed

Chenery, of Portland, is setting up machinery at the Bluehii! laundry. It will
be run by gasoline.

equal

wood.

Sullivan,

cellent.

United States constitution, which
“no state shall deny to any
the

Abbie

The address by Mr. Drew

Best

B»l«d.I63I8
Straw.

equally handsome, while the
Strawberries have touched "Iwo-for-a
captain’s quarters are finely equipped ter”, but best quality are to day selling

I^ton Chapman hope to
of his speedy recovery.

antly.

declares that

valuable

16

willing

be

accept our positive assurance
that it is ALL RIQHT, always
has been, and always will be.
Your grocer sells it in l and a
lb. tin cans. You can recognize
the package by its handsome
dark blue and gold label, with
the cut of the White House, at

filed

Hoy.

are

Aahvltl*.

The Memorial exercises

a

discriminating beit is obnoxious

person within its jurisdiction
protection of the laws”.

Bob.

31.

Partridge and Mrs. W. I.
Partridge have been quite ill.
Mrs. Mary Heath, of New York, arrived
at Mrs. (i. B. Aiby’9 Saturday.
Leon A. Thompson, clerk at W. I. Partridge’s, has beeu quite ill. He is improv-

tween citizens and aliens
to the

David
danger several times,

ing.

is unconstitutional and
in

in

saved.

was

Miss

county case on an action for
alleged violation of hawkers’and peddlers’
act. The decision declares t hat the hawkers

peddlers’act

was

Boss, of the evangelical school, of
Boston, was in town Tuesday.

Franklin

and

caught

Mr.

handed

was

Three times

other

guests

The friends of

run a

decision

house.

out be-

hear

thought he
newspaper,
day at the convention.

An

In the

It

May

who

man

how Christ would

Knew

much excitement.

“Dodge’s pasture” but was put
fore any headway was gained.

years.

tion will be

Steps”,

the

In

con-

The State Christian Endeavor convenheld In Eastport Hept. 4 to 6.
The programme promiaes to be one of the
beet ever presented in Maine. The double
quartet of Fiske jubilee singers will furnish music.
Frts. Butler, of Colby, will be
one of
the speakers.
Rev. Charles M.
Sheldon, of Topeka, author of “In His

Early

South

on

afternoon assistance arrived, and the tire
was under control by 4 o’clock.
It had
burned a large tract of laud from Edward
McIntyre’s pasture nearly to Francis

Kcuben F. Rowe, agent for the Bostou

Bangor steamship

tire raged

morning
F. A. Fisher started a fire in his pasture.
The Are got beyond control. When Mr.
Fisher did not return home at the usual
time, his sister became alarmed, fearing
he had been burned in the tire.
This
started a rumor to that effect, and fora

ber

and

A disastrous forest
street

stolen.

were

other pagen

nee

HiueltMI.

Wednesday
night. The safe had been opened by
the
and
combination,
working
f-100 in
entered

County AVtr*

Fowl.

perhaps you’ll

minors, Bluehill.
Affidavits of notice of appointment
In estates of Simeon Young, Lsraoine; Abbie E. Black, Ellsworth;
Charles E. Gordon, Franklin.
Accounts settled In estate** of Ellison
Lssell Partridge, Orland; Jonathan C.
Pressey, Deer Isle; Joshua N. Jordan,
Trenton.
Accounts filed for settlement In estates
of Winfred K Foss, Winter llsrbor; John
C. Holman, St. Psul, Minn.; Frsncts I.
M atom her, Franklin; Elizabeth Noyes,
lamoine; Elsie H. Noyes, minor, B« s on,
Mass.; Msrgaret Turner, Ellsworth; Luvinia Saunders, Deer Die.
Licenses to sell real estate granted in
et al

Poultry.

pond.

good clan for

a

market somewhat. Boston price Is 13
cents. The cash retail price Is still 1*2 cents In
Ellsworth.
Fresh laid, per do*.
12

eleven-inning

won

with
score

the

Bucksof

12-11

game.

Educate Your Bowels With Cascareta.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
I0c.25c. If C. C- C. fail, druggists refund money.

Beauty is Blood Deep.
No matter what alls you, headache to a cancer, you will never get well until your bowels
put right. CASCAKET8 help nature, cure
?ou without a gripe or pain, produce easy natiral movements, cost you Just 10 cents to start
retting your health back. CA8CAREVS Candy
Jathartic, the genuine, put uu In metal box s,
•very tablet has (;. C. C. stamped on It. Be
ire

ivare

of Imitations.

Bismarck's Irou Nerve
result of his splendid health,
indomitable will and tremendous energy
ire not found where Stomach, Liver, Kidneys and bowels are out of order. If you
want these qualities and the success they
bring, use Dr. King’s New Life Pills. They
levelop every power of brain and body.
July 25c. at S. D. Wickjin’b drug store.
Was the

Ear the enclosed remittance

of.cents send

copies of President McKinley’s Portrait in colors,

«-•

me.

described in to-do

p's

*

paper.

Xante.
Date.

Address.

€t)e Ellsworth American.
A

PUBLISHED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

put up for dinner at a tidy-looking
farmhouse. Dandelion greens w ere served

elected;

are

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. KtiLLiss. Editor and Manager-

dinner, with tbe usual apologies from
lady of tbe bouse. For supper, at
another honse, dandelions again were
served, with comment on tbe rarity ol
tbe dish. Tbe next day for dinner tbe

$8 00

Prim

year; $1 .00 for

a

*0 <?eiits fur three month*, 11
paid -’rutiy In advance, $1-50,75 and 1* cents
\h arrearage* are reckoned ai
reap*-- uv«
*•?
the r*
i-er year
.:ate«— Are reasonable, and wil.
Adverti-ii
,.»wn on aop'lcatton.
be nu

Basin•mmunlcatioDs -houid be addressed
v order- made pa*, able to, The
to, and
HaJICv- K CWbTT
Pl'BLISHTXd Co., Ell*
worth. Maine.
-*

peddler nearly fainted when tbe lady id
passed tbe greens with tbe remark

: “I suppose you are fond of greens.'
For supper tbe second day greeus again
appeared, with special comment upon
tbeir worth as a spring tonic—nature's
own medicine.
Tbe third day tbe greens
appeared as tbe foundation of the noon-

WEDNESDAY, JUNE fi, 1900.

A

State Convention

Republican
it

BE

ILL

HELD IN

Turu

P.

off at the election next

greens by day
night,
until
be concluded “that
if be
could live on grans during tbe summer be
might l>e able to live on bay during the

winter”.

September.

_

(’OlFITV liOSSIP.
Penobscot has bad

5!..

Rueksport

in

to

scare.

Home

up “Old

talking

week”.

Harbor In getting ready for

Southwest

warm spell last week brought out
mosquitoes and candidates.

The

It

taken from the

in

largest

pond.

eighty-seventh

her

has

year,

this

spring cleaned her room, papered the
walls and given her floor two coats of
paint, besides doing her regular work and
entertaining several friend*-.
Of tbe nineteen

Tin: REPUBLICAN

Bluebill

teacher*

FOE THE

COUNTY OF HANCOCK.

tbe

school

same

ELLSWORTH.

also

committee

same

AT 10 O’CLOCK A. M
for the purpose of nominating candidates for
two sen*; r*. -herlff, regi-ter of probate, one

Ashing

Kook land

county c«mmi--loner, county attorney and
county treasurer.
At tbe convention* of l%t4 and I-- ttie follow
iz,t rt**u niun* were adopted
Retoict fi, That hereafter the del* .rate* in all
ca*e8 Bb.:
e
voters in the town w uich they
repreaei.t
r?e*oftThat a nomination to any of
flee u> w. «:h at.y
person may lujve been elected

a

carrying
first trip

for

in JSSfe,
lion of

the

iMkae eatoAPiau.- lor governor
tiocai tleiega;--, and fur a fracfive vote* in t\ce*> <■: -aid forty

r»

an

tw

pound*

schooner

into Rockland

The fo

just

gate* to w:
the county
Amherst,
Auror*.
BiuebU

n
•<

each

city,

town and

1
4

Bnoktt

I'fMilHKOt.

2

■■

:
I

>u!'

>w«

es,

iiyun.

4'

o

d

.Iy

»uti hi-

r»«u*f

a

5

Tr*.» u,i.
Tftft i»u,

k

1*
2
.t
2
1

»;
■

\ 11
a,
u * umuu,
w ;uur Harbor,
>

N"
s.>
\o

Islubti,

2
1

j

*.

..

■

.f delegateia., to rc-i-ive the crei nil,;
Per tnltT of ihe Repub lean County CommitteeR. L. Gkindlk,
i.

Chairman.

Whiting,
Secretary.

North

comrade* SI* mortal

o

reman.log.

n

®!or«jf

Prnu*>-cul

roTm^utdei'l
p*dder who
wbe.«
the
d
*nd*
way
ho«.-ge n

etory of

a

tt ai

#e»*on wax at

eigoer.

>

1
Lamoine,
1 So Ai,
Manaviile,
i
Mount Dt-^rt,
*
The con ttycoam. iue« will be in session at
Hancock t
’, at 9 o*eiock
Tuesday, J

Henkt

march

Our
tell*

r;

Hancock,
Isie nu Hau;,

late.

#ud

American.

a

look

Tt

He

height.

tfa

iv«

a

ti*.t

>

w

»«

in

inter* at

dn

not

a

on

f. r

thing*.

m-

inji

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE

•

j

Day.

’.:•••

Eti«*wonr«,
Franklin,
GouW#t»wru,

j

|*»11 hi* dime and hurried away.
Not a w »rd of rvpr«»n< i, or e on: pUinir.g,

With

1

.'.as

L aatiJ»e.
Cran be: ;• is
Dedham.
Deer I .or.
E.oti>ry«.*».
K-Jen,

_

doing?"

you

DAYS.

FEW

►

He

Hut be

in

are

greeting to them all wtih an earnest request to
come within h*r border* during this week and
10 mingle with And accept the proffered ho*
pUality of tho»xr who have r* maintd at home, to
view and ei joy O* e« again fot
unrivaled sea
coast, her l**autlful scenery, her great lake*
and river* her grand and m«je*t!c forest*, tier

thriving

CO.

house,
STORE and Inquire
of
—A good office
STOVE
In perfect

cor

street*.

used but little. Will be
The Aw erica x office

at

I

CASUALTY

MON

*

M'KETY

CO.

to

Net surplus
#8ft.«21
Income for I’avs.
5at.i*5
Expenditure*.
631.9*1'
Premv ree d 10 Maine.
2,«*:
Losses incurred.
5.26x
W. It. IIOIH.KINS. Agent,
B\R HARBOR. ME.

a

STORK
pied

IN**!

KAM

I.

Main and Hancock
Parcher.

is hereby given that Policy
cambered V60.1SI, o? the Manhattan Eire In
■*
.ranee Company, of the city of New York.
has never been i**u*d or used for the insur-

caq

*«

worth, Tuesday, July 3.
sentatio

is based

ou

The reprethe vote for

par.icuiars

an

Franklin street recently occuoffice by hi sworth Water Co.
A" Ct’*H<u>> Si Son's.

*1 A.

in-

governor two years ago. which was an
•oif year", and hence is low.
The
total number of delegates is 101. Two

csement

block on State street, until
tn:l* occupied by the Hmcoik County
Pa bushing ho. Inquire of Juun H. R».d*an.
age at. tu same building.
1

Sjjnial Xctirrs.

years ago there were 13b.
The issuing of the call has been the
signal for renewed activity among the
rival candidates for the various offices

doubled energy.
At thio ame, before caucuses have
been cal: d in the various towns. The
American wishes to give a word of
those stalwart, representative citizens of the county who wish
honest methods to prevail in politics,

J.

.)

2

'\

GOODS.

strong

so

i

goods put

line of

a

in ours.
We start with three different lines of extra super
Alto and «!tc.
oomemmg entirely new, t>otn

m

design

ami

in any store

carpetings

make.

at

(•
(•

as

*!

35c,

'J
American Mraw i

MattingH. made by the Grans Twine Co., of Si. Paul, Minn. Bout* any
(J^ Jap
or Chinese matting ever made.
Ten limes as durable and handsome,
Can be washed and easily cleansed. For chambers and cottages it has no
J
of the «ame material. Price for the matting.
per yd.
^ equal. Hugs
from 5(H* to Jjt I
according to size. Japanese and Chinese mat*
^ I Hugs

P

6 tings from 1U 1-^c to 40<*.
Art Squares, Japanese and Brussels
I*
in size.

X

Our

Hugs

from the smallest to the

Draperies

[

J

2
*

J
$
a

*

and Lace Curtains.

Ruffled Curtains at 55c to #2.50. -Swiss from 5<>c to #t."»
Brussels netts, muslin netts, by the yard or
per pair.
piece. All kinds
of Holland shades, curtains and portiere fixtures.

KID GLOVES.

f
J
^

{

First of the season and greater than
any previous season. To the
hundreds of our kid gloves patrons we should with this ss.wk and these
values add other hundreds. Our celebrated P. P. g!.\.s at tit I
.25,
# I -TO and #>1.75 have no sufierior for flue
s.
OurfJfio and

d

gloves,

J

in both hook and

grad.

clasps, cannot

Lave added to

i

already very

extensive line of corsets the celebrated positive rust proof corsets, a corset which w ill not
rust; price,
#*1. VVe have also added to our stock for a high grade
corset, the celetirated Rf dfern; price. 92.50 and #Cb
Besides these we have the best
50c corset in the market. Our stock of the well-known makes of
our

\V. H

and

Warners,

full line.

GRADUATING

•

#

#t| F

be beaten.

CORSETS.

we

carry

J

?
a

f
#

af
J

DRESSES.

and Small Wares.

M'e have enormous quantities in these lines.
hams and percales, we are
as
as

Prints, sheetings, ging-

{
^
?

J

{5

selling
cheap
any one. Hosiery and v
I
we sell better
goods for less money than any one else. 5
I underwear;
> Everything in lines which are us ually only kept by dealers in
larger
I cities we have in slock. It is safer and more
to buy your A
satisfactory
» goods of us than send awav for them. M'e can
d
supply you all right.

i

i

M.

\

GALLERT.

BICYCLE CLOTHING
OF ALL

0
^

THE

KINDS.

-PEERLESS” SLIT
is

tinthing. I am sole agent No belt
needed with this suit
t ail and examine,
and you will buy no other. The
prices range
from $4-50 upwards.

1

Stoves and Furnaces.
only
Plumbing

P.

SPRING and SUMMER SLITS.
i have just received
large invoices of suit'
that will bear closest
inspection. Prices to
suit the times.

specialty.

ELDRIDGE,

OWEN BYRN.

Imusrmmts.

it is not at the

HANCOCK

a ImrM picks up a
dr
er ilo?
I»

Our

Ellsworth,

nail in his foot what
w:.;p the limping,
hugging aniftal and force hia? a-org- Not unices he wants to ruin the Horse- At the first
sign of lameness he jumps down, examinee the
foot ami ca ref ally rvm ves the cause of the
Vn ,t 1lameness.
1 "wv.u -to.
i*
like Hie lameness of the horse, outv to oe cured
;j.e trouble.
If you
by removii.K the ca..-<
stimulate fne stoma
wjfi “whisk? medk-inc*”
you keep it 401 g, kute -ery >la_v the condition
la growing vrurae. a !rw
-e» sometime-, of
Dr. Pierce’- Golden Med;- :\. Discoverj will put
the disordered stoma* n and its ail led organs t
;i
nutrd
o
rfect couditlu I
digestion
Ninety eight limes a ever. «u mired “Go; lea
Medic*: Discovery” win cure the worse ail- J
meets originating
oiseasc*
f the stomach
It always helps. It a iiicmi a-ways cures. To
cure coiiatiiMttion use Dr Pierce’*'Pleasant Pel
lets. They ’re sure.
the

For Cattle and horses.

0

CARPETS.

spraying plants,
bugs,
stroving

5

Heating.

and the candidates of the people to be
chosen.. It is now that work to this
end must be done.
In a county so

When

pp.

when yon ses the stock.
lower than anybody else.

DRESS

| Tie ELECTRIC SPRAYER.

FISHING TACKLE.

to

strongly republican,

I

so

Staple Dry Goods

Political jlotiers.

PEARL. AGATE and GRANITE WARE.
CROCKERY and TIN WARE.

and from now until the convention,
the county will be canvassed with re-

warning

| I

lx 1 L L t lx

V

Me have all the material suitable for that
purpose. Organdies. Swiss
f Mn,ls- Lawns, Laces for trimmings, also a Hovers. Me are ready to supply
> all the graduates in the country with everything suitable
they may want.

j

\r

You'll think

|

Abbrrtisrminss.

r*l

Waist Silks at

,

JUDSON

1* L Y

2

Colored Satin Duchess at $1.
and J*« 1 .IfA.
AOc, 7Ac,

]|

|

2rgal ’routes.

EUREKA

prices. 2

Taffeta at 7Ac.

.Thompson glove fitting, PAN.,

j

j

low

What do you think of them ?

the lots.

are

I
(
1
►
►

—

MY

!

are

#

I

t»e

HAVING

County Convention.
The call for the republican county
convention is out.
The convention
will be held at Hancock hall. Ells-

Here

t

Muslin

as an

*"cr

WALL PAPER

Fancy

<>

of any property whatfver, by any »u
»
Ibofixed agent of said company and any perNOTH K.
i
v*u or persons bolding said
policy, whether
Ti»* record of ibe pa»t 1* the
wife. Elixa Dow. haring left me withpurporting to be in fort* or not, are hereby
! beat guarantee of the future.
and
out
cause
or provocation. I hereby
noiified
warned that «aid company is in
juat
forbid ail p.-rson* Harboring or trusting her
no way liabl*- for, and w ill
not pay, any loss
The
on
account
as
1
and
the
«ame
shall
Security.
under
Strength.
my
Safety
pay no' bills of her
j
Solidity
oniracutjg after tbi* date.
Any one bolding said policy i« requested to
or
marie- H. Dow.
return the same to Lynwood F. Giles, at Ells- ;
Haucock, June I, iW.
worth. Maine, at once.
THE EQUITABLE
!
Manhattan Fiiti. Insieance Company.
of N
Y.
!
beyood Comparison. INSLTtE NOW.
by its attorney, Lynwood F. (files. !
r. O. HODGKINS. Agent.
Bankrupt's Petition for Di»rharge.
In the matter of
*
CDS
on A. Gordon,
In Bankruptcy.
J
1
Bankrupt.
TO KKPCBLICAN
VOTER*.
To the Hon. Nathan Webb, Judge of the Disbeen .requested by old friends
trict court of the United States for the Dis- !
X cents |K‘r roll
and new to allow my name to he used
trict of Maine.
\
a* candidate for sheriff in the coming camA. GORDON, of Franklin. in the
and lip.
paign, and having given the matter due concounty of Haucock. and State of Maine,
sideration, I have decided to do so. And I
in said district, respectfully represents,that
hope for the support of the republican party. on the 10th day of February, last bast, he
j
James T. Cushman.*
was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Aits
J A. THOMPSON.
Ellsworth. March 27. 1900.
■
of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he
has duly surrendered all his property and j
rights of properly, and has fully complied
with all the requirements of said acts and of
f
the orders of court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore be prays that he may be de- j
creed bv the court to have a full discharge (
from all debts provable against his estate,
under said bankrupt acts, except such debts
for
de- as are excepted
MS'
i
by law from such discharge. ;
Dated this 25«b day of May, a. d. 1»*».
iiirs
potato
Jidson A. Gordon.
on cattle
or lice
and
Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereou.
horses.
District o> Maine ss.
On this 2nd dav of June, a. d. 1900, on !
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 29th day of June
a. d. 190. before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, avid that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and t hat all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
HLl E-FLAJfE OIL STOVES—the
odorless oil stove in use.
have,w hy the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
Hot Water and steam
a
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, !
addressed to them at their places of residence
Mam Street,
------Me. as stated.
Witness the Honorable Nathan Webb, Judge I
of the said court, and the seat thereof, at
Portland, in said district, on the 2nd day of
June. a. d. 1900.
A. H. Davis, Clerk.
;L. S.j
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest —A. H. Davis. Clerk.

SSsnrtisrarr.ls.

A strong combination.

!

A SILK I'UitCHASE.

WAISTS, DRESS AND TRIMMING SILKS.
things you are looking for. They are swell styles at

largest

re

NrOT!CE

so.

you

x

Will burn wood
condition; has been
sold cheap. Inquire

STOHf-.
in Masonic

NOTICE.

if may concern:

f1

Call,

V

L OR

K

Tn

[

11

Co 2c:.
Inquire

(I

and most desirable line of

\]l WE HAVE MADE

J!

(i. A

a

man

IOC

|

it#

»

11

TRAVELING min to aelln
J complete line of Nursery Stock.
Terms
the beat. C K. Bunt A Co., Hartford. Conn.

20
57
4!
u
11

4

secured it

There has never been

room

address Box 103, Augusta. Me.
A

always

Our stock is now complete, comprising all the newest and most fashdesigns in fabrics out for the season. The prices are so equalized
to the economical requirement# of the time# that public confidence is
further elicited by our advantageous system of business. All who have
obtained for themselves a great and permanent reputation have won and

#

BUSIN 888 min#from
VLEOITMATE
#3.000
obtained
•1,300
jear
with ♦
by
capital. For

and commenced business
ncorporated
in lxsri
Et>» Cvvff. Pres.
Capital paid up in ca»h. #250.000.00.
Cssets.
#5X2.525 52
Liabilities and capital,
tX.iAH 32
1992

?

We have everything that is new in dress goods. Particular attention is called to the fabrics suitable for tniior-made suits and rainy .|
(I weather skirts. Dress Goods at prices from I li l-tlc to tft'J.AO.
(I

GIRLii to work in the stitching room.
ami*9 for the Commonwealth
kLMther
Co., Skowhegan. Maine Good pay aou steady
work.
Specially good place* /or Cylinder
Vampm. Apply to Commc^ksauh shoe A
I.KtTMEK Co Skowhegan. Maine

OF ST. Lon*, MO.

I

liberal

received.

the

of

fact

ionable

2

SBagtttu

?

Insurance Statemmt.

the

from

patronage that store has

Everybody. |J
j| Cloaks, Capes, Tailor-Made Suits, Dress Suits forprices

stove.

or cos’.

>--+

evident

(|

and

| SCHOONER-rigged.well

2

rUAKELl* ST.

is

(•

smack. IStOM
net. well found in sail*, rigging, anchor*
and cable; alao good dory. A good sailer, able
and staunch. II til 6e sold at <i
b<iryaim for ca*h.
For further information and full particulars,
address F. W. Collixs. Rockland. Maine.

|?

fj

Dry Goods Store!;

Gallert's

Wash Silks at Attc.

l^ARM Known as the Abram Tourtelotte
i
place situated in North Ellsworth, containing about fifty acre* tillage a«.d pasturOrchard fifty trees, (rood neighborhood ;
age.
church, school, postoflee, railroad station, all
within twenty minute* walk. Wood lot about
fifty acre*. 1 mile from home. Price to suit
the times
For further information inquire of
Joseph W. Max*. Fire Department. State St
Bangor, or Charles R. Hk.cixa, Nicolin. Me

|

4

DRY GOODS, CARPETS,
J
|*
and
Suits.
Ladies’
Garments
Outside
|!(•
will find it
2
and

<

happy town* and vf’Uge*. That
together
may rj dee In her pro*|*rrou* pre*
ent, review and recall her grand past, which
fumlsheaa noble Incentive and inspiration to
us all to make I»er future yet more grand and
Llkwklltx Power*.
glorious.

|

$

confidence is reposed we
the existence of merit.

That such confidence is extended to

(• Just the

we

|

#18
FOR A

:

«-

Broofcs.

Bucksp

plantation

t*nui!eu la ti.e convention
2 Or las* I,

aa» too

ability and culture, have placed ;
consplcuoudy 1»» the front rank Site sends

Intelitgence,

her

F. Jot.

for

50.000

Memorial

rade exclaimed: “What
It
;

nnwiiy

occupied

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE

of mixed fl*ta and 500 halibut.

before

rn'i'irni

yox 5alr.

WILL SELL

His

brought

u1

ker son*. both at home ami In other state* |
Their achievement* In trie council* of the na *
lion and In every vocation. demanding the high-

i»i ♦ i ♦ i»: ♦:

;;

A comrade who for year* ha* worn a full
a
barber shop in Bluebill

list *how5 the number of dele-

,v

’S»i SIS!

i:
^••THE

“Esperanza”,
men.

closing year

of

at

SlrtjrrUsnnnits.
•

beard, entered

.d.nuialdelegate.

vote* an ad

STORE-3$

were

Day. and placed
cannot t*e claimed as n matter of custom and
himself in a chair. The barber asked:
fltue— alone \n ;;,g tu* test.
usage, per“How much do you want done?’' The
JHffUvrti. That m futuic '-a'1* tor County
•onrent ai*. i-mveteran replied : "About ten cents’ worth."
Com mitt*-r* jue*t*d
to
make toe
regutog revolution!, a part of toe To tbe barber that meant a
shave, though
same.
have bis
The bad* of representation »
lie as fol- the victim intended only to
whisker*
trimmed. After tbe big clippers
Each * t y, town and plantation will be
low*
)
entitled to one delegate, fur each forty votebad been at work a few minute*, the comca*t

Main street., recently
by J. A. Hale. Inquire of R
Photographer. Ellsworth. Maine.

institution.

of fourteen

crew

11

Governor.

One of Baas Harbor's young men seems
destined to make something of himself.
Homer Pettergrew, at twenty-four year*
of age. ha* been given command of the

Tuesday, .July 3,

held

Zo La.

the

students of tbe

WILL BE IIEL1> AT

be

of

ware

employed In

present season, eleven are
graduates of Bluebill academy, and five of
tbe eight other teachers have attended
tbe same school. The three members of

COUNTY CONVENTION

I

a

public
proof of

by patient and persevering labor. M. Gallert’s store has won <[
reputation by unflinching truth and honesty of purpose, with the most
sincere and elevated effor'# in behalf of the people. We have always
allied proofs with professions. What others promise we perform, and ! |
4 the result is, whatever we state the public have Implicit faith in. For 4
11 instance, we announce to you that we have received the largest, cheapest (I

of this nineteenth century.

est

Edna Greenlaw, of Deer Isle, who

Mrs.
is

0.

HALL. IN

the

will

Ointment* for Catarrh that
Contain Mercury
a* mercury will sure’y destroy the *er-e of
and
cowplrkly derange the who’e sy *
tem when entering it through the mucous tor
facer
such article* should never i>e u ed ex
cep ton prescription* from re u table physician-,
a* the
damage they will do i- ten fold to the
g<K*d y oa can poadbly derive from them Hall’s
Catarrh Cure, manufacture] by F J Cheney A
Co., Toledo, o, contains n«» rt»ercury. and l«
t ken internally, acting direr ly u;>on the b»oo»i
and mucous serfaces or re system. In buvtng
Haii’s Catarrh Cure tie sure y ou get the genuine
It is taken Internally, and made in Toledo,
1 esrimotdal# frvt
Uhio. by F. J. Cheney A Co
Sold by l»ruggl*ts, price Tic. per U»Uie.
Hall's Family Pills are the beet.
I'm

—

•:<
unite wit
Republicans lu the selection of
delegate- to irl* convention.
Per order, Republican state Committee.
J. i;. Max lev. Chairman.
Bntos Bon>. Secretary.

HANCOCK

of

one

churches

\
of

have

#

which ba*

the

^

II

opportunity

Co.

Eaatbrook, June 15-17.

Tbe fl*b measured

is

Baptist

Free

Craig’s pond by A. E. Virnum, of

inches.

thirty

equal

Augusta. Maine. May 1, 1«

at

Penobscot, last week.
ever

an

Free Baptist QuMrterly.
Ellsworth quarterly meeting

The

•jiTerHr.ce*.

taken

have

Stock

Wherever

|;M.

| inclusive, as “Old Home week,*' and also deeignating August T as the day, and the city of
Portland as the place, when and where the State
! meeting will be held this year.

appropriate commemoration of

Stop the slaughter of gulls. Complaints
from Hancock county shore towns have
not been in vain, and the fl*h and game
wardens are now taking steps to end the
slaughter.

wh-* ar** In favor of -u*
pulltica.
M- Kinley and hi* admint*
taining
rr&tion. whs
-develn t!h pre-ent gold Hand
ard, in wh.usvr-r Ugt-'ation vriil re-t.»re Amcrl
can *b!; p:rg i«» it-farmer rank In the warld
■
*:n tuvvr
a
Uacitk*
Nicaragua Cana
•able: natiors-.: honor at home an a.'road, who
deliere in fr.
jH'jm-'ar educatior in the promotion <>f
‘-au*v of temiHTanr*-, In
-t and
taxation in an economic*' and efficient
d Mate affair-, are invited to
aamin'.-Ta!1

soon

Elroy Big

#

I►

j

the white ribboner*.

the

the

see

....

it

«

tuberculosis

a

t
PUBLIC CONFIDENCE and
5
PERMANENT REPUTATION. H

Therefore. In behalf of the citizen* of our
isle, I roast earnestly assure every son and
•laughter of Maine, by birth or residence, tbelr
been meeting with success in tbe large
hlidren. and all connected with them by marcities. This company »s considered tbe riage, that they will be greeted during this
strongest acting company that has ever week In all the towns and cities of Maine wblrh
been seen
in
the
East.
Miss
Matt if
were once the home# and scenes of their child
Choate and J. Frank Burke, the two leadhood, with heartfelt welcome, unfrlgned glad
are
a
ing people,
supported by
capable ties* and
open doors.
company. Specialties will be introduced ;
VI*It once more the scenes of former days,
that are novel features. This company
will be seen at Hancock hall t hree nights reca 1 the pleasant memories of youth and
—Thursday. Friday and Saturday and childhood, which no distance can dispel or time
Saturday matinee. June 14, 15 and 16.
wholly efface. There can tie no more fitting or

Ellsworth will

—

for the pun---* of nominating a candidate for
Governor !-•
-upp*>ru-d at the September
eiectlor. transacting any other ! u-ine*»
er!% come before it
tLat may
The basis of
will i# as follow*
represei i«t
wn
and plantation will i>e en
Each city,
titled to *■>*• *k- grate, and for each seventy five
votes cast f-*r tne
Republican candidate for
Govern*
iu i* *> an addiliooa) delegate, and for
a tract; jut f*-rty vote* in excess *>: seventy
Are vote- .‘ti additional delegate.
Vara
in the delegation of any city, town
or plantation can only t*e filled by re*ideuu-of
the county In which the vacancy exist*
The State Committee wii! t*e in -essioo In the
room of tne hall at 1 o’clock p. m on
roceptl
the day of the Convention for the purpose of
receiving tb** credentials of delegate* I>ele
gates, 1:. ri..--1,. parti* :»»*!* in the t'unrent ton.
mast be cierv d -•..u-equent to the
ate of the
call for this Convention.

suppose you have bad any greens this

as

by
finally

Sons

Recognizing and voicing, as I believe, an a'
most universal desire of the people of Maine,
wbtei demands as “Old Home week** tn ihe
Pine Tree State this year, and complying with
the recommendation* of a Urge meeting of the
representative citizens recently held to Portland, and also of many of the boards of trade
and other organizations, ft gives me great pleas
ure U> emphasize that sentiment ami also add
to the success of the undertaking by naming as
governor of the State, August 6 to August It,

tbe

were

the

follows:

they
passed
lady
innocently remarked: **!

as

tbe*bouse

don't

over-zealous candidates.
The duty of right-principaled republicans is just here and now. not away

27, 1900.

June

AT 2 O’CLOCK

of

the caucus,

to

:

delegates to the county con- spring.” “Just a few, ma’am,” replied
vention representative men who will the peddler. Tbe diet of greens continued
about a week, and followed him from
stoop to no political trickery' nor be a
town to town. Tbe poor peddler vra*
with
“deals”
to
party
pre-convention
haunted
and
elect

City Hall, Baniror,

Wednesday,

out

day

meal and

to

of

Gov. Powers has issued

tbe bouse

will be too late then to find fanlt. Now
is the time to work and vote for correct political methods and competent

Invitation

Daughters

Maine.
an invitation to
wandering sons and daughters of Maine
to return to their mother State for old
home week—Aug. 6 to 13 inclusive. The
governor’s invitation is in itself an inspiration to the sons and daughters at home
loafi^rt themselves in preparing a welcome/for the borne comers. It reads as

tbe

If the candidate who captures the caucus and through it the
convention, is not to your liking, it

officials.

an«l

ItbtTtiatmrnti.

HONK WERK.

Powers*

Gov.

for

caucuses.

Sabacr; ,.tion
fix ir.ont:

OLD

be

rests

active pro-caucus campaign.
It becomes the duty, therefore, of
every republican who has the interest
of the county at heart, to attend the

AT

B1

the officers

upon the
responsibility
county convention; or even back of
that—upon the caucus. The candidates realize that, and hence the

AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
EVER*

tbat

poles
that

..

Ellsworth.

NIGHTS

ONLY,

THURSDAY EVE,

June 14.

G. H. Grant Company,

ELROY BIG STOCK COMPANY.
Stats

Specialties.
on

salt

at

Special Scenery.

1*1 ire*, 23 ami 35
usual place.

cent#.

Strong Acting Co.

Children, 15 ceut.«.

Ellsworth

1

WEDNESDAY

\

greatest Dramatic Company, opening In the great success,

FRIENDS.
Clever

113

NHER1FF** SALE
loss
protected
either of these
by virtue of an execution in favor
f°r thW
of R. K Hagerthy. of Sedgwick, Han- i
it
cock county. Maine, against Arvilla Freethy, 1
of Dorchester, Massachusetts, issued by the
*
Ellsworth municipal court at a term thereof
and
held on the first Tuesday of March, a. d, 1900, ;
J
Mar
_*
llarl.or
Me.
three shares of the capital stock in the Carter’s Point Steamboat Wharf Co., No. of cer- j
iificate thereof being 110, being the same atSILVEKWAltE ItEP I,ATED.
CLOSED
[ached on the original writ on which said
If you have an old, rough,
ruaty auoon, knife
execution was issued, said attachment being
we cau make them look aa
on
the
sixth
of
a.
d.
made
bright aJanuary,
1900. ] 1 fork,
day
AFTERNOONS.
so
that
will
wear for years.
they
j
and will be sold at public auction to the j ew,
IK> PLATING OP ALL KINDS
highest bidder at Smith Brothers' office in
Sedgwick, on Saturday, the 30th day of June. ; f liver. Gold, Nickel, Braes, and guarantee It to
l>». H. H Hayne*
to notify tils patrons
i. d. 1900. at 7 o'clock in the afternoon.
u-t. Call or a<l<lre?8
tnd others that until further
H. N. Doritv,
not*?* uU dental
M«>ORE
rooms
will )>e close*! on
BROTHERS,
Deputy Sheriff.
Wednesday afternoon?Wut Tkestos,
Dated this Jtth day of May, a. d. 1900.
j|E
Oc«.

TAKEN

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT OF THE

America’s

FIRE, LIKE LIGHTNING, neverst;,,,s,tok,“ock
against
by
unwek-om‘vUitore*’ I‘oik
Pr0te°ti0n; the,
surel^ind saf^MUp.yPameS
fully

COMMENCING

...

j
{
(

HALL,

THREE

.;e

%

_

j

j

...

|

Ellsworth,

25,1839.

I

OBITUARY.

MEMORIAL DAY.

was referred
petition for sidewalk on
Third street, reported that part of the
walk was in good condition and part
needed to be rebuilt. He recommended
the needed repairs, and the street commissioner was ao instructed.
Street Commissioner Hurley reported

CITY MEETING.

THOMAS ALDEN CRABTRKRi

WAS

IT

HOW

OBSERVED

Thomas

IN

ELLSWORTH.

SURVIVORS

—DR. PHILLIPS’ ADDRESS.

Ells-

Memorial I>ay
worth according to time-honored custom,
f»v Wm. H. H. Rice post, O. A. R.
Earl}
in the morning the various detachments
from the post started on their loving
errand to the cemeteries, where flowers
and dags were placed upon the graves of
comrades who had been mustered out.
At 1 o’clock the post met at Orand
Army hall, and formed In column for the
march to the soldiers’ monument on
bridge hill. Miss Mary H. Black, one of
the j*atriotlc and faithful teachers in Ellsworth primary schools, was in the line
with a good representation of her school.
Escorted by Monaghan’s band, the line
marched to the monument, whero the
u«ual services were held. James K. Parsons was
marshy of the day. The book
service was read by A. W. Curtis, commander of the post, and prayer was offered
by Rev. George II. Halley, of the Free Baptist church, chaplain of the day. There
was music by the band.
After the services at the monument, the
line reformed and marched to Hancock
hall for the Memorial Day exercises. The
hall was well Ailed. At the hall there were
was

observed

In

prayer by the chaplain, singing by the
Ellsworth male quartette and music by
L-

Island. During the same time he has
been
travelling agent for the Portland Tranncript in thesiune states.
Mr. Crabtree married Miss Julia A.
His
Tracy, of Winter Harbor, in 1864.
wife and the following children survive
him: Leonard T. Crabtree, of New London, Wisconsin; Mrs. Abbie L. Treworgy,
of Ellsworth;
Mrs.
Lillian Libby, of
Liiiitrsion* ; Frank H Crabtree, of Frank
Mrs.
Kebitj
C.
lin;
Lord, of Bar Harbor;
Miss Maud M. and J.arry L. Crabtree, of
Ellsworth.
Fuuerai services were held at the house
st 2 o'c oek this afternoon, Kev. C. H.
Me Learn » (Delating. There was singing
b/ the Ellsworth male quartette.

II. Whitcomb, a patriotic son of a
veteran, introduced the orator of the day,
Dr. George A. Phillip*, of Kllsworth. Dr.
Phillip*' address, as necessary from the
lie did
nature of tht day, was historical,
not routine himself to mere recital of historical fact, however, but took a broad
this country
view of the progress of
through pence and war as a part of God's
grand plan of evolution the progress
from the lower to the higher.
Following
is the address In full;
H.

HORATIO

Grand Army:
I sm proud to lx*
your speaker to-day.
Whatever may be one's opinion of the creed

of

the

N.

belief of a church, whatever one's conviction as to the Trinity or the inspiration of
the bible, whatever judgment one may have as
to the Immaculate conception of Jesus of
Naxareth. or like question* of religious faith;
every thoughtful man is driven to one conclusion of historic truth that mingled in the
makeup of all history is a law that cannot he

Whitcomb, at Ixm Angeles, Cat.
Capt. Whitcomb was seventy-three
He was a native of Ellsyears of age.
worth, and went to California with the

"forty-niner*”, going by

gainsayed, that in spite of

human will or
wishes the march of the centuries is
up the hill, the law of Almighty God that
The
presses from the lower to the higher.
law of progress in the human race, in the
animal world, in the world of intellect and the
spirit; evolution, from smaller to grrater,
from lower to higher, Is the one great abso
lute fact of history. And behind it, under it
and through it. Is an evident purpose, “whose
builder and maker Is God.”
I desire, by your lief, at this hour that holds
human

C tina and

seven

Cap-

of Good

Hope,

thus

to
of

com-

puting

the circuit of the globe.
For three year* h was master of vessels
sailing out of Ellsworth, then in 1S59 he

returned to CallforulH and lias resided
He had been in busithere ever since.
ness with in- brother, Octavus, iu Monterey, for the I ad eighteen years, but failing h« an h
compelled him to give up
i u-ilit*- some six months ago, and he ha*
since resided
with Ills daughter iu L-m

within it of solemnity, to depart
much
from the usual method of Memorial address, and in a very imperfect way point out
in evidence of above a few of the milestones
along the rugged and stormy way, for “80
careful of the race fie seems, so careless of

Angeles.

MORE

I apt.

NEW

lights,

j

store

a

Main street

on

by

statement

Brady

Aid.

on

In

Aid. Jellison brought up the question
of purchase of 400 feet of hose for the
Ellsworth Falls hose company, as recommended

his

Bridge

particu>ar

where dama.e

as

to the road

tilled,

were

!

had been

|

rocks

that

thrown into

bad

clay, and then the

water broke out to the surface of tbe road.
to

the

for

where

plank

walks

are

on

some

in cut

needed this

| probable
A

|

that this will be done.
received

from

!

on

aide of Main

street

ably

will be left for

consider.

some

Contractor

It

from

advised that

plate laying

the

HURLEY.

John F. Hurley, son of Daniel Hurley,
Ellsworth, died at Carroll, Iowa, last

Saturday morning, w hile on his way to
Mr. Hurley left Ellsworth
Colorado.
two weeks ago Monday, and after consulting specialists on lung diseases in
Boston, started for Colorado on their
He was accompanied
advice.
by hia
father. After leaving Chicago Mr. Hurley began to fail so rapidly Gist at Carroll
he was obliged to leave the train, and was
taken to a hospital, where be died.
Deceased was thirty years of age. He
has been engaged in the market business
in Ellsworth either as clerk or proprietor
almost since boyhood, and was well and
For the
past two
favorably known.
years he has been iu business for himself,
closing out the business only three weeks
ago on hcci uut of his health.
The body arrived in Ellsworth this
Funeral services were held
morning.
from St. Joseph's K. C. church at 11

low

chasing

any concrete this year.
THE MEETING.

help

to

was

a

N

ui

petition

be

ncil'

HI

jptlBSCU

COMMISSIONER'S

4.

NAME.

Contingent,

$1,109 44
154 91
4;(
139 Of

tl.it £5!
$200 Ss
tin o(

$1,222

Carlyle

Treworgy
Police,

ED

Tuesday, .Junes
Victory, Ketnlck, New York, coal, F ti

Electric

12,’
5<
77 (K
8 3.
2 Oi
2 04
114 54
*2 2i
5 3'
1 0* ,
0 (K
1 8.
91k
2 04
2 04
4 .V
3 tX
3 04
1 5*
2

Co,

Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar May 28, ch Charley
Sproul, Boston
Ar
May 30, sell* Mary Augusta, Smith, Ells
worth; Eastern Queen, Ray, Ellsworth
June I, sc ha J Nickerson. Portland; Harvest
Home, Sotuea, Providence; Lucy Bell, Martin,
Boston
June
sch G W Collins. Johnson, with coal
for the Su llvan Tow Boat Co, from New York
Sid May 2.i, sch C H Trlckev, New York, with
paving blocks fiom J P Gordon

Library,

School,

l'hll

adeiphla
Sid June

1, aeha E T Harr.or, Brown, with
curoatone from Bradoury A BlnisdeJ, for Bo*
ton, 1. hurley sprout, with curbstone from Hoop
er A Havey Co, for Boston
Bt < Hsroui Sid June 4, ach Arthur V S
Woodruff, Grand Banks
Porta.

j

5

Total.
CHI IU II

valuable

the

material

able;

ical
of fuel, because of
in which they
put together.
have them, take
substitute,
manufacturers.

the

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,
American-only

;paper.
%

f7
t?
7
8
8
8

*9

signal or notlceto Conductor.
only.

on

-*umJay8

Dally.

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth.
I’asHengers are requested to procure ticket*
before entering the train, and especially Bile*
on

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres. and (ien’l Manager.
E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag't.

worm to

F

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.
SPRING SCHEDULE.
Three

Trips

Week.

a

45 (X
45 04
2 0*

130
25
1
3
12
39
10

32
04
54

L
54
04
04

1;
34)04
14 <k
Is 04
1.
8 0]
12

8 0*

4 Of

Co,

5 CX

Co,

3 5f
45 *v
27 14

$827

Commencing Tuesday, April 10, lirtX), steamer
“Ml. Desert”, Capt. F. L. Wimerbotham, leaves
liar HariMit Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 1.00 p in, loi Seal Harbor, Northeast
Harbor, Southwest Harbor, stonlngton and
Rock-ami, and connects at Rockland with steamer for Boston.

ANDREWS-HODGKINS-At Srcul*. n. June ft,
by Rev A Stevens, Miss Lottie N Andrews, of
South Gouldsboro, to Albert Hodgkins, of
North Sullivan.
CLAPP—8A III»ENT At s^Uwlck, June 4, by
Rev E S Drew, Xllss Nellie E Clapp, of Sedgwick, to Fred Sargent, of Surgentvllle.
CUSHMAN WARDWELL At Ca-tlne, May
2S, by Rev Norman La Marsh. 'Hss Winifred
L Cushman to Roy Lee Wardxvell, both of
Penobscot.
HODGKINS—HUOWN—At I auiolne, June 3,
by Rev John s dial*-. Mi-s Ruby M Hi»igklns,
of La mol ne. to Arthur W Hrovvii, of Eden,
HALEY G R.\ Y At Hrooksvlile, V|jtv 26. by
Rev II <> vVorthev, Miss Franeena D Haley, of
Hrooklln, to Samuel D Gray, of Sedgwick".
JOliD.X N K EN N E V— At East Eddington. May
21, by Rev Samuel S Davis, Mins Nam- Caroline Jordan, of oils, to Charles Rolfe Kenney,
—

RETURNING.
From

Boston, Mondays. Wednesdays and Fri-

at.’) p
days,
From

n

Rockland, via Storlngton, Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Peal Harbor,
Tu sdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at about 5
a

in,

or

upon arrival of

K. S. J.

—

steamer

from

Boston.

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin

Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.

—

of

Eddington.

SMITH
Rev M
A

sit A PLEIGII— At
S Preble, vii«- Etta

William H.

Hill, Gcn’l Mgr., Boston.

Surrv. May 26. by
L smith to Martin

Shapnlgh, both of sitiiy.
I»'» !>.

BRAY—At Mountainville I •« r l-lf), June 3.
George W Hray, aged 57 year-, 7 mouths, Ki

days.

CnN XRY— t Sunshine (D er Isle!. May 26,
Clifton E Uutiurt. aged 7 months, .r. days.
CKAKTREK .x t Eb.-wortli, June 4, I nomas
Alden Crabtree, aged 79 years, 2 mouths, 17

Schedule

in

Effect from May 15 until
June 23, 1900.
FKXNC1S At Har Harbor, June 1, llenrv |
Commencing on above date steamer “CathSayles Francis, of Hostun, aged 41 years, 3 erine” will leave dockland (It A It wharf), upon
months, 9 day*.
i arrival of stetmer from Boston, every Tuesday,
GRAY—Xt Dedham. May 31, Lida, wife of Thursday and Saturday fur Dark Harbor, EggcAlfred Gray, aged 35 years, s months.
moggin. -argeutville. Deer Isle, SedgwickHURLEY—At Carroll. Iowa. June 2. John F
Brooklln, South Bluehlll and Bluehlll.
Hurlev. of Ellsworth, aged 29 years, 6 months.
RETURNING.
M El.l.o
At Rlueldll, May 2-, Millie A Aiello,
Every Monday, ‘Wednesday and Friday
aged 1 days.
will leave Kllfw’urth at 7 30 a in (stage to SurSW.xZEY— Xt P.ucksport, May 27, Endlv V,
at k(w> a m, making landings named
wife «>f Alfred Swazey, aged 69 years, 4 days. 1 ry), Surry
above and will eonmet at dockland on ull pasSW.x/.hY —At
Ituck.-port, May zS, Allred sages east and west with Boston A
Bangor S.
6
Swazey, aged 71 years, months.
SPRINg’ER At Franklin, Mav 24, Matilda, ; 8. Co.
O. A. CKOCKETT,
wife of Ambrose Springer, aged 73 years, 5
Manager, Rockland. Me.
months, 4 days.
Passengers wishing to »«ke the boat will leave
SToVER At Penobscot, May 29, Mrs Martiia
wuH at Moon's stable, Ellsworth.
A Stover, aged 66 years, 2 months.
*
No connection with Boston steamers.

[

days.

—

—

„lOUliUSUUUU».

<anbtrttstmrnu.

li

.NO I KS.

Rev. A. 11. Coar% pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, teachers’ meeting at home of Mrs. Wiggin.
Sunday, June 10 —Morning service at
10 30.
Sermon by Kev. S. C. Beach, ol
Bangor. Sunday school at 11.45.

Parlor, Dining
Chamber

A

and

WORD
TO THE

LADIES.

Furnishings,

if you
a

want a

new

stylish liat for

little money he

sure

and call at my

store where
i

Rev. Gcorye II. Salley, pastor.
Friday, 730 p. in., monthly conference.
Sunday, June 10, Children’s Day—Sermon to children at 2 p. in. Sunday school
at 3.15 p. m. Children’s concert at 7 p. rn.

Hid chairs, tables and

fancy

riving

from

shapes

are

day

find

a

and

good
Un-

I

have

engaged Miss Addle TIuker

for my milliner.

day. The

to

can

Trimmed

trimmed Hats.

of all kinds are ar-

pieces

you

assortment of

BAPTIST.

turned from

unique.

been

She has just reBoston, where she has

getting the latest styles.

The woods most in evidence
are

old mahogany and rich

gulden oak, either plain

or

inlaid with pearl.

Inspect

FLOWERS.

FLOWERS.

my stock before pur-

FLOWERS.

chasing eisewrhere.

I have

a

the lowest

C. R.

fine

display of rtowers at

prices

to

be found in the

city.

FOSTER,
3S Main St.

reliable—war-

have

7
7
7

X.

50 9 80
55 9 85
02
9 42
34
24 flO <4
40
fft 31 flO It
49
ft 41 flO 21
69
5 51 if 10 81
18 6 Oft1 10 4H
Is
6 10 10 62
6 20 flO 68
2ft
39
6 29 11 07
49
f6 89 11 17
63
6 43 11 22
oo
6 60 11 30
2o..
fto.
80
7 3ft 12 80

MAKKIKD.

Day—Morn-

improvements than
made of
line;

f«

A.

4
4
5
fft

2

UNITARIAN.

FREE

12 35

These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portlanil, Boaton and St. John.

I.LES —l’ERKIN's
xt Penobscot, June 2, by
Rev E K Drew, Miss Gertrude Hinckley
Allen, of Sedgwick, to Herbert Hale Perkins,
of Hrooksvlile.

A

1 54

Hiram c Lord.
Michael Ahrmn,
Ellsworth Water Co,
Charles I Welch,
Ellsworth Water Co,
Ellsworth Water Co,
.IP Bass A Co,
Elizabeth A Belcher,
C I Welch,
Morrison, Joy A Co,
Edward Haney,
Nahum Flood,
Henry II Sargent,

Morrison, Joy A Co,
F B Aiken,
Albion Carlisle,
E E Brady A Co,
Whitcomb, Haynes A
E P Grim lie,
of
schools, William H Dresser,
Supt
Schoolhouau,
Whitcomb, Haynes A

t«
ff»
(I

P.K.

00|.

X.

—

Remember the Place?

♦C*0#0*0#0#0#0*0#0#0*0#0¥
EDWIN M. MOORE,
J

give right

They

/.
*

BOKIi.

CLARION
thoroughly

tStop

ALLEN—At Sedgwick, May 24, to Mr ai d Mrs
George M Allen, a onughUT.
LURRILL—At Dedham, .May 10, to Mr and
Mrs Daniel S Hurrtll, a daughter.
RUNK KK—At Cranberry Isles, May 27, to Mr
and Mrs Lea inter Hunker, a 'laughter.
BXHSOS —At Sedgwick, April 30, to Mr and
Mrs Ernest E Hanlon, a daughter.
I Caroline. J
COOMRS-At Hucksnort. May 15, to Mr and
Mrs Eugene 8 Count Its, a daughter.
EATON—At Little Deer Isle, May 26, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur II Eaton, u son. [Arthur Gilbert ]
GREENLAW At Deer Isle, June I, to Mr and
Mrs Fred R Greenlaw, a daughter.
IIA I)LOCK At ( ranherry Isles, May 25, to Mr
and Mrs Walter llndlock, a son.
THURI.OW At Long Island, May 27, to Mr
And Mrs James Thurlow, a daughter.

‘.h

Timothy Donovan,

lights,
High school,

1.

Wellington, east
CONGREGATIONAL.
Ar June .*, sch* Gem, Haskell, Wilmington,
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
N (.’; D D Haskell, Eaton, Savannah: Abides
Walker, Doobln, Somes Sound; Abenaki, SlonMeeting for prayer and bihle study
Eureka Ely Killer for Cattle and Horses, and lngton
Friday evening at 7 30 o’clock in the
Ar Mav 31, bark Auburndale, Arroyo, P R;
Electric Sprayers, at J. 1*. Eld ridge’s.—-.4 tier.
sch Darnielta and Joanna, Somes Sound
chapel.
Ar May .>0, wh J Braeewell, Perth Amboy for
Sunday, June 10—Morning service at
Dover
abbcrtiscmfntfl.
Sermon by Kev. William Forsyth,
10.30.
Sid June 3, whs Puritan, Georgetown, S C;
of
Win Pickering, Boston
Bucksport. Sunday school in tbe
Ar June 4, pchs Sarah A
BlaDdell, Bangor; chapel at 11.45. Evening service at 7 30,
Maggie Ellen and W I. Elkin*. Franklin; Chas conducted by Mr. Forsyth.
H Trlckey, Franklin for Philadelphia; Hattie
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
V Marsh, Long Cove; Lulu W Eppes, Egypt; R
G W’hilden, Stonington; Eastern Queen, RockRev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
land; Yreka, Ellsworth for Rondout
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Philadelphia—Cld June 2, sch Abble Bow
! ker. Perry, Augusta
Sunday, June 10, Children’s
Sid June 2, wh Mary C Stuart, for Roekport
ing service at 10 30. Address to children
Ar May 31, sch J F Seavey, Kelley, Stoning
ton
by pastor. Sunday school at 11.45. Junior
Delaware Breakwater—Sid May 30, *ch league at 3 p. in.
Epworth league at tj
I
M C Moseley ; bark Edmund Phinney, Portland p. m. Children’s Day concert at 7 30 p. ra.
Portland—Cld Juue 1, sch Mattie J Alles,
OUT-OF-TOWN SERVICES.
Crockett, Stonington
results.
ranted to
Ar May 31, sell Franconia. Young, Rondout
Kev. J. P. Simouton, of the Methodist
Cld June 4, sch Northern Light, Mitchell, Ma
church, will preach at Trenton Sunday
more
cli las
at .30 p. rr.
Portsmouth—Ar May 31, sch Gen Banks,
any
for
Providence
Bangor,
are
Vineyard Haven—Sid June3, schs Chas H
other
A Sprained Ankle (Jukkly Cured.
Trlckey, Franklin for Philadelphia; Hattie A
“At one time 1 suffered from a severe
obtainbest
Marsh, Long Cove for N Y
Ar June 3, sch Carrie E Pickering, Hoboken
sprain of the ankle,” says Geo. E. Cary,
and are most economfor Camden
Ar June 1, schs h G Whllden. Stonington for editor of the Guide, Washington, Va.
in the use
New York; W L Elkins, Franklin for New Y’ork “After using several well-recommended
If your dealer does
are
Passed June 4, schs Harold J McCarthy, for
medicines without success, 1 tried ChamNew Yrok; Flhcman, Stonington for New York
write
to
no
but
not
Rockland—Ar May 31, wh Glendy Burke,
berlain’s Pain Balm, and am pleased to
New York
to say that relief came as soon as I began
Stonington. Conn—Ar June 4, schs Charleston, New York for Boston; Loduskla, Perth its use, and a complete cure speedily folIncorporated
Amboy for Bath
lowed.” Sold by Geo. A. Paroher, EllsFureigu Ports.
worth, and W. I. Partridge, Bluehill,
Louisbirg, C B—At May 30, sch Fred
druggists.
Gower, Sargent, for Roc Ha d
COUNTY
The Ellsworth

Are

TRY GRAIN-0!

Ask your (Jrocer to day to show you a package of tillAlN o. the new food drink that takes
The children may drink l!
the place of coffee
without Injury as well as the aoult
All who
GIMIS-O has tout rich seal
try It, like It.
brown or Mocha or lava, but it Is made from
pure grains, cod the most dellc/.te stomach receives It without distress. ^ the price of eolTee.
1.1c. ami 2-icts. per package. Sold ny all grocers.

$

E K Brady A Co,
Ellsworth Water Co,
.lames Frazier,
H W Kstey,
F B Aiken,
Ira Maddocks,
Martin .letilson,
Dennis Kief,
11 Ham Cochrane,
K K Brady & C*»,
Clifton Woodward,

Monday, June 4
Sch Samuel Lew!-, Pratt, Boston, lumber,
Idicomb, llavnes A Co
Sch Olive Branch,
Deer Isle
sch Nellie Grant, Dodge,
Roudout, stave*

M.

1 80
5 57

X.

9
P.

AM
*6 00
6 Oft
6 12

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction.
Holden.
Lake House.
Greeu Lake.
Nicolln
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH
Wash’gton Co.Jc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukcag, S. Fy.
Mt.Desert Ferry..
Sullivan.
Sorrento .......
BAR HARBOR.

Not our logical, measurative faculty, but
imaginative one to king over ua.—

AMOUNT

Hancock County Pub Co,
L F Hooper,

lumber, Whit-

M. A.

3 50
7 26

A.

7 45
Z7 04)
11 oo

.|

Portland.

our

74 24
53 0(

Alien,
Osgood,
Carlton .McGown,

dept,

a. A.

1 30
5 67;

P. H.

Boston.

Hood'* Mil* care liver ill*; the non-irritating and
only cathartic to take with Hood'* Sarsaparilla.

TRY GRAIN-0!

A.

5 8ft|
9 Oft.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

was run

parilla, built him up again." Mrs. H. L.
Mowry, Towanda, Pa.

O'clock.

Cooking Ranges

husband

Portland....
Boston.

—

F B
F II

Ellsworth Water
Charles J Perry,
Isaac N Avery,
L B Wyman,

Fire

Boston—Ar June 2, soli* Lizzie Leo, Clayton, stonington; Henry WUhlngtou, troui New
port News
Ar JuneS. achs I* M Thurlow and Otronto,
New York ; M A Pope, Sullivan
Sid June 2f sells Leonora, C L Morgan, May
Queen and Emily K Swllt, east
Ar June 1, seha Georgletta, Kllzaliethport;
Hattie S Collins ami A H VV hitmore, Stonington
Ar May 31, wh T B Garland, Clinton Point
Ar June 4, seha Jaa A Webster and Watch
man, Stonington
Bangok—Sid .June 1, ach Northern Light, for
New York
Ar May 31, ach Julia Ann, Deer Isle
Ar June 4, sell J C Wood, Hasketl, Boston
Ar June 2, ach Marshall Perrin, from New
York
Brunswick, Ga—Shi June 2, sch Sedgwick,
Hagerthy, Boston
Bath —Ar June 1, -ehs Pochasset, New York;
Willie I. Maxwell, Wilmington. Del
Norfolk—Cld June 1, sch John Booth, Saco
New Iohk-Ai June 1, bark Mannie Swan,
Higgins, Guantanamo
Sid June 1, achs Carrie E Pickering and J V

ICJI-

ROLL.

ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO.
FUN I*.

Thursday, May 31

lor

re-

:

Wednesday, May SO

Domestic

the

committee

Addison S Greely,
K F Dillingham,

Hooper A Havey (Jo,

"My

—

The dis-

Special Roll to June lo.
High school.
City schools.

Sch Nellie Grant, Dodge, Boston
Sch J to Kennedy, Hutchins, Boston
SAILED

curbstone from

list

lutuumn

KlUsorili Port.
ARRIVED

Soli
Lord

Run Down

M

P.

good appetite

and one-half miles.

special

MARINE LIST.

V

a

...

the

—

if, it will make an admirable schoollot, and the school building can be
moved from the lot near by for which it
is now paying $10 a year.
Aid. Brady, from committee to which

AKIM

be

TKACHKRS’ SALARY ROLL.
High school.
City schools.

had

.1

build the road.

one

voted

to

not

Rock crusher.

house

heads,

the
reel

petitioners

The
will

Highways.
£lde Walks.
Bridges.

city does not contem-

from

and

enriches

and

blood, gives

purifies,

amoug the three
that each would have 400

corner.

STREET

be

14 double purpose in purthis lot —when the stone is taken

aldermen

Tyler’s

“wiin

The full hoard was present at the meeting, Mayor Ureely in the chair.
A d. Hiuart, from committee'on lot for
rock-crusher, reported that lot on Town
House hill had been purchased, and
crusher was now being set up there. The

JORDAN.

yesterday noruing.

will

ade-

now

appointed
by the mayor. Toe mayor appointed the
full board as such committee.

future board to

Nelligan

companies

ferred

extending the concrete walk

talk of

the south

vitalizes

...

divided

so

tance is about

in
Nellig**), who is now at
Bar Harbor, Hiking if the city whh to lay
any concrete walk this year. There was
some

not

done at present.

services

Con*

work

tractor

vicinity

comcity
pelled to pay land damages, and in prethe
senting
petition, Aid. Maddocks said
men in the neighborhood would give their

ioued

letter had been

the

guarantee that the

one

year,

is

near

of tiie streets

being the upper end of
Oak street, above Birch avenue.
It ia

place

in

with many signatnres. fora road leading
to Brsnch Pond from the Bangor road,

discus-ion related principally
policy of substituting crushed

Sidewalk
stone

mills

purchased this year, 800 feet
having already been purchased.
The
Falls company will receive enougft from
each of the city companies In exchange
for new hose to bring its full line up to
1.050 feet. The two city companies have
about 1.300 feet each.
Aid. Maddocks
presented a petition

the trench

Mtied in with

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

the

feet of hose

blasted

been

the

vigor and strength, neither of
which can be found in a person whose blood is impure,
and whose every breath
speaks of internal troubles.

down in health and all tired out. Those
excellent medicines. Hood's Pills and Sarsa-

hose

loosely,
creating virtually a stone drain, through
which water Mowed until it met resistslice at the end of tho trench, or where it
were

at

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOB.
A. II.(P. M.p. X.|P. V.
BAR HARBOR. 10 251 8 25 8 80 *4 10
Sorrento...1.
4 oo.
4 45
Sullivan
4 25
5 10
Mt Desert Ferry. 11 15 4 ftfti 9 10 ft 80
Waukcag, 8. Fy.j If 22 6 02 9 17 6 87
Hancock. 11 2*1 6 o.
9 20
ft 40
Franklin Road. 11 lift
5 11 9 30
ft 48
Wash’gton Co.Jc. 11 4« ft 24 9 60 6 00
ELLSWORTH
6 81 9 58 6 08
lift!
Ellsworth Falls .fll 68 6 37 10 03 6 13
Nicolln.tl2 12 6 51 flO 17 t6 27
Greeu Lake.U2 22
« 01 110 27
87
Lake House. .t>2 81 tfi 11 flO 36
46
Holden
.t!2 38 <5 20 flO 42 ffl 68
Brewer June..
12 58 6 43 ll 02
7 18
Bangor, Ex. St. 1 Oft 6 60 11 09 7 20
BANGOR, M.C. 1 10 0 55 11 16 /.7 25

is

and makes the weak strong.

should be

from this cause.
The trouble, be said,
was due largely to fact that when trenches
out

Engineer Brown

fragrance of life

anti Stramkoaw.

Commencing May 7, 1900.

It was voted to purchase 400 feet of
hose, It being understood that the hose

resulted

bad

The

iaat

as

Instance

one

Chief

quately protected, and also obviate
necessity of winding wet hose on the

much

bill In

by

meeting. The Falls company now
has 850 feet of hose, and 400 feet additional would give sufficient hose to reach

the streets in the

\N

of

month.

of the trouble and expense
city proper were due
to faulty lining of trenches after excavaHe mentioned
tions for water pipes.

opinion

prominent lumbermen on the river,carrying on quite extensive operations iu l be

F.

statement

that

Sch Forester, Farrell, Rockland
rich Kvpre*-, Kay, Bar Harbor,
comb, Hay nes A Co

JOHN

A record of street lights not burning
during the month, as kept by the night
officer, stiowed an equivalent of one light
for 222 hours. Thu board voted to deduct
|7.15 from the street lighting bill for the

from

Frederick S. Jordan, of No. -i plantation, died Sunday, aged about fifty years.
For many years he has been one of the

woods and taking charge of drives in the
the march of events, that five lifetimes carry !
one-half the world was spring. The Middle Brand drive ju-t
us back to where
unknown, when men questioned the earth's ■ uccee-fuily driven in was his operation.
-hape, and almost a like ignorance prevailed J He has been in failing health for two or
on all matters of ph>sical science; when a
three years, but be kept about and atlaud hounded by the four oceans lay here in tended to hi* business till within a few
it* darkness, its solitude, with its unbroken
weeks.
forests, its vast reaches of fertile deserts,
He was a man of excellent habits and
waiting-waiting for what?
character, kind-hearted, Christian, generthen the courage and bravery of one man, ous to a fault.
No needy person ever
the generosity and fatlb of a woman discovwent from his door empty-banded.
He leaves a wife, five daughters and one
ered it. Later, so far as our portion of America is concerned, came Ponce de Leon in his son, besides brothers, one sister and hosts
*nd employees in every town
search for that fountain of immortal youth. of friends
on the river, who not only mourn his loss,
This was in 1513. He was disappointed, yet
but will mi-M the employment be has
what fountains immortal he had discovered.
given and bis many kind and generous
deeds.
(Continued on page 7 )
Funeral services were held at ttie bouse

UtrijrrUsnnntfs.

board.

one light
Bickering,
all street lights west of the bridge were
shut off several nights recently. There
was further discussion as to lights not
burning during the month, and a deduction from the street lighting bill
was voted.
Discussion of road matters led to the

in

about t wenty
married daughters.

j

interesting
keep

the

made that in order to

wife was Amanda
of Ellsworth. She died
He leaves three
years ago.

H.

fied

Street lights, water works and sidewalks were the principal topics discussed
at the regular meeting of the board of
aldermen Monday evening. In regard to
was

company had put Liberty
satisfactory condition, as notito do at the Inst meeting oi the

street in

POND—ROLLS OF ACCOUNT8.

street

44Actions of the Just
Smell Sweet”

that t he water

TION FOR NEW ROAD TO BRANCH

Whitcomb’s

FREDERICK

STREET

OF

PURCHASED —PETI-

HOSE

Billings, formerly

know and
only four

when America was a \a»t stretch of wilderness untrodden by the foot of civilized man.
It hardly seems possible, so rapid has been

way of Cape
months in

Horn,
being nearly
He returned
making the pa-sage.
Ellsworth in ISofl. coming by way
arid

TALK

LIGHTS AND SIDEWALKS.

High street to the railroad, but this prob-

WHITCOMB.

Col. Joint F. Whitcomb, of Ellsworth,
received a telegram on Sunday, announcing the death of his brother, Horatio N.

<>r

the man."
If you take the oldest man you
carry hack from bis childhood

| ALDERMEN

special

I.. ..A

Gentlemen

known

newspapers, died at his home in Ellsworth
Monday. His health bss not been good
for some time, but be bad been coniiued
to his bed only three weeks. Death resulted from cancer.
Mr. Crabtree was born at Franklin,
March 17, 1830, and that was his home
dii'ing the greater part of his life. He
had a good common school education,
and
was
fitted for teaching district
schools.
He taught over 1U0 terms of
school, mostly In Hancock county, and
became widely known in Ihe county.
He taught many terms at Deer Isle.
Mr. Crabtree possessed a ready pen, and
his prose and poetic contributions to the
papers became familiar. He was a frequent contributor to The Amkrican
some years ago.
His longest sustained
literary work was an article on “The
Wild Animals of Maine”, which was published as a serial iu the Lewiston Journal.
He was familiar with this subject, being
in bis younger days a famous marksman
with a rifle, and a successful hunter. He
also had Inventive faculty, and secured
patents on several useful inventions,
which he sold. One of his inventions wis
a pivot hub which be sold to a New York
manufacturer.
Mr. Crabtree moved from Franklin to
Hurry In 1881, from there to Bangor in 1888,
back to-Hurry in 1893, and to Ellsworth iu
1897. During the past ten years he ban
done much evangelical and temperance
work in Maine, Massachusetts and Khode

OF TUB O. A. R. PAY LOV-

TRiBirra to dead comrades

ING

Alden Crabtree, well

throughout Hancock county as a former
school teacher, and as a writer for the

kadtoabf

atrfjtrtfstmmt*.

I'

I

dealer in all kinds of

A

Freak, salt, Smoked and Dry

J

|

FISH.

A. E.
smith

MOORE’S,

Building,
ELLSWORTH,

Main

Street,

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH BAKEKY.
Cod,

Haddock, Halibut,

Biueflsh,

Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops,
Lobsters aud Finnan Haddies.

n

S
Q

Campbell A True Bldg., East End Bridge, O
I
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Having purchased the bakery business of
George l. Flint, I am now prepared to furnish
the public with
BREAD. CAKE, PIES, PASTRY
of all kinds fresh every day. Picnic and Excursion parties supplied at short notice. Baked
Beans and Brown Bread
Saturday and
Sunday mornings.

r. H. BONZEY,
Main

Street, opp. Manning b.ock, Ellsworth.

COUNTY NEWS.

THE AhericaH has subscribers at KH
the 110 post-offices in Hancock county
ft» ndditional Count p .Vw» if«
pa#«*»
mil the other papers in the county com
hxned do not reach so many. THR Amrr
Harbor.
not the only paper printed ii k Prospect
ICAif
“John
schooner
three-masted
Mancock county, and has never claimed t* > i The
he, but it is the only paper that can prop Stroup” has just finished discharging a
th
all
be
called
a
County
mrly
paper;
cargo of coal at the factory.
root are merely local papers. The circula j
•ion of The American, barring the Ba
Li they Fish, manager for the Maddock
Marbor Record's summer list, it large
factories at Booth bay, was here one day
than that of all the other papers printei
last week to hire men, but without sucin Hancock county.

•/

■

cess.

~ooTTnti

\V. Nutter and wife, of Brook 1 in, are
week. They will spend the
summer with their daughter, Mrs. Charles
B la nee, jr.

expected this

tther pages

thm Oddi'><*nar county Nrtrs
Fraukim.

Miss Genevieve West is at home for t
visit. Sue it-turis to Washington abou:
1.

E. E. Fiekett was in Ellswortt
day recently visitiug her sister, Mrs
Carl Donneli.
Mrs.

one

soon.

A goodiy number enjoyed a fine addrest
by Judg<- John B. lieu man, of Ellsworth
in the town hall Memorial
Miss

Beatrice

Kent’s

from

Hill.

has

returned

present

At

she

ic

visiting her auut, Mrs. George Taft, at
West Guuldsboro.
Arrangements have been made to have
and chimney built in the West
The cottage
cottage at Hancock Point.

fireplace

a

will

occupied

be

this

by

summer

Mrs.

James f. Maxwell aud family, of Saugertiea, N. V.
Miss B lorenoe Dunn bas returned home
after passing the winter in Boston. Her
friends regret to know that her health
not at all

good,

borne and

at

and

hope that

good

a

is

long visit
air

may

prove bent fil ial.
Tbe recital by Miss Clara Dunn

and

pupils

was

this

Maine

well attended and

much

en-

joyed. Tbe work of the children in hoop,
scarf ard doll drill was very pleasing
and showed Hrt ful training by a patient
teacher.

Mesdaaits !„. and W. Fannie Blaisdell
exptcltd home from Washington this
week.
On their way home they bate
been visiting friends in Brockton, Boston,
Portland, and are now in Farmington
John S
A

!

Parsons.
They
welcomed home.

lar-re audience

will

be

showed

brief

and

much

the

on

Rev. W. H.

appreciation

of his
The sing
choi
with Miss Lula Havey
lug by the
at the organ, wa* excellent.
A mile variation wa« giver? by a «o!o on the Deweylin
Miss
M.
G.
West.
harp by
ho dress.

June!.

Sub.

Herbert Seavey, while playing ball at
Winter Harbor at a recent game, was

making

a

and struck

slipped

base when he

rock, injuring his

a

He

knee.

is

now

unable to work.

Eldoras Maker has moved his family to
Broth bay, where he has employment.
Miss Hattie Cates, who has been the guest
of her mother, Mrs. Maker, all winter,
has returned to her home in Rum ford
Falls.

village improvement society

The

had

a

business meeting Wednesday evening and
decided to build a new hall, over the one
already owned by them. Charles Grover,
of Winter Harbor, has the contract and

immediately.
by the K
organized here.

will

commence

work

new

hall

be

J

is to

about to be

The

used

C.

4.

me

P.

of

Smibwfat Harbor.

J. C. Ralph got

good snap shots of
on the day of

some

the Sun's slender crescent
t

eclipse.
Kay Lurvey,

ie

of

Lowell, Mass., who has
a year past,

i spending a few weeks with relatives
h re. He seems to be gaining in nerve
strength.
C. E.

Cooke, who with bis family has
spent the winter in Bangor to secure good
schools for his son and daughters, returned to his farm here
his

last

week

to do

spring planting, with only hia horse

dog

and

for assistants.

He

returned

to

F

ngor Friday to remain until schools
C **e, when he will take his family home

ffUSical.

in Ellsworth

Many

are

Miserable

he

»or t

Life.

Miseries of

The

This Account.

disease.

brings comfort

and

cheer.
Doan's Ointment

cures

all

itchiness of

had

planned

at

Bar

were

Chas.

Curtis, shipbuilder,

11.

of

believed

much

in medicine, per-

I have been well and strong
life, but I became greatly annoyed
with Itching Piles. 1 u-ed w hat apotheall my

caries recommended, but

was

not

cured,

the annoyance continued just as bad
At night it was worse than in

ever.

the day time, and it most drove me wild.
I was in Wiggiu’s drug store look ng for

something

which

I

used, when I
heard about Doan’s O ntment
I did not
have faith enough in it at first to try it,
although informed in the store that it had
cured others
Finally 1 got a box The
first ap;
relieved me somewhat,
and before I used a fourth of the box I
cured.

Perhaps

had not

1

dou t

recommend

Doan's Ointment
Well, send anyone
down here to me and see
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
Foster-MUburn Co., Ku:T.aIo, N. V
»ole
agents for the V. S.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
no

pos-

wait,

fine

with the detail

B.

At

J

address.

The

district marched

Mason to decorate

the comrades of

Civil

the

other.

Haskell left for

Judson

Mrs.

Monday.
Hon. E. P. Spofford returned to

Monday.

afternoon, May 29.
A strawberry festival

a

recent

few

la*t week in Portland with

son, E. J.

been secured

to

ti

the vacancy.

1

June 4.

Mrs.

Hiram

Dix

<

ntertained

a

letter

party at her home last Thursday evening.
Mrs. S. A. Holden end daughter are
in

Bucksport and will not be home until
fall. They have been in Biooklyn, N. V.,

town

friends

of

this

a

long

caucus

the
W. J.

held

was

at

Thursday, May 31.

hall

Creamer acted

as

meet-

chairman of the

ing and Winfield Ward well as secretary.
following town committee was appointed: W. J. Creamer, chairman; B,
H. Leach. M. A. Ward well, Henry Wardwell, Win Ward well, secretary. W. J.
Creamer and M. A. Ward well were chosen
delegates to the third district convention.
The

Portland

days

and the

Thursday

until
South

sum.

8

Dority,

Groves

of

Brooklin,

recently

friends here.
F.

K

Hopkins,

after

several

the

dered the

cow

Al«

Sr BA.

Love

x

He is

tion.

L. Curtis, of Ames bury, Mass.,
arrived ia»t Saturday to spend a few days
with his mother, Mrs. A C. ( urtis.
who

his

has

grandparent,
B. Cogging the past winter,

been

home

came

from

in

B.

a

Long, who

Hi)

Tney

Slate

short

vaca-

employed

is

as

home

came

Twilling, of
Saturday.

bell and Violet

Burin gion, Mass
are

the

the senior class.

granite cutler at W a do boro,
lust Saturday for a brief viait.
Misses

Frank

wiih

resting place, ail feel

her last

university last Friday for

soon.

Diantba Braw n, of Southwest Harbor, spent a few d-ys lately with her
daughter, Mr9 Clara Carter.

Master Gerald Coggins

and at once proHe ortuberculosis.
slaughtered. Now that the

ttliirlilll.

Ralph

W. P. Stewart and Miss Virginia
Stewart, of New York, are expected at
Mrs.

Surry

V.

D

case

June 1.
tsol

Y oung.

staving

in

Dwinal,

easier

absence, has returned home.

During a recent thunder shower lightning struck the henhouse of Capt. W. V.
Coggins.
Mrs. Grace Burrill, of Dedham, is visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs. J C.

since last October.

is

cow

F.

Bangor

from

came

nounced

when C.

arrivtd last

the gutsis of

Mrs. L. B. Ui indie.

Luther Br.dges and son, and Artemas
Chauibtrlain, w bo have been on the drive
of

ibe

EilnAorth lumber company,

re-

turned borne last w»ek.
Mrs. Lsviuia
i-oi

Mr. and

Long,

H.

unu

g,

James

relict of
alter

«n

ni-

Hooper, Melvin Jordan

Alvin

substantial evidence of the
held than
are
which ttie aged couple
merely best wishes for many returns of
the day.
C.
June 4.

;

and

James

The striker*
The “trike* ta at ill on.
received a check for two ween a' strikepity Saturday. The amount waa $487.

Children's Day will he observed by a
by the children next Sunday
evening. A collection for missions in
India.
concert

Capt. Johnson, of the schooner 4,G. W.
Collins”, m»de a very good trip to New
Bedford, Mass., with curbing, then to
New York and return with a cargo of coal
for the Sullivan Falla towboat company.

Mrs. A. C. Burrill has returned from
Brewer, w here she has been visiting her
daughter, Mrs. J. E. Turner.

Time, eighteen days.
G.

June 4.

George Brewster and wife will attend
the commencement exercises of the E. M.
C. arminary at Bucksport, June 6

airorrtisniur.iB.

Third and fourth degrees were conferred
new
members In New
seventeen
Century grange at its last meeting Several other candidstes will be received
on

(DebUitpl

June 9

number of

A

NulllVHB.

Mr». Mary Mattock I- quite ill.
II. D. Gordon was in Bangor two day*

Scott have gone to Bath to cut atone.

in

esteem

Hi-«(

laat week.

offered

•.

Mrs.

itMM Hurt.or

Blanche.

daughter

and

by Kev. W. H. Rice,
company dispersed leaving more

was

Kev. C. G. Mosher, of Bangor, delivered
Penobscot citizens are the Memorial address before W. L Parker
30. It was a stirring address
j having a scarlet fever scare and are keep- I post May
! spend a few weeks.
ing their children from school. There 1 and greatly appreciated by the large numFrank Saunders, who has been in the ; seems to be little ground for this scare, her of people present.
schooner “Mary Standish" this spring, as there is not a case of scarlet fever in the
Mrs. Alfred Gray died May 31, after a
I town.
came home Saturday.
But one case has occurred here short Illness of pneumonia.
Funeral fer!
Schooner “J. B. Stinson”, Capt. Levi t his spring, and that was of a very light i vices were held Saturday afternoon, Kev
Scott, arrived from Bangor Thursday with nature. The house occupied by this case j Oscar Smith officiating. She leaves a hu»has been thoroughly
disinfected with band and two little children.
lumber for John J. Spofford.
:
the board of health I
B.
June 4.
Dr. F. G. McCollum, of ('ambridge. formaldehyde gas by
A. E. Varnum and W. J. Creamer went
Mass., arrived Thursday for a few days’
on a tish ng trip to Craig's pond Friday.
visit with Thomas Greene and wife.
The house occupied by E. B. Jackson
Luck was with them. Mr. Varnum landed
June 4.
F. J. 8.
and family w as burned Monday afternoor.
one of the largest Michigan trout that has
All that wm saved was a few of their
F.i»«t Krnitklin.
ever been taken from the pond.
The fish
on the ground floor.
The cause of
The infant of Seth Scammon and wife measured
thirty inches, and tipped the goods
the Are la unknown.
is very ill.
Loss, fTUO; insurscales at the twelve-pound mark.
Mr.
ance f 100.
The building was owned by
Freeman Kinsman is at work in Sulli- Varnum has reaso to feel proud of this
Mt. Desert parties.
van on a residence being built by Harvard
catch. It would do any sportsman good
Schooner **S. L. Foster” landed 40,000
to have a look at so fine a specimen, and it
Havey.
pounds of fresh fl*h at James Parker’s
Clarence Robbins and wife, who have w ill be a catch hard to beat.
wharf Monday. The busy place Monday
been quite ill with measles, are confor some time of losing bens from bis was at B. II. Mayo’s where the "Cosmovalescent.
landed 43,000 |>ounds and the
Miss M rrt Ip
whn Vibm lioon | yard.
During the last week evidence has politan”
"Oliver K. Ktlbam” 55 000.
At 6 o’c'ock
stopping at Sorrento the past three been obtained that the thief is a bob-cat. they were all weighed and 80,000 were
Xhe cat has visited the yard at night, and
months, has returned home.
and salted. Besldea t his. the "Willie
his taken three hens during the last week. split
Edgar Hooper and wife gave an ice- Mr. Varnum shut his hens
Morse" landed 1,800 boxes of smoked
one night
up
cream party to a
few friends on Friday
and the "lolanthe," Mr. Mayo’s
and set a trap for the animal.
The next herring
evening. It was a very pleasing affair.
landed
18,000
morning, after letting the hens out, he vessel, Tuesday morning
The friends and neighbors of Clifton went to the
pounds of fresh fish. Schooner "Alma L.
trap expecting to find a goodwho
has
landed
000
A.
been
39
at
John
ill
so
Urann,
pounds
long, went to sired bobcat, but instead found one of Young”
his home last Friday and did his spring
Hopkins' wharf Haturdsy and "Wi d
bis be t hens struggl ng with a broken
farming for him.
He has not given up trapping for the Pigeon” 53,000 at James Parker’s.
•eg
I)A!».
May 31.
Mrs. A. 8. Fernald, a former resident, cat, however.
is in town visiting her many friends.
Mr.
This commun ty has been somewhat
South tfwm-oek.
and Mrs. Fernald are keeping a hotel in
stir*cd up for the la**t three weeks over a
Mrs. Annie Smith, who slipped on the
North Bradford, and are well pleased w ith case of tuberculosis in a cow owned
by doorstep and sprained her ankle. Is able to
their new home.
C. O
Hutchins. The municipal officers be out
W. F. Rutter and daughter, Mrs. E E. instructed the board of health to investiClarence Moore, of Manset, visited the
Grimes, of Lawrence, Mass., are visiting gate the case. They found the suspicion
Leonard Wooster lodge, I O of O. T reMr. Rutter's brother, G. H. Rutter.
Mrs. strong enough to warrant a case of tuberGrimes w ill visit friends in Ellsworth and culosis, and at once notified the cattle cently.
Reports of the school taught by Mrs
Bangor on her w ay home.
commissioners.
For some reason unJune 1
8. U.
known. the commissioners did not act Inez Small, from I>eer Isle, are blgb’y

South

f" PRAY.

many

democratic

A

j

months’

efficient labors among
the p-<>i L of Southwest Harbor.
Mrs.
Hettie L«wto-, vho has served *o acceptably a* organist the |*»*t >ear, resigned
her position, and Miss Gladys Mayo bas

The

I,aMar*h.

popular young couple wish them
aud joyous wedded life.

Dr. and Mrs. Frank B. Furgerson left
town for Atlantic City, N. J
Monday, to

Mrs

another year.
Five or six years of
service speaks well for this minis-

Hancock

Prayer

was given by the
King’s Daughters Wednesday evening at
tiraneV halt. There was a good attendance. «tnd all report an enjoyable evening.
; Ustlhstn.
Boston
Miss Winnie Cushman, daughter of Mr.
Clifford McLaughlin baa gone to HanI
a*
and Mrs. B. H. Cushman, and Hoy
cock, w here he has employment.
Bangor Ward well, of this place, were married on
Mrs. Hadley Burrill and son Guy will
The ceremony attend the
the evening of May 28.
graduating exercises at Caatine
Castine was performed at Caatine by Rev. Norman
norms 1 school June fi.

Bucksport seminary Saturday.
Mrs. Ralph Gray went to
Monday to meet her husband.
Mrs. Judson Torrey spent a
her

the old people entering heartily into the j
spirit of the occasion. A very pretty and
appropriate selection was sung by Mrs. B.

W.

Boston

to

Monday.

visited

meeting of the Congregational church. Rev. G. II. Hefflon received
a unanimous call to continue the
pas-

haps because

■was

for the

who

patience to

ter* fait hful and

Water St., says: ‘*1 was a regular doubting Thomas until I used Doan's Ointment

as

Those
in

this

the graves uf

on

many who
attend Memorial services

souls

season

“Jones”

the

school children in

steady

Ellsworth people end jrse this claim:

and

to

of

disappointed

Harbor.

their

In

torate

the skin.

never

last

war.

Doan's Ointment

I

late arrival

sessed

No s'eep at night.
No rest during the day—it’s misery
With piles, eczema or any itching skin

Mr.

summer.

Wednesday
on

Lowe went

Torrey.

been much out of health for

greeted

interesting

engineer

“Lucretia”.

most

Powlesiand at the Methodist church on
Sunday evening, and by their attentiveness

Colwell’s

Capt.

husband is

lodge

are

gladly

Mrs. Albert Sprague, of Swan's Island,
arrived Saturday to spend a part of the
Mrs. George Colwell’s. Her
summer at

Day.

Blaisdell

H.

Thomas

9**

Martha A. Stover, wife of Henry Stover,
who has been suffering w ith an attack ot
paralysis for twelve days, died Tuesday

Frank Scott went to Boston Thursday.
Mrs.

other paget

PrnebMOt.

the east side.

June 2.

Count# Xewa,

For Additional

Miss Bessie Williams, who h*s been out
Miss Lillian Spofford came from
of health since returning from Boston, i
Saturday.
where she atteeided Burdett's college, is
Mrs. M. IX Joyce left for Boston Monimproving.
day to visit relatives.
F. C. Bickford has moved his family to
Capt. J. W. Haskell left for New Hautn
He
rooms over his store for the summer.
on business.
has rented his house to L. F. Sarvis, of Thursday
Ralph T. Spofford came home from
Port Harrelson, S. C., who is expected

Mrs E. A. .Morgan, of Ellswortb, spen
Sunday with her sister, Mrs. McNeil.

July

on

R

vews.

COUNTY NEWS.

side, has a steam launch for his fish
canning business, and is prepared to do a
big business if fish can be obtained from
the weirs. Parker Bros, are doing a big
fish business, also the Kichardson Bros,

west

g
g

rial

Uiy

HtDiiiiigton

p ibllcly

not

km«
a

mi'iirter

to attend the

f

nr* sold hr all dmwirtsts c* dli»r
Wlll.tmi
rwt from the
Medicine (Vi KehetxvUkdy. N
*»n n eelpt of price,
V ..

■
■

M

6i>c per bo*, six boxes fci.6U

■

M
M

M
■

M

BESTFORTHE
BOWELS

If f 'tl haven't a regular hrslthr movement of the
rrerj «l«r >.mre*.-x -.r *U| h' Ko«t» » ut
ai»1 f*e m,
P-.rce in Vbe *Uap>-< f
»
i»hy«*t<pill je.t-.r in I'.aovrrtm* The
•
*t.
hh**i
•»/ of kvv^iDM the
Lv*f.i ciear Ainl vaeati u u> u*«‘

CANOV

M

j

CATHARTIC

^

XSUKOMfo)
TW

Of MASH

A

O«0'»Tl*tO

Pleasant. Palatable Potent

to

N«wr

ten

•Hrriimt

by the school*.
Mitchell and wife went to R xkland
Mr. Mitchell went on 10
Monday.
Waidoboro, where he expects to work.
I h iraday, after
Rockland.

v.

raxio.^.
Wt-akrn,
briiv Pte,
Me Writ*
and b«*»4il«*K *.>>, b<-«ith
A t.jrvts
ft tkVM*. »«•!***1, *•« T*rfe. J3a

*-'»mr*>e

exer*

KEEP YOUR BLOOO CLEAN

(j.

Mrs. Mitchell returned

Pz-’e People

'•i

else*

short visit to friends in

f

]

o

went

Memorial

I

\

Or. Williams’
Pink Pills

f

al

here, but quite

g

g

here.

-tn

M

Lou of

g

Mrs Mary Haynes, of Rum ford. N H
having sold her farm there ha* come to
live w ith her sister. Mrs. Maria Crabtree
It has been forty years since she visited

M

'I

g

H. A. Brown, of Bar Harbor, ha*
been the guest of her sister, Mrs A E.
Wooster, a few days.

served

I

No energy. No ambition.
»
Listless and indif errr.t.
M
Perhaps the penally of over- U
m work, or th* result cf neglect- B
M cd health.
*
■
You must regain your vi- M
M
B talily or succumb entirely.
■
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills (or
I Pal* People still bring you
M new life, fill every vtl." with B
rich red blood, restore the elat- U
■ ticity to the step, the glow o( ■
I
■ health to the wan cheek) in■ spire you wilh a new energy I
■ and supply the vital (ore* of
I mind and body.

Mrs.

W.

Nerve,.

I

...—

June 4.

B

■

Mrs. Abbie Wooster has returned from
Bar Harbor, where she has been employed

hospl

on*

oamr.

I
Poor Blood, Weak
a Impaired Digestion,

satisfactory.

at the

Many ailment, under

m

g

NERVITA PILLS

a

Restore Vitality, Lost Vlfor and Manhood.
Cure
olumbia hill the last
the daughter
to hi-* father’s home in Bluehill.
Impotency,NightKmissionsand
organized la-t year but was discontinued
of this month, for the benefit of church
wa* boru in
be tow u of Liberty, May 7,
wasting diseases, alt effects of eelfin the winter, was reorganized
Mrs. C H. Grindle, w bo has been spendTuesday
i nprovements.
j
1822
abuse, or excess and lndisShe win married to James K. Long
Offl -era elected
evening.
were
Miss
ing the winter and spring with her sister, n<
retion. A nerve tonic and
Scartnionl, July 21, 1842. and moved to
Rev. Charles P. Kittredge, of Manset, Mrs A. C.
llaitie
and brother, (’apt. I
Hatch, president; Mrs. Maria
Curtis,
blood builder, Drinks the
pre*ch»d at t he church «st unday aft* r- D. Cum-, ba^ itturued to her home in Ki-t lilmhilj in 1848. where the family Judkins,
Mrs. li.
I*.
v'ce-president;
it a* since rtsideo.
She w» *
l VixArpink glow to pale cheeks and
tie mother of
i*«on and evening.
Thj Baptist church
B.oukliu.
Hatch, secretary; Mrs L J
Warren, Pj/Cjkl£ restores the fire of
of this town is to be congratulated on
eight Children, «ia of wh en me living.
youth.
irenfxirei.
The onj-ct is to help atx>ut j
June 4.
M ftf'hy mall SOc per box, <J boxes
She had a genial sunny disposition, and a
having a man of Mr. Kittredge'* brains
church work In general, and particular y for
8-.SO; with a written jfiiareuinod heart a* its pastor.
pleasant word for all. Tbe memory of ber in regard to finances.
tee to cure or refuiid the
D-b'I Tobacco Spit ami Smoke l<>«r l ife Anaj,
money.
kind acts and sympatbelie words will reConsiderable but-ine** is being done
June 1
Send for circular. Address,
To quit tobacco easily and forever, be masr
Kao.
iiimiii grten in the hearts of her telatives
here this spring.
Underwood A Co. have netuc. full of life, nerve and vigor, lake No-To
NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
nod friends; and from many eyes will fall
tuill an
extensive addition to
their Bac. the wonder work* r. that makes weak men
Cflmon A Jackson Sts., CHICACO. IU.
3bbcrtisnnnus.
on bidden terns.
strong. All druggists, SOc or 11. Cure guaranThe

Bijou

club is

entertainment in

f

preparing to give

dory, and have been doing

ning

business.

an

e

H. C.

W.

oa

a

good

can-

on

the

er,

Mrs. C.
returned

teed

has

Booklet and sample free.
Address
Sterling Remedy Ca, Chicago or New York.

ne**

of

more

year. Mr*. Long was
of Stmuel G. Howard.
She

than

n

“lid God h*t!i marked each sorrowing day
And i)uti>i>ered every secret tear,
And heaven's long age of oil** shall pay
For all Ills childien suffer here."

The

The

daily mail
Friday.

for the

txtra

society,

which

was

>••11 l»>
i.ll*Wr art),

summer

II

.•*.

MhIb*.

For Women.

Are prepared from Nature’s mild laxatives, and
while gentle are reliable
and efficient. They

liarn<>r.

came on

aid

Hood’s Pills

_G.
Kirch

ladies’

Dr. Tolman’* Monthly KcpnLitor ha*
brought
hap pine** to hundred* *.f au&nm* women,
ruffe i*
jwwmnely no oilier rriwdvknown
tOtnetiicalBcieiKt., that ujil %a ..uiikiyaid
Bafel) t]«» the work. Have never had a single
lautire. The longest and
luoMtohsiiuate a«*
are relieved in a
day* w Ithout fail. \o other
remedy w ill do tin*. \o lunn.no danger, no
interference with work. The tm»«t dlinrult
Buf.fA-.fnHy treated through eorre*po ride nee, and the nKAinnuiilete aaUafaflioti
guaranteed in every in>dan< e. 1 relieve hundred* of ladie* whom I never Bee. Write f >r
further PaftJrulan.
Ail letters truthfully
answered
Free confidential advice in all
matters of a prirateor delicate nature. Bear
in mind this
remedy m absolute lv aafe under
•rery possible condition ami will iMMttively
leave no after ill effect*
upon the health. By
92J». Dr. E. 51. TOL«a> co., ;-’*'-**']
l.o Tremont Ht., Boston, Ma**.
<

Charles \\

akt

field

was

called

to

Surry
his

Rouse *r|p© Liver

Mrs. Lucy Coombs, of Prospect Harbor,
spent a few dsys of last week here, visiting friends and some of the haunts of her
cb:lc!h>od days.

Cure Sick Headache, biliousness, Sour Stomach,
and Constipation.
Sold
everywhere, 25c. per box.

Saturday by the serious illness
father, A. H. Wait* held.

of

Monday evenii g quite a company
gathered at the old homestead of Mr. and

I-reiareil t>)r C. I. Howl &

Co.,Lowell,Mas,.

1

Mrs. Joseph Kice, the occasion being the
eighty-seventh birthday anniversary of
Mrs. Kice.
Of tbe six living chil-

■

il S to ve/
HF^?
SfjrT
3
if
JJi
iii

J
-i

£
|j
jj
11

Burns ordinary kerosene.
Combines the efficiency of the coal
range and the convenience and
comfort of the gas range at a ffaction of the expense of either. An
absolutely safe and clean stove; will

f

not

i^i

explode.

//fez.

I ’I f///

smoke,

smell

get greasy; can’t
Can be moved anywhere.
or

Sold wherever stoves are
sold. If your dealer does
n°t have them, write to

STANDARD OIL COMPANY.

dren,

ail

were

back under the old

_

tives and

friends.

pleasantly spent

The

four

.£**©***TE*‘S

ENGLISH

Pennyroyal pills

roof-

tree, with the exception of Mrs. E. F.
Young, of North Lamoine. There were

prtsent six grandchildren and
grandchildren, besides many

|

1

great-

other rela-

evening

was

in social chat and

very

music,

It rests vith you whether you continue
nerve-killing tobacco habit. .No-TO UAf

t

the dc«;ro for tobacco 1out Dervoui distress. ex
pels nicotine, purifies the blood,
■tores lost manhood,
removes

Prevented n Tragedy.
Timely information given Mrs. George
Long, of New StraitsvlUe, Ohio, prevented
a dreadful tragedy and saved two lives. A
frightful cough had long kept ber awake
every night. She had tried many remedies
and doctors, but steadily grew' worse until
urged to try Dr. King’s New Discovery.
One bottle wholly cured her, and she
writes this marvelous medicine also cured
Mr. Long of a severe attack of Pneumonia.
Such cures are positive proof of the matchless merit of this grand remedy for curing
all throat, chest and lung troubles. Only

50c. and

fl.OO.

guaranteed.
8. D. Wiggin’s Drug

Every

Trial bottles free at
Store

bottle

-*

yrSuXTs.'I

r ®wa druggist, who
vouch for us. Take it with
on*

,4IIdll

wV*,p*'t,'r,f!y.P«r*isiri»tlj

Saw,m
f.?.lCMB»TESS

ire. a>k Iiruggist for
ENULIkN in Red and
ribbon.
VIl- I1*:1’0 hoae*. aealed with blue Mob.ll
«snKerotu
Buy• »f your Hniggist.
or
Jten.1.4,. In a*nip, ,„r |.arl|ru|Mr,. t~II*"*
*a»ll»f for Lj.Olr., in Itrlrr
"oil. 10.000Ttotimouiais. sold by oil
CHICHESTEH CHEMICAL CO
OMiHa k..rr.
I'll 1 LA.. KA.

S*

Pauper Notice.
undersigned hereby
has contracted with the
THE
City of Ellsworth fo?
of the
give* nonce

mat nt

support
poor, during the ensuing year
and has made
provision for their support
He therefore forbids all persons from
furnishing
to any pauper on his
account, as wltWi
he will
me

ample

supples

tajwrtuen oX,

BB. KING’S
St*r

Crown Brud

K

PENNYROYAL PILLS. J

nopaltu
teiri*1* reU^'rTUwding *p«ci*,14*

TT7^

* Ul»i

Will eoorlnc* you

o

€iff
jiJ

Hand ml* ot 1**0IntriMk v*J««

ftheix

*en «tit* for KUBfit and
?Yw>rM®ian’
.*ew*
UruK.,u or by
uuul $1 Jti U.*.
WM MEDIC ME CO., Boa
1930, BOSTON, MASS.

bc-ok

am
All

When I <io Home.
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to me often In silence,
When the firelight sputter* low
AVhen the black uncertain shadow*
.seem wifttth* of tin* long ago;
Always with throb of heartache,
It

come*

additional

—

County Sew

other

tee

page*.

It it Mid that the Granite contractors
of this town and Sullivan recalled their
bids on tbe Washington job, let Junel.
owing to the strike.

school at East Franklin.
instruct

the school

It

voted

was

board

to

provide

to

a

place for said school, during this school
year.

Frank Bradbury went to Calais Thursday, on business connected with the
Washington county railroad. He expects
« job to All across the mill
pond, with
grout from the quarries, next winter.
Hears are numerous in this vicinity.

When I go home again' There's music
That may never die away,
And It seem* the band of nngels.
On a mvstle htrp at play,
Have touched with a yearning sadness
On a beautiful, broken strain.
To which I* my fond heart wording—
When I go h one again.

Within a week Eastman Hutchins and
Reuben Williams have trapped three at
the Old Hayther—two.large ones and one
yearling. There are others, and Hutchins
and Wiliiams are iii it for bear.

Outside of my darkening window
I* the great world's crush and din,
And slowly the autumn shadow*
Come drifting, drifting In.
Sobbing, the night wind murmur*
To the splash of the autumn rain;
Hut I dream of the glorious greeting

Cyrus P. Hardison has gone to Kumford
Falls, where he has a job at stone-cutting.
Stone business is dull; a few* patterns
of various kinds are occasionally quarried.

When I go home agAtn.

■—Eugene Field.

Enoch E. Coombs has sold his timber
G. I*. Joy. There are 787 acres in
tbe lot sold.
land to

Mnrrlsgr Weans.

Marriage

means the gaining of freedirection of a household, the
spending of an income, the maintenance
of a position, the life of enjoyment, the
change from a position of comparative

the

insignificance

to

one

of

authority:

aye,

and more than that, says John Strange
Winter in the American Queen.
It is the fruition of life, and not until
it has reached maturity should
the |
then
blossom and fruit. The time in
the 1. ne, file growth and development
at f'
school and ut college and iu socie-e are the
ty
preparation.
comes tin* blossom when the re»
ut perils! has become productive.
.1
from In ing a learner one Itecotne*
mi m tor. when one takes up life for her>
and realizes the responsibilities of
This is the period before
teiice.
t»

v.
»

1

it

one

Knotiiti

h. if she

*«»

not

marry,

but

nrter

wish***, she may do

so

cly and happily. For what is marliagv?
\
A linking of two lives for good or evil.
eonsriotis ar.*l continuous exercise <*f
i itluence upward or downward, and if
the heritage t*f children i* their* the in-tilling of principles and the formation of
character which will bear fruit in the
ages to

come.

W. II. Hlaisdell and family have moved
luto the Julius Darling house.
There

two

are

Stontngton.
R. W. Cousins

with

is painting the Ocean

View house.
Howard

Hpofford

has launched his

yacht.

She looks flue.

George
week

on

W. Redman
business.

in Boston last

was

Goss «& Small have put

small

on a

crew

running their quarry.

• nil are

Steamer “Stella Pickert” is in Hockland repairing and painting.
Steamer “Alt. Desert” is on the route
again, having tiad

a

shaft.

new

The hand hoys gave one of their intereating concerts in the opera Ihiuso last
wek.

E.

Fred

Webb

has

been

appointed

Stoniugton in p'ace of W.
B. Thuriow resigned.

enumerator for

The exercises

just dark enough to give a rich, soft appearance to the complexion, the feature*
are regular, the eves Mild and black and
shaded by long, silken lashes, the band
and feet are small and elegantly formed,
the demeanor i* modest, the manners
gentle, the voice low and sweet. There
are fin** looking women among the middle
class Hindoo* a* well a* among the uj>per ten. and even among the lower castes
the faces are sometimes very pleasing.
Many a Hindoo woman who has. perhaps, little pretension* to beauty of face
has. nevertheless, the step and carriage
of a prince**, mid if one is not too fastidious nisei! perfection of eyes and mouths
and nos*e* her figure ns she walks down*
the street with her load on her head is
truly u beuuti'ul object.—Boston Traveler.

loading

vessels

Truman Blalsdell, and oue with
staves for J. P. Gordon.
June 4.
Ch’e'er.
stone for

Iliuitfiitimr Hindoo Women.

Many of the women of India, and especially those of Cashmere, are beautiful.
In a typical Hindoo beauty the skin is

mortal
h

Day

»use was

in

the opera

decided

were a

house

Me-

The

success.

crowded. Much credit is due
of the different grades. Of

the teacher*
course

boys

“our” hand

rendered

some

there and

were

good music, too.

June 4.

W.

<

01*1 Wntrhe« For

1*1 tictt«It ion

*.

Probably there are few families that
have not !-omo\vheic carefully laid away
a
small collection of old time watches
which vary in style from the round, thick
bullseye down to the flat, open faced gold
watch. The works of these* watches me
practically valueless and the eases would
bring a trilling amount if sold for either
old gold or silver. Sentiment *evms to
cling about the faithful timepiece, and
here i* a way of bringing them into action ofnv i.nn,- as small pincushions for
the bureau. The change i* readily made.
Simply have a silv»r*mith take out tinworks and cut off and till in the hole left
by the t hum piece. The round metal case
is then ready and an admirable iciepta
cle to hold the pincushion, which should
be snugly riJl• .1 to it and made of a shade
of velvet that matches tin* bureau trimmi nir*
I’ ir.liiiu*

North reuohacuih
Hiram and Jane Leach have
covered from the

The prevalence

vicinity

has had

a

grip
of

the

far

ft ct

upon

about

one-

<

Only

rt

again.
in this

measles

deadening

the school and church.

so

to be out

as

half the pupil* registered have been in
regular attendance at the school, and
until last Sabbath it has been difficult to
get a sufficient number of children to-

get her to reorganize the Sunday school
for the season.
The following officers
were

chosen:

Hutchins, superb;-

Frank

and
Leach, secretary
tendent; Dora
Blanche
Ixmell, librarian.
treasurer;
In the forenoon Kev. Mr. Garland gave an
excellent discourse on “Protit and Loss”
from the words:
“What shall it protit a man if he gain the whole world and
lose his own soul.”
June 4.
If.
1

Kn*t

1

~

Orlnno.

Mrs. Millie Snow is quite ill.
Henry Dunl>ar and Howard Blaisdeli
were in Ellsworth Tuesday.
Willie

Gorham

Saturday

left

for

his

Washington, where he will visit
*
week.

betne in
for

a

Frank Dunham and

tine,

the

were

Blaisdeli

guests

son

Fred,

of Cas-

of

Mrs.

Martha

Thursday.

Mrs. George Dodge with

tier

twochil-

drtrti, of Deer Isle, is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Eliza McVeigh.

Lurr Mndr From llnlr.
Mrs. Augusta Carter, who has been
The most curious luce is culled point working for Mrs. Drusiila Mason, was
tresse.
It is very rare and was made of
obliged to return home, her daughter
human hair.
Fiench collectors say that
having sprained her ankle.
it exists in the present day only iu their
M.
June 4.
It was confined to the early
cabinets.
Margaret, Hull’s t'o*r.
part of the sixteenth century
countess of Lennox, the mother of the
Frankie, little son of E. 8. Carpenter
wretched Darnley. sent from the Tower, and
wife, is quite ill.
where she was imprisoned when her son.
The young people enjoyed a clam-bake
married
the
I>»rd
Leuuox.
Chailes
daughter of Boss of Hardwicke. a bit of ; on the beach Monday night.
this kind of lace to Mary, queen of Scots.
Samuel B. Dean 'and wife are at the
This is a very strong proof of her belief Willow Brook
cottage again this summer.
in the queen's innocence of the guilt that
K. A. Hanscom and wife were called to
had been imputed to her.
The little
Mariavtlle by the illness of Mr. llanesquare of point tresse was worked by
the old countess’ own hands from her com’s mother.
own
It was, iu fact, hair
gray hair.
J. Pierpont Edwards and family have
mixed with fine flax.
been delayed in coming by the illness of
The lUeui Woman.

The best woman is she who. while rejoicing iu her borne and diffusing joy
around her there, rejoicing iu her womanhood, in her motherhood, in the love she
get* and the love she spends, has yet
breath of sympathy and energy of character to embrace interests outside the- personal sphere, and. as legitimate opportunity offers, to absorb herself in these; the
woman
abstract
of
who is capable
thought and serious study, who is beut
ridding herself of the shallower and pet
tier traits which subjection and irresponsibility have fostered in her sex, who
cares for the honor of her country as well
as for the comfort of her household, ? *r
the welfare of the race as well as for her
own

|

|
|

<

)ther Spaniard* came, all searchers for gold
-De Soto, whose life could have well been
pared from the history of this continent;
iruel like his race, with a malignity for which
10 one should forgive him, he searched his
ertile brain for the most bestial forms of
:ruelty he could devise and slaughtered the
lapless and helpless natives of this land by
he most hideous methods he could apply.
This was half a century after Columbus.
)ne of the lifetimes, to which we referred,
ras nearly spent before a
permanent settleueut was established here. This was founded
dso by Spaniards. These, too, began to slay,
u spite of many valiant men there were
ludsou and Champlain, the Jesuit priests
>nd Hir Walter Raleigh; nearly a century
>nd a quarter had gone since Columbus, and
>ur vast empire was still a wilderness unravelled and unknown, still waiting—waitng for what?
Then in 160ft the French at Port Royal; and

There was a special town meeting Saturday evening, owing to the closing of
the school house hall against the
primary

I’m sick of the roar of elites,
And of faces old and strange;
I know where there's warmth of welcome.
And my yearning fancies range
Hack to the dear old homestead.
With an aching sense of pain;
Hut there'll lie joy In the coming.
When 1 go home again.

dom.

Continued from page 5.

West Franklin.

That thrill* each i<ul«lve vein,
Come* the old unquiet longing
For the peace of home again.

IVhut

is appalling—the sea is calm, not a
ripple or wave; the sky Is black like unto
night; around the horizon lnrid gleams of
color appear; everything takes on colors that
chill; the stoutest hearts quail in the waiting,
scene

MEMORIAL DAY.

happiness.—Pittsburg Dispatch.

When a knight of old entered a company of ladies he removed his helmet to
himself
indicate that he
considered
among friends, and that there was no
need to protect himself.
This practice
has survived iu the custom of raising the
hat when saluting a lady.—Ladies1 Home
Journal
Volcanic Eruptions
Are grand, but Skin Eruptions rob life
of joy. Buckleu’s Arnica Salve cures them;
tHd, Running and Fever Sores, Ulcers,
Boils, Felons, Corns, Warts, Cuts, Bruises,
Burns, Scalds, Chapped Hands, Chilblains.
Best Pile cure on earth. Drives out Pains
and Aches.
Only 25 cts. a box. Cure guaranteed. Sold by 8. D. Wiooin, Druggist.

daughter Dorothy.
The electric lights are being put In from
It is hoped
Bar Harbof to Hull's Cove.
to have the work duisbed by June 15.
their

B.

June 4.

_

(anxiously watching her little
boy at dinner)—My dear child, you really
Mamma

should not eat your

pudding

so

quickly.

Small Child—Why not, mamma? Mamma
—because it is dangerous. I once knew a

boy about your age who was eating
pudding so quickly that he died before
Small Child (with
be had finished it.
much concern)—And what did they do
with the rest of his pudding, mamma?

little
his

Alcbol is not

a

food for

athlete, and

an

athlete then not for any one.
It hardens the tissues of the body, and
that is not desirable; besides, it hardens
if not for

an

When the
alcbol
the safe side—for the alcbol—is the outside. Medicinally, it may have its place,
but its use is not to be commended either
a« a
beverage or a food.—Ladies1 Home
Journal.
the liver at

question

the

time.

same

arises between

a man

aud

Off the track means disaster when applied to
It la just as bad when It
a fast express train.
refers to disordered blood or deranged stomach.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla puts the wheels back on the
track

by curing the troubles.

Indigestion,
-Adct.

nausea are

cum!

by Hood’s Pills.

Quebec; 1607 came Jamestown, by
English; 1613, New Amsterdam; and 1620,
Pilgrims at Plymouth; also, in 1619, negro
lavery iu the southern colonies.

u

1

1608 at

he
he

In the middle of this second lifetime, the
few World had begun.
What elemental
1 towers were at work? dlowly, but with never
the
had
ceased waiting
easing motion,
gods
>nd were grinding, shaping, moulding—for
rhat?
With all the vast Interests it entails, we canlot dwell on the history of the colonies.
»owers, here and abroad were at work, which
uade this period from now to the Revolution
me of remarkable growth in numbers and in
(leas.
Among them were the things thkt
nade Hampden and Cromwell possible in
England—the oppression ami tyranny of
hurch and throne, and in France, the things
rhich led up to that terrible crisis in human
ffairs, the French Revolution.
Religious intolerance was a powerful stimuI ant to the putting of men on our soil of inde1 pendence of character with the courage of coniclion. 11 is the weak only who submit and
re crushed by power.
Even the adventurer
ras not a
weak man, and there were thouands who came here to better their condition
(ho were made up of the robust-brained and
trong muscles of the several communities.
| tad

there were, but not weak ones,
the sinew of the old world, and at
1 his time they began pouring in from a bunred sources. Moreover, the exigencies of
be times made our great-grandmothers and
resourceful —everything
* real-grandfathers
» nist be
fought for. It was only the strong
t rain and strong hand that could survive.
Again, there were due to certain causes, two
istinct classes coming to the east coast of
.merica, one in the north, the other in the
outh. In the North, the Puritans, or those
fled England
1 ast in a like mould—men who
f ecause of freedom to worship God as they
1 hose, and
who flung Roger Williams into
he wilderness because he claimed a like
rivilege. Strong of character, rigid in disipline, mostly of like faith, the ministers
ulers. an absolute faith In the bible as they
nderstood it, frugal, stern, unyielding. Iu
he South, all different. It was, and so relained for years, the civilization of the Nth
noble
a nd r>th centuries
serfs, master
J( ud
slave, the heads or leaders living as
1 >r«’s, luxurously as the limes went, and time
ent on until the Revolution.
A few short wars had disciplined America,
* might her self-reliance and independence,
* nd its immortal declaration was but a growth,
natural outcome as sure to come as time to
^ ass. In that war with its struggles, its suff jrings. its hopes ami fears, its traitors and
i ;s heroes, great things were born. But it left
ji mong its
blessings two unsettled things
£ entitled to go, or wreck and ruin and blast
f >r« ver the greatness and destiny, the highest
1 opes of the human race—slavery and state

'hey

men

were

a#nd

so

!

awful the suspense.

thereto.

And then it comes,

pounding and pelting and swallowing all that
it can reach in its awful mystery of power.
And so at the last in the history of this great
conflict, men who had the wisdom to foresee,
knew it mast come.
Others with equal
love of country, tried to stay its power, but
at last all saw the clouds darken, the lurid

j

n

wrong*

|

side

a small, quiet, self-contained man of iron,
unyielding, patient, untiring, before which
every opposing force must go down, in whose

The time shall come—far off it may still be
when the stars that deck Jour flag shall guide
the world as did that star of Hetheicm those
wise men of old. out and up Into "peace on
earth, good will to men." May there be to us
no star that shines s,. brightly."no stripes loved
so fondly as the stars and
st ripes that floats
(hove our nation to-day.

jJ&DuUsnurnts.

for SoTe i

IftXS P?t]

U T>!*apj»ear* at once when rubbed with
B IHHNSUNS ANODYNE LINIMENT. M
W Its the loe to inflammation in any part of B
■ the b.-dy
For WO years It has been a B
■ iiousehold remedy famous for the cure of B
■ coughs, colds, sprains, bruises—nearly B
■

J

Great men went down, new men
clothed and crowned. Webster, the idol
Massachusetts and his country, played
eavy stakes anil lost, irretrievably lost. It
ras the 19th century against the 14th century;
: was civilization against barbarism, and one
God wanted men then, ami
rust go down.
He turned to Whittier and
e found them.
ade him write “what thou seest”; to Garison and Phillips “write and speak'’, and
bey did. To Beecher and Parker he said,
reach. To Harriet Beecher Stowe, he gave a
lission that reached a million hearts. By
ud by the nation was shaking with the volMen were coming to see it all.
ano beneath.
rood men trembled as they saw the stress
ud power that could not be controlled. How
ittle in history men can control. The resist?ss, onward move that was to make slavery
^possible from the gulf to the lake and beas
ween
the oceans was seen as well
eared by wise men. It was*the 19th century;
was the evolution of moral ideas; it was the
esistless power of progress; it was the haudirere

f

>ork of Almighty God.
Then God wanted a leader—a man—he found
im. Not in the great capitols, not among the
o-called great men, but he turned to the
roduct of the poor whites of the south and
aid “Abraham,
forth.”
go
By anil by,
^hen truth gets its full hearing and the men
all time,
cause
shall
be
recorded
for
f that
he muse of history will put Garrison as its
3urnalist and Phillips as its orator, place
‘arker from the pulpit and Grant as the
eneral, write Harriet Beecher Stowe as its
io\elist, and Sumner as its statesman, then
ipping her pen in the sunlight, she will write
n the clear blue above them all the name of
he martyr, the statesman, the patriot—Abraiam Lincoln, of Illinois.
I am told by those who have been there that
n the Indian ocean, before a typhoon, the

coii'pniing V rth were emerging from the slime
and oo/.** of war; days oi travail as well as of
treachery, and hatred and wrong-doing incident
to a war like unto whieh there is no parallel a
war In which there were a hundred battles in
either of which more men were slain than in
all the Spanish quarrel ami battles incident

B
B
BB

Q

l-vo

alirtents

Johnson’s

and

M

diseases.

Anodyne

Liniment

h-'ul-t
»ept •'n hand for emergence-*. Two nice*
'ic i-.il
e. Write for free honk on
Treat men of
I'iaease*.
I. S. JOHNSOH A CO., Hn.ton, Iim.
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Plymouth

horizon, the calm and awfulness before the
Then it came, pelting and pounding
the mental life of the North, destroying the
high hopes, wrecking the halting ambition,
and as it cleared it left a clear sky and a purpose. All douut gone, the die cast at Sumter,
it was henceforth one nation or two, a free
nation or slave. What an era?
unexplored still remain. The long, weary cenThen Lincoln said I want men; 1 want you—
turies of waiting have ended, ami our nation is
and you went, you and a long list not here tojust beginning ii|miii Its greatness. The pride
day. One thing I want to emphasize es- and pomp incident to material
growth, tiie
for
those
here
who
to
a
!
pecially
belong
gen- vanity of such, is
apparent though it. may have
eration later than you. It was absolutely
excuse.
It was shown more completely when
necessary that you should go. War and deat h
men by tens of thousands were ready to rush
and carnage are awful, but st times absolutely
into war with Spain without excuse, tumid lug
necessary. Nothing could have made this over each other to
get at her throat regardless
nation one, nothing could have closed the
if the whole world condemned.
wide difference, nothing could have decided
But the greatness, the grandeur, the glory of
the difference between the two centuries but
it all, of the power that lies back of the efferthe conquering of one by the other. It was
vescing surface, was when the "Maine” was
hell or heaven for the race on this continent I
sunk in the harlior of Havana. Then America
believe.
showed the splendor of her reserved |>ower.
Then the carnage began. We cannot travHearts throht>ed. we know, volcanoes burned
erse it. The treachery rampant
we do not
beneath we know, hot anger was striving at the
care to dwell upon; the air was full of it as
leash, but no man saw it. Calmly, though
always on like occasions. Bat above it always grandly, our
people waited the issue. When we
was the honor, the patriotism, the flag, Old
consider the patriotism of our people, their
Glory led every other sentiment and beat readiness to resent Insult, their
courage that
every opposing feeling down.
knows no fear, and know that nine in ten !»eOne or two battles in which many of you
lleved in the unadulterated Insult ami murder
were we may speak of.
Bull Run, at which
of hundreds of citizens representing our nation,
was fought the first great battle of the war,
and consider tin- self-contained courage of their
disastrous as it was, greatly united the North.
waiting, we may Im* proud that there is no
It proved that we had a foe worthy of all
nobler parallel in the history of nations.
effort. It surprised and sorrowed, but it deMomentous as are and will be some of the
termined the northern people. Not very long results of this wai
with Spain— so momentous
after came Antietam, with battles of course as to make wise
men pans,* and question—its
between. This should have been the great battles are in
comparison but slight and of
battle of the war. Some of you were there;
little moment. It was a great big giant, lighting
some of you were with Burnside holding the
a decrepit but proud old man: it was again also,
bridge. It was your first great victory, and civilization against barbarism, it hud momenthow miserably its effect was lost. Lee, the ous
results. I say. One of them was of untold
great general of the Confederate army, outblessing—the fact that Mason and Dixon's line
generalled McClellan and made his escape is blotted out forever, that for the first tinn^iu a
good. I am but reciting history.
hundred years, for the first tune along our whole
Thorn iu
rttVu.r
Kiittlu
whw.H
I mnat
history, there is to-day no North, no South, hut
feter. Gettysburg was the Waterloo of the
Rebellion. Had that been lost, the governWhat of our new possessions?
What of the
ment of the Confederate states would have
l’hilppines? I count our right there as resting
been acknowledged by foreign powers in
one
issue—do
the insurgents represent the
upon
forty-eight hours, with intervention. The |>eople of the island or the mob? Did the great
South, flushed with success, had determined
hotly of men. average men. want a government
to invade the North, seize Washington, Phila(if their own. or w ere those who did. the adventdelphia and Baltimore, and close the war. urers. the lawless, the irresponsible? It the
This w as May, 1863. The battle of Gettysburg
leaders of the insurrection and their followers
occurred at Pennsylvania on the 1st, 2d and 3d
represent the people of the islands, then Hoar
days of July. Of the forces engaged there tnd Hale are right or the Declaration of Indewere tender Lee, assisted by Longstreet, 70,000,
It is not wrong.
There is
pendence is
the loss 23.000; under Meade, 78,000, and the
I'oncord and Lexington and Hunker Hill anti
loss 23,000—-one-third of the entire number
Kaiietiil Hall and Sain Adams and Gettysburg
engaged. 1 have said that this was the battle »nd Appomatox and Lincoln—everlastingmonuof the war. I am not forgetting Grant in the
incuts
to government by the consent of the
West, nor Hherraan’s splendid march to the
governed. And yet. though we do err along the
sea. 1 am not forgetting Farragui, nor Porter,
way. the wailing centuries have at last begun
nor Mobile, nor Vicksburg, nor the (.'umberis on onr mission; here in America.
The blood ;
it Hunker Hill and Gettysburg shall not
!».•
latid. nor the "Monitor” and the splendid,
A government of tile
bv I
spilt III vain.
unparallel victories of our navy; I am not for- :he people and for the (ample -shall people.
not perish
getting Petersburg nor Chancellorsville, nor from oil the face of the earth."
am I forgetting the Wilderness and the awful
"In spite of rock and temjs-st roar.
In spite of false lights on the shore.
carnage from that spot to Appomatox.
Our ship of State shall still sail on."
what
an
areua?
On
the
one
Forgetting it,
storm.

hands was the direction of a million men scattered over an area larger than France and the
German Kmj ire, Holland and Denmark combined, 800,000 square miles. Against him one
of the most accomplished generals of modern
times—sagacious, skilful in his knowledge of
warfare and of men, worshipped by bis fo
lowers, men with whom it was an honor to
H overeigmy.
I am not forgetting the 3,000,010
cross steel.
Bart in 1«K9 the thirteen colonies had all of men who gave up their lives in this awful
, een formed except Georgia, and before the
slaughter, and yet Gettysburg will be placed
devolution there were twice as many slaves in history as the Waterloo of the Rebellion.
s s
whites in the colonies. It was not until
Henceforth it was on their part a war of def use, not of offense.
3 ears after the Revolution that any feeling of
the
ruin
of
the
uation
» trength
for
There were live* elements that most largely
working
fas felt.
In the past all the colonies were pi'vented the intervention of Kngland first,
laves. Early after the Revolution, the north then France and jiurhaps other countries later.
out of
the
t egan Us abandonment—eight
Far away in the lead is Gettysburg, with little
second, the marvelous
riginal thirteen colonies gave it up. It
Round Top as the key
rould be impossible at this hour to speak rapacity of Lincoln and Seward, especially the
rith any fullness of slavery's history. At the former, who under the most delicate and trying
egiutiing it was an accident. Partly because circumstances assuaged the resentment of
j [ ran counter to the spirit of the north, partly
Americans and allowed no excuse for the Kngj ecause the climate and industries were not j 11>li to strike, third, the gracious and ever
But friendly feelingof Kngland’s ruling monarch, who
f ivorable to it. it very soon got lid of it.
1 he simpler industries of the south were such
was wiser Hum Iter ministers, and who never
hat it became an impo tant industrial ele- ceased to be our courteous friend in these trying
lent, and soon it became a centre uniting the moments -the Giteeii of Kngland, »iod Bless her:
uuth as a unit for its fortification.
fourth, the presence one morning, in New York
Aiwa\a a menace. always a nucleus for dishailmr. ot the waisli i»s of Russia—so far as 1
ensiou between the two sections, strongly know, noth ng was ofttcally said, hut it* suggos□trenched in the constitution, the north be- t veuess was overpow ering; and fifth, the most
lt ving it wrong yet silent and yielding to the stii|s*ndous feat of com I lined courage, physical
1 for one, endurance and eonvineiug oratory known to
rrogant demands of the south.
iving later, can not understand the impris- history, wiien Henry Ward Beecher, beginning
ned moral sense that filled the religious and at Liverpool. where his life was in the hands of
ocial world for »o many years.
a moh, and in four lectures, the last at London
It was in is.il that Garrison stepped into changed the opinion of the people as no other,
he arena with his immortal declaration -dm*
From a vast populaee
like work ever did.
lediate, unconditional emancipation on the hating America and thirsting for blood, they
oil.
It was four years later that Wendell wer made to see that the interests of thee
'hillips saw him dragged through the streets Anglo Saxon race were common, and the
f Boston, with a rope around his body, by the effect was overwhelming upon
the
ruling
roadcloth mob.
classes.
Then, for twenty-five years the battle of the
We pass gladly over the days of reeonstrueiauts went on. It was an intellectual and linn, when the world missed the dead Lincoln so
loral warfare, and a great test of men and iiiu»‘1i— lays when the conquered South and the
romen.

But In three lifetimes after

Rock him! Jamestown, America had emerged
from one or two small settlements Into a nation,
proud, strong victorious.
Then new life came. Already settled only in
its iKtrders, and even now liardly more men
turned from war to plow, from the sword to the
western prairie, from battle with men to battle
with Nature—what an influx of life? In the
days of the war, 90,000,000, twenty years after
00,000,000, and now nearly 100,000.000.
Imagination can not keep pace with the last of our
spaces of time. I fear many have run mad over
•
It.
When the war closed our then frontier is now
mir next door neighbor; valleys of wilderness
then, valleys of blossom and fruit now; vast
stretches of prairie broken only by the howl of
the eayote. fertile acres now waving with wheat
and corn. And yet millions of unbroken and

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
TI^HF.REAS Lillian F. Atherton, of Mount
Desert, in the county of Hancock, ai.d
Stale of Maine,
by her mortgage deed dated
December 5. a. d. lX9fi, and recorded in the
registry of deeds for said Hancock county,
book 307. page 393, conveyed to Eva L. Clark
(now Eva L. Farrell),of Mount Desert, in said
county and State, a certain lot or parcel of
land situate 1 in said Mount Desert, at Northeast Harbor, in said county and State, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
('ommeneing tin the town road at the south*
e ist corner of a lot of land deeded this day to
Thomas N. Graves, and following said Graves'
line northerly eight and five-tenths rods to a
stone po-t: thence westerly by said Graves
land five <*>• rods to a stone post; thenoe
northerly by land of Stephen Sniallidge to
land of Ansel Manchester;
north line d
thence easterly by land of said Manchester to
land of Kimball’s; thence southerly by land
of said Kimball's to said town road; thence
by north side of said town road in a westerly
direction to point commenced at. with the
buildings ther -on, being the premises deeded
to me by the said Clark by deed of even date.
Whereas the conditions of said mortgage
have been broken and remain so. by reason of
the breach of the conditions thereof, I. Eva
L.
Farrell (formerly Eva L Ci.rk) claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
Eva L. Farrell.
not ice for that purpose.
Mount Desert. Maine, May 24, a. d. 1900

nii
OUR PEARL RANGE.

ALPINE RANGE.

SHERIFF’S 8AI.R
State op Maine, Hancock ss.
this eighteenth day of May, a. d.
1900, on execution dated April 27, a. d.
1900, issued on a judgment rendered by the
supreme judicial court, for the county of
Hancock aforesaid, at the term thereof begun
and holden on the second Tuesday of April,
a. d. 1900, to wit: on the twenty-first day or
said April, in favor of Alvah Barbour, of
Swan's Island, in said county, against Roland
A. Flye, of Brooklin, in said couaty, for two
hundred dollars and thirty cents, debt or
damage, and eleven dollars and five cents,
costs of suit, and wil' be sold at public auction at the sheriff's office in Ellsworth, in said
county, to the highest bidder, on the 23d day
of June, a. d. 1900, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the following-described real estate aud
all right, title aud interest which the said
Koiand A. Flye has in aud to tlx same, or had
on the nineteenth day of March, a. d. 1900, at
two o'clock in the afternoon, the time when
the same was attached on the original writ in
the same suit, to wit:
Four certain lots or parcels of land situated
in Mrooklin, in said county of Hancock,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
First Parcel. Being a part of lot No. four
(4) in the third division of Jots agreeable to a
plan of the town of Sedgwick:
Beginning at the corner of the meetinghouse lot on the line of land ow ned by Reuben
Watson; thence running on said vNatson’s
line in a northwesterly direction sixteen (16)
rods; thence northeasterly at right angle
with said Watson’s line ten'(10) rods; thence
southea terly on a line parallel with said
Watson’s line sixteen (16) rods to the meeting-house lot; thence on the line of said
meeting-house lot ten (10) rods to the firstmentioned bound, containing one acre more
or less.
It being the same land conveyed by
deed dated November 80, 1863, and recorded in
Hancock ss. registry of deeds, vol. 119. page
475.
Second Parcel. Beginning at a willow tree
on the line of land of Racheal W. Flye and
land of Gabriella A. Grindle; thence northwesterly by said Flye’s lund one hundred
and twenty feet to a stake and stones; thence
southwest by said Grindle’s land thirty-six
(36) feet to a hackmatack tree; thence southeast by said Grindle’s land one hundred and
twenty feet to a stake and stones; thence
northeast by said Grindle’s land thirty-six
(36) feet to the first-mentioned bound being
the same more or less.* It being the same
land conveyed by Gabriella A. G .indie to
Racheal W. Flye by deed dated Jan. 6, 1891,
and recorded in Hancock ss. registry of deeds,
took 2 >2 page 412.
Third Parcel.
Beginning on the cocrifcy
road near the meeting-house at the southwest
corner of the school house lot; thence four (4)
rods more o i-less by said schooihouse lotto
the west corner or said lot; thence thirtyeight (38) feet southwesterly to a stake and
stones; thence southeasterly on a parallel
line with the first-mentioned line lour (4)
rods more or less to the county road: thence
northeasterly by said county road to the firstmentioned bound, together with the building
thereon standing. It being the same land
conveyed by Daniel J. Cunningham to Rachel*! VN Flye by deed dated October 28, 1891, and

TAKEN

book 2 >9. page 426.
Fourth Parcel.
Beginning at the west
of land owned by C. K. Higgins on the
line bet wet n said Higgins ami Reuben Watson, running on said Watson’s line northwesterly forty-four (44) rods to land owned by
John York; thence northeasterly by said
York's line seventeen and one-half rods to a
stake and stones; thence southeasterly on a
parallel line with said Reuben Watson’s line
eighty-six (86) rods to the county road; thence
following said road to the meeting-house lot
two (2) rods; thence northwesterly on the line
o' said meeting-house lot eight (8) rods;
thence southwesterly on the said meetinghouse lot to land of C. K. Higgins three and
one-half (3‘*>) rods; thence northwesterly on
said Higgins’ line sixteen (16) rods; thence
southwesterly on said Higgins' line ten (10)
rods to the first-mentioned bound containing
about six and one-fourth (6'4) acres more or
•ess. It being the same land conveyed by R.
A. and Wm. A. Friend to Radical W. Flye by
deed dated January ll, 1874. and recorded in
Hancock ss. registry of deeds, book 148, page
56.
L. F. Hcopkr.
Sheriff.
May 16, a. d. 1900.
corner

STATE

OF MAINE.

HANCOCK SS.:—To the Sheriffs of
I-I
respective countu st or either of
j L. S. | our
(
Greeting:
) their Deputies.
E
command
yon to attach the goods or
\IT
\\ estate of Hugh McVeigh, whose resi——

dence is unknown, to the value of one hundred dollars: and summon the -aid defendant
(if he may be found in your precinct), to appear before our Justices of the .supreme
Judicial Court, next to be holders ii. I‘ -worth,
within and for our county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday of October next, thru and
there in our said court to answer unto Eliza
E. McVrigh, of Orland, county of Hancock,
u.-. orce,
State of .Maine, in her libel
according to her libel hereunto annexed.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court next to be holder at Ellsworth
within and for the county of Hancock on the
second Tuesday of October, A. I), isoi*.
Respectfully represents Eli/. E. McVeigh,
of Orland, county of Hancock, State of Maine,
and gives this honorable court to be informed
that she was lawfully married to Hugh McVeigh on the llth day of April, a. d. 1885, at
Deer Isle, in said county of Hancock, by Rev.
Charles Gates; that they lived together in
this State as husband and wife until the 4th
day of March, A. D. 1897, at said Deer Isle and
said Orland; that by her said husband she is
the mother of two children, Frank .McVeigh,
aged fourteen years, and Ka:< McVe'gh, aged
twelve years; that the said libellant has alherself towards her said
ways conducted
husband as a faithful, true and affectionate
wife; that on said 4th day of March, A. D. 1897,
her said husband, Hugh McVeigh, utterly
deserted your libellant without cause and
went to parts unknown to her, and .aat said
-ent time,
desertion has continued to the |
being more than three consecutive years next
prior to the tiling of this libel.
Also that her said husband. Hiu-h McVeigh,

various women at various times and places to
your libellant unknown, between the lirst day
of March. A. D. 1886, and the date of his
desertion of your libellant.
And your libellant further avers that the
said Hugh McVeigh since their s id marriage
has bet u guilty of cruel ami abusive treatvarious
ment toward her by assaulting hei
ways, and has constantly and 1 tbituaily used
to her profane ami obscene language, so that
her health h«s suffered; that the residence of
the said Hugh McVeigh is unknown to your
libellant and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence; that jour libellant has
ii'td reasonable diligence to asctrta«i his
residence, and the same cannot be ascertained.
Wherefore she prays that a divorce may be
decreed from the bonds of matrimony existing between her and said lioeHte, and that
the custody of said minor children m.iy be
Eliza K M< Vugh.
decreed to her.
Bucks port, April 27, A. 1). ltiUO.
HasO'CK ss April 27, 1900.
Subset ibed and sworn to before me, by the
within nuiiitd Eliza E. McVeigh.
1. 11. Smith,
Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock s«
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court in vacation, Ellsworth, May 12,
—

A. I). 1900.

That
Upon the foregoing libel, onhre!;
•! Hugh Mci<> the
the libellant give noti
Veigh to appear before the Just ice cf our Supreme Judicial Court, to be hoi b oa; Ellsworth, within and for the count > *»t' Hancock,
A. 1>. 1900,
on the second Tuesday of <k
cl libel,
by publishing an attested eoj v •»
and this order thereon, three weeks succes..n.
a newssively in the Ellsworth Am-.paper printed in Ellsworth, in our minty of
be thirty
Hancock, the last publication
n
Tuesday
days at least prior t<> said
of October next, that Vie may there and
then in our said court appear ami show cause
llant
if any he have, why the prayer of
should not be granted.
Lccii.it s A Km uy,
art.
Justice of the Suj Jud.
A true copy of the libel and order of court
thereon.
lerk.
>n,
Attest:—John F. Kmo

atJUtctisEmEntr

KINEO WOOD FURNACE.
KINEO COAL FURNACE.
Manufactured
ments,

of the

best

material,

with all late

thoroughly inspected and

improve-

warranted.

MANUFACTURED BY

or improve; also getc
CAVEAT.TRADE-MARK. COPYRIGHT or DESIGN j \
PROTECTION. Send model, sketch, or photo.,»

anything you invent

1

for free examination and advice.

BOOK ON PATENTS fc(t torero pa-<-ut. {
"7i G. A.SNOW & CO.$

Patent

NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO.,
F. B.

AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.

Bangor.

Lawyers. WASHINGTON, D.C. I

Subscribe for The Amkhican

CUBE

FOB

Medicine
Women Who have Them.

for

the world

waa

Walking

Excellent

an

Did you

decide that

ever

great, dreary, weary place, and that
there seemed no spot in the whole of it
to reet the sole of your foot? I'm sure
have, and then if you

were

on your philosophy for
ment and found the world

put

an

time, says Madge Merton in
We often have a
the Montreal Herald.
self in

no

opinion

most elevated
have

we

too

and then
a

feel like

we

fraction

of

much

less

our

change,

of

third

a

dollar

a

which the

naughty boys and the naughty
girls name so glibly.
Niue times out of ten the blues need to
be walked off. The feeling of stagnation
is often blood-stagnation, and a
brisk
walk, a lively talk, or a few minutes of
gymnastics will make the whole world
look as lovely as a^tea table, lit with candi\ under pink shades.
“You Americans don’t walk enough,”
o ir English cousius cry, and it’s true—too

There
mill

abominations in

such

wear

clothes

that

would be

We

solemnly true.
five

the

stumpage

long

“the blues” and

Don't

we

blame

ought to

the

they want to make your gown look
pretty and dainty—and dignified as
possible, and that is a good quality—and
one

not to be

ail

at

uranflvinir for t

discouraged,
wlrirf

mid

but

as

In

urp

ceeds

free and able to take

train at

day

healthful

in

must have it

it

as

tjuiroby, of Bucksport, was the
guest of $. 8. Candage last week.
The Misses Nettie and Fanny Sylvester
Mr.

at

are

in

work

the sardine

The

west.

other

stage

noon

to

these

say you
you stand

m.

home

onr.

at

yester-

Conary and his sons Wiley, Albert
Wilford,are ill with tonsilitis following the grip.
A. K.

Capt. Friend ha* removed the ell frbrn
the old Candage house, said to be the

is

by Albert Garland.
oldest framed house in Bluehlll.
fingers
your
All the Ellsworth schools will close I
June 4.
Sl'B.
modiste let down the feoods a little and
then a little more and you peer over your j Friday of next week, except 12 and 17, W>«l ltrnok*vlllr.
which will close a week later. There will !
shoulder and agree with her that it
Amo* Lord, of Bath, was in town last
cer-j
tainly does look well that way, and you; he the usual closing exercises in nearly week visiting bin parent*.
ail
of
will
be
them.
There
graduation
are tempted and fall, and the first thing
Mias Nina Lord, who passed the winter
you know, you have another tailed gown j exercises of the Falls grammar school iu
at Kent’s Hill, is at home until July.
the church on the evening of Friday, June
to lift and drag and brush and bind, and
Mr*. George H. Tapley will leave for
15.
The West side grammar
school
you call yourself names and deserve iht m.
graduation will take place Monday, June Rockland Wednesday to be absent a few
before

mirror the deft

a

run

of

C. H. Harrison,

President

point

of

a

“The

was

days.
same afternoon at 3.
Mr*. Maria Blake, who ha* passed the
Some of .the well-known
I'nitarian winter iu Boston, has arrived and opened
ministers who spend the summer in this ; her bouse for the summer.
vicinity will be heard in the Ellsworth j Mr*. H. B. Emery, of Bangor, and her
church this year, as usurI. Rev. C. F. Dole, i grandson, Master Lawrence Eddy, are the
Df Jamaica Plain, Mass., and Rev. A. L i guest* of Mrs. William Wasson.
Hudson, of Buffalo, N. V.. have already’ June 4.
Tomson.
1
Mr.
promised sermons during July,
Etolbritok.
Dole probably on the 22d and Mr. HudRev. Mr. Scarumon has entered upon his
son

Hyde to Unitarians.

At the meeting of the American t'nitarian
association in
Boston recently,
President W. DeWitt Hyde, of Bowdoin
He
college, v as the principal speaker.
spoke on Unitarianism from the stand-

Congregations list.
Integration cf the

His

\

topic

Christian

Faith”.
"Evolution,” he said, "proceeds by successive
stages of differentiation and integration. The
close of the nineteenth century marks the
climax of religious differentiation. This differentiation has brought both loss and gain.
"When the church of England came out of
Catholicism it lost something. When the Congregational lsts came out of tl>e church of Englaud they lost much. When the Unitarians
came out of the Congregationalism they of
course lost more.
Yet in universality the
church of England gained nationality. In los-

on

ing nationality
Congregational 1st* gained
individuality. In losing the orthodoxy of their
day, Uuitaruns gained tin priceless pearl of
perfect intellectual liberty.
"Your gain of liberty has been a blessing to
all; especially

whom you

went

to the

Congregationalism from

forth.

For the fact that

we

Congregationalism have to-day sufficient, not
only to do our own thinking unmolested, but
to shelter refugees from Presbyterian and other
folds, Is chiefly due to the influence and examples of the brave Unitarians lu the early

to

seventy-fifth anniversary*

,

“Liberty, however, is the condition, not the
conclusion of your spiritual mission.
You
have cut the trees, pulled up the stumps, hauled
off the rocks that tilled the fertile fields of New
England theology at the beginning of the century; and to have cleared the ground so well of
these obstructions in seventy five years is a
work of which you may well be proud- The
task has been done so thoroughly that little remains to be doue in that direction.
“Your task for the next quarter of a century
must be
constructive seed-sowing. If at the
end of the first century you are to reap the har
vest we all expect from you; the harvest of a
reasoned body of spiritual truth in which every
fact of science, every result of criticism, every
Insight of philosophy, every imperative of
ethics, every Intuition of poetry, every expertence of life which bears on man’s spiritual
problem shall l»e set forth in your rational relatlons, and made so plain that every devout
and earnest sobl can see its transparent reason
ableDcas and feel its moral authority, and own
Us heavenly sway.”

1
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{
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j
1

across

here.

run

Auntie—I can’t

my

move

j

a

big

train

o.ie

tbat
of

get

that

was

nature

the

...

Cough Medicine.
it speaks well for Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy when druggists use it in their
own families in preference to any other.
“I have sold Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy for the past five years with complete
satisfaction to myself and customers,”
says Druggist J. Goldsmith, Van Etten,
N. Y. “I have always used it in my ow n
family both for ordinary coughs and colds
and for the cough following la grippe, and
find it very efficacious.” For sale by Geo.
A. Parcheb, Ellsworth, and W. I. Partridge, BluahUl, druggists.

ffom

drops, got

mistook

them

so

for

heavy hitters coming to

of

Then

the visitors kicked at

a

of Umpire Hatpin, and the game
declared forfeited to Ellsworth by a
of 9 0.

high

Joy,

school

who
team

was

iu the box for

for tbe first

time,

good work the first few innings.
After that tbe ball got soggy and slippery

did

and

good

work

was

out of tbe

question.

County Political Straws.
Treasurer Blaisdell,
of Franklin,
named

has j

iutended.—Ladies7 Home Journal.
A Good

lasted about

Tbe size of t he score, too, reminded
football. It stood 27 to 25 in favor

procession

score

Internal baths when properly taken are
often more essential than external baths.
The four avenues of elimination must remain unobstructed if perfect health is to
be obtained or retained; thus being free

■■

fielders

the

of

decision

know that it is wrong to tight?” “Yes,
sir. That’s what I told your kid when he
licked me yesterday.”

the functions that

The game

one

now, I of tbe visitors in the last half of the ninth
inning. Ellsworth had the bases full and

black eye. Tommy?
Tommy—Fighting,
sir. “I’m sorry to hear that.
Don’t you

perform

Wyman park.

reminded

time to time when the rain

tbe stick.

to

ball at

afternoon, being suspended

the track.
you

played

football game.

all tbe

tbe

Parson—How did

duties

j

school

Georgie. Gecreie—All right, auntie. I’ll
just play there’s a great big fat cow on
The

of

I

here.

a*

grandchildren. They have
sympathy of all. “To live in hearts

sides several

Tbe weather conditions

balls.

I want to

Hunt,

R.

the

last Thursday night. In tbe we leave behind, is not to die.”
Jiles, got
Irive a»-e about 4,000,000 feet for tbe!
U.
June 5.
Ellsworth lumber company from the'
Bur Harbor.
Buffalo, and 4,000 cords of stavewood for i
Frank Roberts will give social dances at
Whitcomb. Haynes & Co., which George !
West End ball Wednesday and fiaturday
Anderson brought out from Dead stream.
this
of
week.
The Dirigo
I'he Middle branc% drive which was evenings
orchestra, of Ellsworth, will furnish
Fred Jordan’s operation, got in this
music.
week, and Alvah Haslem’s drive from
is
in.
This
drive
about
Alligator
picked Hancock.
Charles Smith will give a social dance at
up many logs which were hung up last
year.
Henry French, with the East town hall, Hancock, Friday evening.
branch drive, is expected in the Utter Music by Dirigo orchestra, Ellsworth.
part of next week. He has about a milHOW THEY SAY GOOD-BYE.
lion and a half of long lumber and 5,000
cords of stavewood for Whitcomb, Haynes
Nations Give Various
& Co.
The total cut on the river this Men of Many
Signs at Parting.
year, in long lumber and stavewood, is
The Turk will solemnly cross hands
about 11,000,000 feet.
upon his breast and make a profound
In tbe rain and mud of Saturday after- obeisance when he bids
you farewell.
noon nines representing the Shaw busiThe genial Jap will take his slipper off
ness college of Bangor and the Ellsworth
and say with a smile: “You
as

high

—

Georgie—Auntie,

W.

in

celebrate

we

day.

Rev.

manager.

part of the century, who broke their letters
w»iu wmcu even tne sons of the
Puritans were
consenting u> be bound, and in reverence ami
.sincerity and sacrifice founded the association
wh<i*e

the 2SKb.

preacher
Fast Orange, N. J., it is also hoped will
The Free Baptist quarterly meeting will
preach one Sunday during July.
be held here beginning June 15.
The High School Recorder In new form :
Mr*. Let tie Oyer, who has been very ill
i-id prize cover design, by Miss Annie L. j
for some time, is improving.
Lord, is out. The design, in garnet and :
Mr*. Mabel Bunker, who has been deX dd is very attractive. At a meeting of j
tained here by the illness of her mother,
.he Recorder board Monday, tbe fotlowMr*. 8. E. Curtis, ha* joined her husband,
ng board was elected for the ensuing
pear: Harriet
Rollins,
editor-in-chief; who is in the lobster business at South
Leotice Foster, associate editor; Eliza- Gouldsboro.
June 4.
B.
t>eth Joy and Ethel Allen, literary editors; !
.’narle** C. Knowlton and (trace C. King,
toaiMvtiik.
oca I
editors; Ethel Rowe and Arthur
The community was shocked yesterday
iould, exchange editors; George Parcher,
by the sudden death of Capt. James
ilumni editor; Charles W. Hurley, busiHe leaves
Branscom, of angina pectoris.
less manager; Everett Quinn,
assistant
a wife, two sons and two daughters, be-

ihe

us

j

the

on

as a

probable republican

you

depart

going to leave my despicable bouse in
houorable journeying—I regard
your
thee!”
in the Philippines the parting benediction is bestowed in the form of rubbing
one's friend’s face with one’s baud.
The German “lebe wohl” is not particularly sympathetic in its sound, but it is

are

emharassing to those it speeds than
performance, of the Hiudoo’s who,
when you go from him, falls in thedust

less
the
at

your feet.

Islanders cross two red feathers.
The natives of New Guinea exchange
chocolate. The Burmese bend low and
say “Hib! “Hib!”
The “Auf wideraehen” of the Austrian
U the most feeling expression of farewell.
The Cuban would consider his good-bye

Fiji

Having purchased the stock of Geo. M. Tower, Bar
Harbor, at a great bargain, I am prepared to sell the same

recent

DOG CARTS,

PUNTS,
They

nominee

for representative from his class.
Penobscot’s first selectman, Walter J.
Creamer, is reported to be candidate for
democratic
nomination as state J committeeman.
The American’s North
Penobscot correspondent says “Walter
has been there before, and
probably
knows the route pretty well.”
Frank Miller, of Penobscot, is mentioned as a posssble democratic nominee
for sheriff.
The democrats of tbe third congressional district are holding their convention in Fairfield to-day. Among the men
suggested for delegates to..the national
E. Mace, of
convention
are
Frank
Amherst, and Dr. Otis Littlefield, of Bluehill.

rattle each other’s whale-teeth necklace.
The Sioux and Blackfeet Indians will at
ers

spears
parting dig
sign of confidence and
their

in the earth
mutual

esteem.

clasp your foot.
The Russian form of parting satuation
is brief, consisting of the single word
“praschal,” said to sound like n sneeze.
The Otaheite islander will twist the end
of the departing guest’s robe, and then
solemnly shake his own hand three times.
and

Hood's Pills

cure

digestion, Headache.
operate. 2bc.—Advt.

Ills, Biliousness, InEasy to take, easy to

finely made and

are

visited relatives here last week.

There will be an Ice-cream sociable at
the Fullerton schoolhouse Friday, June 8.
Mrs. Bert Gregory and Mrs. Young, of
Mrs.
visited
Harbor,
Gregory’s
mother, Mra. Me k Miiliken, recently.
Victor.
June 4.
Bar

of the latest

patterns.

I also have

fine line of

a

Road and Express Wagons
of my

own

make that will la* sold

at

a

bargain.

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Mm. Esther Carter who has been seriously ill with measles and heart trouble
is improving slowly.
A Are

on

Gupt

t be land of Herbert

George Cunningham
their wood lots.
June 4.

did much

ill and
to

damage
B.

NORTH KLIjSWORTH.

Hervey Hamilton
Tarbox boute

on

has

inovad

into

here

by

illness of

the

his

was

wife’s

father, Galen Maddocks.
June 5.

M.

ounty W. C. T. V. Convention.
SorTH WEST Harbor, June 4 (special)—
The Willard union is making preparaC

tions for

regardless

of cost.

respondenee promptly
cheerfully given.

H.

Wednesday
symposium. A

sessions of

w

tion

favorite

ill

be

a

description

c.>r-

of carriages

E. HALONEY,

Extra Super Carpets have advanced 8 to 10 cent- per
yard. We are selling them at last year’s prices.
A large line of Velvets, Brussels, Tapestries, Double
Extra Super, Cotton Warp, Extra Supers, and Extra
Smyrna Bugs, Art Squares, Carpet Linings. Straw
Mattings, Floor Oil Cloths in 4-1, 8-4 and 8-4, Linoleum Floor Cloth 18-4 wide.
We match and cut carpet
in our large carpet room, showing how it will
ok
when laid in your home.

PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES.
Itcndy-nii\cd

House Faints.
For Inside and outside
White Lead and Zinc.

quotaline

Out-of-town

CARPETINGS.

county W.C. T. C. convention. June 42*13.
The union
ho^es to see a large represent a*
tion of white-ribbonera here. All inter*
esled in the work are cordially invited.
Children’s hour wilt be an interesting
feature of the Tuesday afternoon reception. Addresses of w elcome and response,
and echoes from Mother National at Seattle, will be presented on Tuesday evenThe chief address of the convening.
tion, by Mrs. Helen G. Klee, w ill be given
Wednesday evening.
One of the diversions of the business

answered, and

Repository and Salesroom, Water St., Ellsworth.

of Hancock

the entertainment

<> a. m. to b p. m.

Office open from

the

Nelson Hedeen, of Brooklyn, N. Y
called

Call and see this line, and you will be ASTONISHKD
LOW PRICES, but I am bound to sell flu m

AT THE

Jettison farm.

the

or

Tarr's Crccn

couplet, with name of author, will be
welcome from all wbo care to take part.

Facing Composition.
For bottoms of

Senonr’s Yacht White,

ready

yachts

mixed.

aSBrrticnnmts.
Full Lines of Colors and Faint Kruslics.

DO YOU GET UP
WITH A LAME BACK ?
Kidney Trouble

Makes You

Miserable.

WALL PAPERS.
Latest

who reads the newssure to know of the wonderful
cures
made by Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root.
great kidney, liver
and bladder remedy.
It is the great medical triumph of the nineteenth century; dis|jji
; 1 covered after years cf
M scientific research by
Dr. Kilmer, the emiPH!
1
fel vnent kidney and bladcer
specialist, and is
wonderfully successful in promptly curing
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid troubles and Bright's Disease, which is the worst
form cf kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not recommended for everything but if you have kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
just the remedy you need. It has been tested
in so many ways, in hospital work, in private
practice, among the helpless too poor to purchase relief and has proved so successful in
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this paper
who have not already tried it, may have a
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
V/hen writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper and
send your address tog
Dr. Kilmer & Co..Bing-1
hamton, N. Y. The
regular fifty cent and Hum. of s.unp-Kooc
dollar sizes are sold by all good druggists.

Almost
papers is
ii_,

spring styles, from 10c to 30c per roll :dou’
We have the sample books of the celebrated Alfred
a
Beets, of N’ew York, from which our customer-

everybody

!the

■

select at leisure.

SEEDS.
1>. M. Ferry's Field and Carden Seeds
of all kii

—

YYIIITING BROS.

s: MAIS -T.

kllswou;

DO YOU KNOW
AikVvvTA

_I

The

THAT

Only

Your last year’s buggy
date

put

COUNTY

or

road

wagon

can

be made to equal any, ui -toKl’BUKK TIKE*

carriage by having A 8RT OF IIAKU

on

?

THAT
I

am

I

can save

putting

on a

large number

of seta

for people ait over the State

THAT

as a

This is the origin of the term, “burying
the tomahawk.”
In the islands in thestraitsof the sound
the natives at your going will stoop down

etc.

Mrs. H. D. Hodgkins, of South Brewer,

anything but a cordial one unless he was
given a good cigar. The South Sea Islandis

The

BUCKBOARDS,
CUTUNDERS,

graduate of the
is the guest
of his friend, Kev. F. W. Atkinson.
Mrs. Nahum Flood and Miss Etta Lord
Massachusetts.
are visiting relatives In
Before they return they will attend the
exercises
at
Andover
commencement
theological seminary, F. W. Flood being
of tbe graduating class.
a

FIRST COST.

from

LARGE DISCOUNT
outfit consists of
a

Bangor theological seminary,

j

IS, at 1 30 p. m., and the East side

THIRTY DAYS.
at

A chorus is

f.ntr,..-

and

and

line

came

factory

FOlt THE NEXT

Rev. F. W. Atkinson baa been asked to

MOUTH OK THK HIVKR.

Mrs. Hugh Duffy has returned from her
visit to Granite.

CARRIAGES

become

Bub.

Blur hi 11 Falla.

the

the

places runs as usual, leaving at S a.
arriving here at 3 p. m. The new

hsppen9—you

short, and then

singing by

year.
June 4.

following

night, ana returns the
to connect with

season

train
how

go toward
the church grounds.

evening

shying,

and

being organized under the
direction of Mr. Littlefield, of Bangor,
and will rehearse for a concert to be
given here the latter part of June.

Brooklin.
The summer schedule of mails between!
Miss G. M. Trundy
Ellsworth and Southwest Harbor and Mt. j
rfn.I..,. B-n.b in
Desert is now in operation. The stage j
leaves Ellsworth on arrival of the 6.10 at Sedgwick.

you

ui>nr

exercise.
I know

the

improvement of

it, you ought to have enough moral fibre
to have it made just as you please.
And,
all things considered, you ought to haveat
least.one skirt in which you can be com-

paratively

from

frightened,

into tbe ditch. The occupauts of the
carriage were (thrown oat. Miss Smith
had one of the bonee of her wrist fractured.
Mr. Moore was uninjured. The
carriage was badly broken.
rsn

pleasing personality.

last

gave an account of
Mediterranean trip at the Congregational vestry Tuesday evening of
last week. Judge Emery, always an interesting talker, described the trip in a
delightfully informal way. There was a
good attendance at the lecture. The pro-

course

tbe horse became

!

OF

While Vernon Moor* sod Mias Carrie
Smith were oat riding Monday evening,

Memorial services were held at the
Methodist church Wednesday afternoon
The line formed at posloffice at 1 o’clock
and marched to Oak Hill cemetery and
dee3rated the graves; then re-formed and
marched to the church, where a fine
address was delivered by Humphrey T.
Webster, of Damariscolta Mills. There
the choir, prayer and
the pastor, Mr. Carter,
The
and music by the Bucksport band.
band boys looked line in their new suits.
They have improved wonderfully In the

Judge L. A. Emery

hh

returned from
home this

benediction by

his recent

it.

SACRIFICE SALE.

Monday evening.

riman.

were

He will present to the
recently.
lodge a gavel made of olive wood from
Jerusalem, with handle of oak of Basban.

Of

dressmakers.

at what they
not, the null

lem

for

about

see

If

This evening, at Lygonia lodge, F. and
M., Judge L. A. Emery will give a description of his visit to Royal Solomon
Mother lodge of F. and A. M., at Jerusa-

beneficial.

indirectly responsible

are

upper

A.

ground or tire the arm
by holding them up. Therefore

skirts

end of

will go elsewhere.

will

the

on

muscles

be obtained

can

aright figure.

consider

Walking is the best medicine for the
blues, and walking cannot be taken in
sufficient quantities to produce good results if we will drag unnecessary yards
of cloth

the

on

Mrs. Kate Dorr, who baa been spending
Boston, is home.
The band gave a concern at Hillside

pastor of the church here for tbe
summer.
ensuing year, it is understood that he
Herbert Harriman, wife and children, ; will not accept, which Is cause for regret
of Brockton, Mass., arrived yesierday. among his many warm admirers here. He
He
They will spend a part of the summer baa preached here for several months.
is a young man of exceptional ability and
with Mr. Harrimau’s father, 1. P. Har-

hardwood

a

has

She will remain at

Bucksport.

pond t his summer or fall by Clark,
Skillings & Co., of Boston, providing

way of
we do it

if

miles

built

t hat

In Orland

is

day.

Branch

the

harmful than

more

be

will

Boston,

Miss Flora Dorr

possibility

a

of

visit.

Mrs. Kate Hanson and daughter Winifred, of Boston, are expected next Satur-

arm.

is

short

Grant, of Gardiner, has been
visiting Miss Nellie Marks the past week.

with Mr. Saunders.

mi r

«.

dreadful and

his

use

a

Miss Avis

spending

Dr. J. F. Manning left Sunday night
for his trip to Briliah Columbia and the
Pacific coast.
He expects to he home by
Mrs. Manning and
t he first of August.
her mother, Mrs. Saunders, have gone to
Portland where they will spend the sum-

society,

own

small

that

than

to

until

of ourselves

other page*.

Howard Gilley, of Bucksport, visited
relatives In Orland Sunday.

present.

H. Emerson, of Bucksport, has
a few days in Ellsworth.
His left arm is in a sling from the iojuriea
received in his shop, as reported in The
American two weeks ago. It will be
another fortnight before he will be able

dear

own

Roy Hanson,
for

Edward

been

nee

Orland.

here
are
friends
many
to learn that his health ia some-

His

at

County Xrtrn

36bfrti*tmtnt«.

KAIiLH.

the winter in

Levi B. Wyman, of Ells-

Clerk

pleased
what improved

wise you
outer gar-

its

City

worth.

a

you

additional

Continued from page 1.
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BLUES.

Paper.

you some

money ?

THAT
I have the

THE AHERICAN

assortment of

I also keep

price”?11

Harnesses,

at

all

prite=.to

Kobes and Horse
Clothing of all kinds ?

d° ”Cl110 C*U *Dd ex*mlne
“J stock and get my

HENRY

Liver

For It.

carriages in all styles and

THAT
THAT

Subscribe

largest

be found in the State of Maine ?

Franklin Street,

E.

bottonrcssb

DAVIS,

W Aboard

man)

Ellsworth, Me.

1

